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strategies

certification

and the
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forces

outside

and structures

The
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Joint
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A significant portion of the data in

this oral history was presented through the participants'
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Participant accounts describe the personal
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political contexts,

and professional
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that affected both the process and the product of the JTTP.
Where possible,

supporting testimony and documentation were

used to provide corroboration or additional detail.

Systematic and organizational analyses
study's

findings.

informed the

Participant decisions were not

instructed by research on teacher education.
power relations among educational

Shifting

stakeholders affected

both the framework's adoption--and its contents.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

General

Between

1983

and

1985,

legislation and changed
teacher education.
as

symptomatic

during the

of

regulations

While

had

seized the

initiative

was

right

the

advice

teacher

of

the

1990,

and political

state,

drive

educators

swiftness

(Hawley,

p.

for

support

of

Classroom teachers
the

In

in the

1987,

seen

reform

146).

into

their

State policymakers
sensing that

available.

reform was

In

the time
state

enacted without

the people whose work and
teacher educators

and

California and Oregon were exceptions.
in those

certification process

education

be

"appear to have been

preparation were to be transformed:
classroom teachers.

this might

incursions

was

reforming

for educational

reform,

education

and consent

aimed at

in retrospect

teacher

policy domain"

after

thirty states passed

the general

1980s,

surprised by the

Context

late

states had

and,

1980s

Massachusetts

some

by extension,

(Zimpher,

control

over

teacher

1987).

teacher educators were

confronted with mandates

for the development

certification

standards,

a

certification

regulations.

framework
As

1

of

new

for changing

in other

states

that

had

already undergone certification changes,
participants

not

traditionally part

in teacher education were
policymakers
a

fait

the

here

is

details.

teacher educators
several

involved.

wonder

the

informal

figure

scene

and

Those

the

source

or the

teacher educators

in

is

recognition

in the

legislators

reform of

how to

I

heard

for the

seemed to

observation that

generated by

1989,

rationale

[changing certification standards)

motivated and

out

conversations with

throughout Massachusetts

anticipate Roth and Pipho's

seeking

regulatory

Legislators

framework,

During

aloud at

new framework.

activity

the

and

seem to have presented teacher educators with

accompli:

implement

of

pressures

"much of
is

this

politically

and governors

education"

(1990,

p.

128).

If

certification

the political
if

that

trend,

is

a

gains

control
the

lost

during the

longer term,

strengthen their
would be
teachers.

own

do

outside

Teacher educators

about

so

that

decade might

danger exists,

of
as

2

the

influence

professional
be

regained.

For

learn how to

influence—assuming that
interests

and

need to

why and how their

outsiders,
last

education,

for

and widespread

teacher educators need to

in the best
The

outside

have much work to

possible
of

indeed manipulated

different,

preparing teachers.

replaced by that

are

individuals

educators

learn as much as
was

of

relatively new,

teacher

realm of

standards

the nation's

to

do

so

prospective

Corrigan and Haberman

point out,

that teachers are thought of by those who work

within policymaking contexts as

"targets to be upgraded

rather than the victims of unprofessional working
conditions"

(1990,

p.

208).

Similarly,

may increasingly be thought of as
directives"

teacher educators

"simply following

as state or federal mandates

increase in both number and scope.

for their work

Teacher education

reform driven by political mandates rather than
professional

judgments has created a situation that

underscores the need for teacher educators to wrest control
over their work from those who do not do the work.

Specific Aspects

The trend in the last decade of changing certification
standards
reasons

for political,

as opposed to professional,

is documented in the

literature.

The number of

states that have undergone varying degrees and kinds of
regulatory reform is astonishing

(Sikula and Roth,

particularly in light of the underlying political

1984),
and

economic pressures toward the reforms that are elucidated
(Orlosky,

1988).

Prominent teacher educators give notice

that teacher certification
short-term political goals"

"standards will

serve only

unless their content

"becomes

the subject of debate and transformation by members of the
profession"

(Darling-Hammond,

the profession,

1990,

p.

270).

As part of

teacher education has a literature that

3

in

general terms describes what has happened,
responsible,

the settings and contexts,

and strategies

who has been

even the reasons

for changing teacher certification.

teacher educators do not

Still,

seem to understand fully the

process through which they were excluded when the teacher
certification framework in Massachusetts was
why it

initiated,

and

is that they are now left trying to follow

directives.

The current political climate

for teacher

certification reforms means that teacher educators may be
cast

in the role of outsiders within their own field.

Under such circumstances,
education

...

"Success and survival of teacher

could well prove to be a matter of

negotiating these

[state governance]

structures,

than producing qualitatively better teachers"
McNergney,
it

1990,

p.

109).

If this

is—teacher educators are

rather

(Clark and

is true—and I

suspect

living out a tragic irony.

order to sustain themselves professionally,

teacher

educators need to have as their first priority the
development of a political

knowledge

setting aside in the interim what
goal

of the profession:

educators find themselves
ostensibly aimed at

(and power)

base,

should be the primary

educating teachers.

Teacher

in this position due to reforms

improving the profession.

4

In

Negotiating the structures that politically constrain
the work of teacher education is particularly challenging
because of the geographical and institutional distance that
separates schools,

colleges,

and departments of education

from the agencies that govern teacher certification
and Spillane,
to personnel

1992).
shifts,

reorganizations,

(Cohen

Contexts that change frequently due
budget cuts,

and the like,

institutional

also make it difficult to

develop and sustain interorganizational communication,
less cooperation.

During the past decade,

much

these conditions

certainly have applied to state education agencies,

as well

as teacher education units within higher education.

These

conditions surely contributed to the mystification
Massachusetts teacher educators

felt

in the wake of the

recent certification reforms.

Research Purpose

The purpose of this study was to describe and analyze,
through the accounts of key participants,

the process of

initiating a new teacher certification framework in
Massachusetts during

1987.

This research represented an

effort to reconstruct explanations of what happened and why
from the vantage points articulated by important
These were people,
stakeholders
political

insiders.

most of whom were not the professional

(teacher educators),

stakeholders

but who were the

(policymakers).

5

The reconstruction

incorporated principles adapted from systematic analysis:
"efforts to describe or logically explain why and/or how
things do or do not happen or to predict the consequences
of a proposed course of action"
Key participants
interviewed.

(Hawley,

1990,

p.

138).

in the policymaking process were

Descriptions of their own roles and those of

of other participants were obtained,
explanations of the process

itself,

including:
rationales for the

decisions reflected in the new certification framework,
hopes

for the framework's

impact.

The interviews began with a request
background;

how was

and

for pertinent

it that the participant came to be

involved in the work of changing the teacher certification
framework?
inquiry:

This was
(a)

followed by the two major areas of

What were the participant's explanations of

the process used in the new framework's

initiation,

as they

were able to describe relevant events and the roles of
various other participants?,

and

(b)

How did participants

describe their own decisions regarding the
how did they explain its

framework,

and

intended consequences?

Research Significance

In an era during which educational
the proverbial political

football,

reform has become

some writers assert that

teacher certification has been wrested from the policy

6

domain of teacher educators by politicians

(who are

responding to business influences and demands
public)

and government agency policymakers.

explanations

for this phenomenon exist,

from the
While general

few specific cases

describe exactly how this has happened.

This study

represents an effort to describe one case in great detail
by working with insider accounts.

If education is

important,

and the way in which

teachers are prepared has an impact on the quality of
education,

concern about certification standards,

requirements,

frameworks,

and regulations

is

justified.

Teacher educators need to understand more completely and
directly the people who have been making decisions about
certification.
the rationales

Teacher educators need to know more about
for those decisions,

political or otherwise.

Whether having been relegated to—or having chosen—the
outside,

learning about the insiders

is a first

step toward

regaining control and overcoming the confusion and sense of
futility that pervade professional discourse about

The best mirror,
friend.

Perhaps,

it has been said,

in this case,

reform.

is the face of a

it will be possible to

learn about ourselves by talking with others.

Teacher

educators have had a credibility problem related to their
relatively low status

in academia,

the self-interest that

seems to have motivated their earlier policy

7

recommendations,

and the sense that they have not often

practiced what they were supposed to be teaching—effective
communication.

Only relatively recently has the profession

articulated a knowledge base obviously connected to
practice.

With such a reputation,

reasonably conclude that their
anybody else's"

(Hawley,

"policymakers might

[own]

1990,

p.

judgment

147)

is as good as

when they are

considering teacher education.

Oral History

Since the data were derived primarily through
interviews,

they reflected the participants'

only those that were expressed.
use of

views,

and

The central advantage to

interview data—getting the stories of the

stakeholders themselves—was weighed against the
possibility that the whole story,
emerged.

It was hoped that

so to speak,

may not have

interviewing many of the

participants associated with the framework's initiation and
development

(political,

educational

leaders)

academic,

union,

school,

and

mitigated against presenting too

shallow a picture of the process.

The basic time line for the

initiation process was

difficult to accurately reconstruct.
making took place

in informal

documented.

factor is

This

Much of the decision¬

settings and was not

in itself

8

instructive.

corroborating what
many

states.

lack of

dependent

literature

indicates

Public hearings were not

frameworks were
that

the

in place.

It was

documentation

than we might

happened

in

conducted until

inevitable,

rendered this

therefore,

study more

wish on the memories

of

participants.

While

the

conform to the
implemented,
framework's
this
the

1987

about

pressures.

of

everyday political

roles

and on

the process,

so

its

that

Accordingly,

participants was
of

fully

conducted

in the process
ramifications.

to

of

to more

fully

developing the

Time may also have

from the

events

a number of

surrounding
revisit

appropriate

crucial

to

the ability to

reluctant

or

incomplete memories.

9

of

and professional

they are not motivated to
access

for

free participants

Participants may have been able

on their

the effects

to be

interviews

worked to distance participants

them.

developed to

seven years had passed between the

Time may have worked to

exigencies

framework,

framework have yet

initiation and the

study.

reflect

certification regulations

counterbalance

CHAPTER 2

TEACHER CERTIFICATION AND

This

chapter

is

a

summary of

teacher certification,
policymaking.
first

The

chapter

subsections:

This
(a)

certification,

a

context

is

role

of

certification,

status

second

relationship
third

of

state

descriptions

Teacher

Teacher
several
"Only

in the

in most

to

the

in Massachusetts.

a discussion of

the

to certification.

The

available

Certification

is

a

in this

country

relatively

recent

and well

would certification

upgrade

(c)

certification policy.

twentieth century,

places,

a vehicle

and

three

Teacher Certification

certification

purposes

of

The

educational
and

an examination of

and analyses

Overview of

of

policymaking

section contains

A Brief

certification

section consists

sections.

teacher

current
The

state

presented under

and teacher professionalization,
teacher

of

three

reform,

of

review on

for understanding teacher

overview of

teacher

POLICYMAKING

literature

consists

context

a brief

(b)

a

emphasizing the

section provides

certification.

STATE

connected to

phenomenon.

into that

requirements

the preparation of

10

is

teachers"

century

be

used as

(Urban,

1990,

p.

63).

Embedded in many current examinations of

certification is the idea that
not only the training,
nation's teachers.
standards,

is to improve,

but ultimately the quality of the

By insuring attainment of minimum

certification is

supposed to provide a measure

of protection for the public.
based on educational

its purpose

Certification standards

credentials or tested knowledge also

are designed to respond to cycles of teacher shortage and
surplus

(Sedlak,

1989).

In order to make teaching more

prestigious and drive salaries upward during shortages,
education requirements have been increased.
of teacher surplus,

During times

examinations have been used to help

differentiate among and screen the many applicants

for

positions.

Teacher certification authorizes pursuit of the
profession,
then,

as defined in the dictionary.

a teaching certificate

suggested above,

however,

is a license to teach.

As

certification is also a process

by which teacher preparation is regulated.
professional

In a sense,

In addition,

standards and conditions are set and

influenced through the process of teacher certification.
Alternately,

professional goals and realities affect

certification requirements.
must take

The study of certification

into account the multiple purposes the process

meant to serve.

11

is

A prediction had been made in 1976 by the Bicentennial
Commission on Education for the Profession of Teaching
(American Association of Colleges
that,

"One of the great

professional
and Nash,

was made by C.

p.

115).

(Howsam,

Nine years

1980s will be
Corrigan,
later,

Emily Feistritzer that,

of classroom teachers
36).

issues of the

certification"

1985,

for Teacher Education)

in the U.

Citing wild variations

S.

Denemark,

the assertion

"The certification

is a mess"

(1984,

p.

in requirements among the

states and requirements which

"don't make sense,"

pointed out an additional problem:

most

she

states provide for

emergency credentials by waiving the requirements as a
response to teacher shortages.

Inconsistent,

nonsensical,

requirements may be,
tremendous control"

and diverse though the

they permit

states to

(Feistritzer,

institutions that train teachers.

1984,

p.

"exert
39)

over

This control was

accomplished by virtue of a requirement

in 48

states that

prospective teachers be graduated from an approved program.
Program approval
By 1984,

hinges on fulfilling curricular mandates.

however,

32

states were

"examining alternatives to

the traditional college teacher education program route"
(p.

45)

to certification.

In the mid-eighties,
become a

"great

issue,"

then,

teacher certification had

in the sense that numerous states

12

had begun tinkering with teacher
that

teacher

educators were

hard place.

On one

education students
on the

other was

and

educational
the media,
will

of

business

that

Adding to

groups,

educators

been accustomed.
with which to

Teacher

to

this

certification,
not

predicament

sources:

and private

in the next

was

and the

losing teacher

continuing—if

section,

certification became

Teacher

environment

rock

teacher education through curricular

professionalization and the

reform.

of

routes

reform from a variety of

that

such a way

power generated by popular demands

be discussed

context

of

of

in

between the

threat

alternative

restrictions.

the political

the

the pressure

increasing—control
mandates

caught

side was
to

training

There were

As

it was within this

for

from that

new

the public,

foundations.

issues

educational

found themselves

different

for

intertwined with

drive

was

in a

regulatory

to which they had

interests

and

influences

contend.

Certification,

Educational

Reform,

and Teacher

Professionalization

The year
During that

1986

year,

was
two

a pivotal
reports

reform were published that
for the

one

for

teacher

educators.

focusing on educational

were to have vast

implications

teaching profession and teacher preparation.

13

In Tomorrow's Teachers:

A Report of the Holmes Group,

a three-level plan for teacher certification was proposed.
Citing the need to

improve the profession of teaching,

thereby the delivery of educational
children,

the proposal was

America's

"chronic and epidemic"

with its

schools.

heralded

(1983)

Risk,

and

the

(p.

3)

dissatisfaction

In some measure a response to the

critique of American education,
"instructor,"

"career professional"

Certification at the
temporary.

service to the nation's

set within the context of

the proposal called for

teacher,"

and

"instructor"

tiers

A Nation at

"professional

(pp.

10-14).

level was to be

Performance assessments were to be required for

"teacher"

and

"career"

levels.

All

three certificates

were to be granted after satisfactory examination and
educational

accomplishment.

Interestingly,

a model

to this one had been proposed ten years earlier

in a report

published by the American Association of Colleges
Teacher Education

(Howsam et al.,

In A Nation Prepared:

for the 21st Century,

the Task Force on Teaching as a Profession

71)

in a discussion of

degree in education.
built on a base

(Carnegie Forum

cited the Holmes Group

(p.

restructuring the undergraduate
A Master

in Teaching degree was to be

in the arts and sciences.

An Advanced

Teaching Certificate was to be made available for
Teachers"

for

1985).

Teachers

on Education and the Economy)

similar

"Lead

who continued their professional education and
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passed a national

"Board for Professional Teaching

Standards Examination"
to raise professional

(pp.

70-72).

standards

These proposals were

for teachers as a vehicle

for coping with economic challenges:
compete in world markets

Both reports

is eroding"

that,

(p.

reform and certification

The Holmes report was based on the assumption

"The teaching profession itself must be changed in

order to reinforce and protect changes
content,
p.

2).

linked the professionalization of

teaching to both educational
changes.

"America's ability to

5).

in the level,

and standards of teacher education"
This assumption,

then,

involved

simultaneous change in universities,
certification procedures"

(Zumwalt,

Holmes report was different,

1987,

"the hope of

school,
1987,

however,

(Sedlak,

p.

in that

and state
127).

The

it was

authored collaboratively by seven education school deans
and professors

from self-described major research

universities.

The Carnegie report was authored by 14 people,
whom

(Judith Lanier)

one of

was the chair of the Holmes Group.

Lanier was the only representative of teacher education on
the

"The Task Force on Teaching as a Profession"

Carnegie Forum.
attorney,

of the

There were three business people,

one

two presidents of the major teacher unions,

foundation officers,

four

two state school department heads,
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and

two high-level

state politicians.

The Carnegie report

authorship reflected the notion that teaching is embedded
within complex economic,

political,

institutional

(or constraints),

as a whole

structures

social,

and
and that

society

is the ultimate stakeholder.

Another Carnegie-sponsored effort
teacher education reform.

Project

30,

in the area of
emphasized the need

for intra- and inter-institutional collaboration.

This

group of colleges and universities

focused on the need for

faculties of education and liberal

arts and sciences to

work together toward educating teachers
century."

As evidence that

"for the 21st

relatively few people in our

society truly view teaching as a
the authors pointed out that,

"professional

"All the

formal

activity,"
requirements

that outwardly seem to indicate that teaching is a
profession—the degrees
examinations,

from accredited schools,

the

the certificates and licenses—are routinely

waived when there are shortages"

(Murray and Fallon,

pp.

7-

8).

As another of the many groups decrying the history of
"back-door"

entry into teaching,

the National

Accreditation of Teacher Education

(NCATE)

Council

for

called for all

teachers to be graduates of nationally accredited schools,
colleges,

and departments of education.

entitled,

"Accreditation:

Quality,
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In a brochure

Professionalization,

Performance,"

the NCATE asserted,

"Teaching professionals

will be recognized through effective licensing and advanced
certification processes developed by the states and private
agencies."

Incidentally,

Judith Lanier is quoted in this

brochure in support of NCATE1s assertions.
constituent members
Association,

The NCATE's

include the National Education

the American Federation of Teachers,

Council of Chief State School Officers,
Association of Colleges

the

the American

for Teacher Education,

and the

Association of Teacher Educators.

The interconnectedness of organizations
educational

involved in

reform in general and teacher

professionalization in particular

is striking and suggests

that networks which try to influence policymaking and
certification are not as mysterious and amorphous as
appears on the surface of the literature.

it

The Association

of Teacher Educators

(ATE),

in recommending

actions"

p.

for Restructuring the Education

(ATE,

of Teachers,
organizations

1991,

10)

"needed

lists many of the associations and
involved in educational

innovation and

certification and invites them to collaborate.
joins other groups
recognition"

in attempting

for teachers.

The ATE

"to secure professional

Specifically,

it

suggests

graduation from a nationally accredited and state-approved
program of preservice preparation and three years of
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exemplary classroom practice as a

"prerequisite to

application for national certification"

Noting that

"at

least

31

(p.

22).

states have legislated or are

planning entry-year programs"

(1991,

p.

3)

in which

beginning teachers would work with guidance
experienced teachers,
six states has

the ATE points out that only one in

funded support

for mentoring.

of using teacher professionalization,
certification process,

as a tool

informed some policymaking.

The message

facilitated by the

for educational reform has

Policy implementation has not

received legislative support,
lack of appropriations

from

however,

as suggested by the

for mentor programs.

Teacher Certification in Massachusetts:

Current Status

The state of Massachusetts provides an example of
certification policymaking that has responded to the
message of educational
professionalization.
Reform Act
changes

reform through teacher
In spite of passage of an Education

in 1993 that did not

initiated in 1987,

support certification

the Department of Education has

been moving to implement two-stage teacher certification
(provisional and full)

The roots of the
found in Chapter 847,

by October 1,

1994.

1987 certification changes may be
enacted in 1973.
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Due to lack of

funding,

the section of the act calling for permanent

certification based on performance assessment of
provisionally certified teachers was never implemented.
Succeeding reform proposals attempted to resurrect twostage certification,

culminating in the creation of the

Joint Task Force on Teacher Preparation

Setting out the rationale
process,

(JTTP)

in 1987.

for a new certification

the JTTP goal of making teaching a

"more highly

respected and valued profession" was elucidated.
recommendations"

providing a framework for changing

certification requirements

included:

in the liberal arts or sciences,
major

undergraduate degrees

or an interdisciplinary

(education majors were to be dropped);

minority and nontraditional candidates
providing

"Major

recruiting

for teaching;

150 clock hours of closely supervised field

experiences;

and establishing program exit

standards.

Meeting these requirements would allow the attainment of
provisional certification.

A masters degree built on the clinical model
teacher preparation was to be required for
certification.

The clinical model

of

full

involved professional

training that combines knowledge of theory and research
with practice of skills
to other interns
practitioners,

in a setting that provides access

(student or practice teachers),

and the experience of
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selected

learning from

colleagues.

According to the JTTP's recommendations,

supervision and support

for the clinical

experience were to

be provided by liberal

arts and education advisors

college or university,

and mentor teachers at clinical

sites

(professional development

So far,

no

from the

schools).

funding has been provided to support these

certification requirements.

As a result,

Association of College Teacher Educators

the Massachusetts
(MACTE)

asking that the new regulations be rescinded.

considered

The

Massachusetts Teachers Association had initiated a bill
before the legislature

(informally supported by MACTE)

proposing an autonomous Professional

Standards Board

(Pitkin,

lack of

1992).

confusion about

Despite

fears about

implementation,

support,

and resistance evident

the slowness of programs to act—teacher educators

in

in 1994

are proceeding toward the October deadline.

The role of Massachusetts teacher educators in
responding to the framework's adoption has been questioned.
Levin noted that those whom he had observed both repudiated
the state Department of Education's
other's

recommendations.

complex than

'they'

framework—and each

He noted that,

doing it to

'us'"

"The

(1990,

issue
p.

is more

49).

Levin's suspicion is based on the fact that teacher
educators themselves had sat on committees

(working groups)

that promulgated the controversial new regulations.
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Pitkin

(1992),

initiated,
to

however,

motivated,

"greener pastures."

alluded to

"two gentlemen who

and pushed these changes"

having gone

The perception that the source and

substance of the certification changes was the creation of
a few high-level policymakers,

who

left only details to be

worked out by teacher educator committees,

Lack of

funding for implementation,

was common.

as well as a sense

of having been excluded at the early stages of creating the
new certification framework,

have caused frustration and

resentment among Massachusetts teacher educators.
feelings persist,

These

despite a literature generated by teacher

education organizations that

suggests the state was

attempting policy that would incorporate goals

for teacher

professionalization consistent with national trends.

Some form of the multi-stage certification to be
implemented in Massachusetts,

for example,

the Association of Teacher Educators,

is advocated by

the Holmes Group,

and

the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education.
Finally,

the construct of professionalization:

the requirements

increasing

for teacher credentials with the hope of

making teaching more attractive to more promising
candidates;
pool;

upgrading the overall quality of the teacher

and perhaps driving teacher salaries,

prestige upward,

autonomy,

is a link binding the Massachusetts

certification reforms with the other proposals.
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and

Teacher Certification and State Policymaking

Educational
policymaking.

reform at the state

Policymakers try to

around purposes

[of education],

level

"finesse a consensus

allocation of

policies to guide the organization....
political—that
reelected"

is,

(Cuban,

they get
1989,

p.

involves

reappointed,

Tyack and James,

at the state education bureaucracy historically,
that,

and

Their rewards are

recognized,
387).

funds,

looking

suggested

"What passed for consensus was sometimes only the

ideas of hegemonic groups presented as self-evident truths"
(1986,

p.

69).

In studying what happened to teacher

certification in many states during the last decade,
necessary to

has been called

"teacher policy."

is used throughout the

reform that

The term teacher policy

literature in reference to policies

dealing with recruitment,

preparation,

retention of classroom teachers.

As

may deal with professionalization,

induction,

such,

and

teacher policy

teacher education,

system and site management—and certification.

The mechanisms
constitutions,

for state policymaking are derived from

legislative actions,

interpretations.

and court

State departments of education have been

charged with policy implementation.
policy,

is

identify the state policymaking mechanisms and

influences that drove the aspect of educational

school

it

as applied in practice,
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Teacher education

has been shaped by

legislative appropriations
institutions,
certification,

for teacher training

education departments that provide teacher
local

school

employers,

management of training programs

and higher education

(Cushman,

1977).

Teacher

education has been regulated through policymaking in order
to enhance the recruitment,
legitimacy of teachers.

screening,

preparation,

Traditional concerns regarding

subject matter and pedagogical knowledge,
classroom performance,

and

as well as

have become wedded to new concerns

that have generated policy specifically designed to address
those issues.
gender

Mainstreaming

(inclusion),

diversity,

issues have come to be considered as

components of education
programs

(Cronin,

policymaking,

1983),

and

integral

(and therefore teacher education)
and have been addressed through

as well as certification requirements.

Those new teacher education concerns have been
exacerbated by three recent trends.

Demographic

indicate that there is an increasing number of
are not taught by teachers of their own race,
or socio-economic background.

shifts

students who
ethnic group,

Within the past decade,

increased concern about the overall quality of the teacher
candidate pool has
some sort of test

led to the passage
requirement

in most

states of

for program entry or exit.

Concern about the overall quality of teacher education
itself has

led to the passage

requirements that

in many states of program

increase academic training in the
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liberal

arts and pedagogical training in school-based field
experiences,

and decrease the amount of education courses

prospective teachers may take

(Freiburg and Waxman,

Kennedy (1989) calls these demographic,
quality,

1990).

teacher

and teacher education quality concerns the

"representation,"

"tested ability," and "improvement-of-

practice" problems.
political solutions
are contending.
and complex,

These

"problems" have generated

(policy) with which teacher educators

The problems themselves are interrelated

and they have led to complex policy that is

not necessarily made up of an integrated whole that would
connect certification to education reform in a cohesive way
(Firestone,

1989).

Increasing,

and increasingly complex,

hierarchical

control of teacher education through certification raises
the threat of diverting "resources from problem-solving"
and focusing "them on surveillance and compliance"
1983,

p.

366).

(Elmore,

Resource diversion represents an especially

acute problem in teacher education,

which has been

traditionally resource-deprived.

The aspect of educational reform that has emphasized
teacher professionalization yields an irony in the area of
control.
when,

In exchange for deregulation;

not mandating what,

and how classroom teachers will teach,
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states wanted

competence

(Darling-Hammond and Berry,

1988).

new teacher certification requirements
"tested ability"
solutions)

and

As a result,

(incorporating the

"improvement-of-practice"

policy

tend to deprofessionalize teacher education

through increased regulation,

more mandates,

and greater

restriction.

If policy actually does result

in the

deprofessionalization of teacher educators,

they will be in

a truly weakened position—without the ability to turn to
classroom teachers

for assistance.

Dean Corrigan

maintained that teacher educators had not proven themselves
to be advocates

for school colleagues.

"Some professors

have made a living by criticizing the schools....
certainly have not been advocates for teachers
legislative halls"

(1985,

p.

9).

They

in

At the same time,

teachers and their professional associations are
"increasingly skeptical of the efficacy of teacher training
provided by colleges and universities,

and are eager to

have a hand in developing their own training programs"
(Sergiovanni,
120).

These

Burlingame,

Coombs,

and Thurston,

factors do not bode well

1983,

p.

for the profession of

teacher education.

The legislative halls,
for

"more reform activity

Steigelbauer,

1991,

p.

since

...

265).

1985,

have been an arena

than ever before"

(Fullan and

A major area of activity
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having been certification reform,

teacher educators

themselves may be in dire need of advocates,

if they choose

to respond to the erosion of their professional control.
The Center for Policy Research in Education
that there was

little school district

mandated reforms.

Moreover,

(1989)

resistance to state-

districts sometimes used state

policy to buttress previously held positions.
extent that this

noted

To the

finding is an accurate picture of district

response to state policymaking,
educators may not be able to

it

suggests that teacher

look to school administrators

(much less classroom teachers)

for assistance in responding

as a professional community if they choose to resist
imposed regulations.

It

is also unlikely that the liberal arts

professoriate outside teacher education will prove to be
allies.

Massachusetts,

education major,

in dropping the undergraduate

provides an example of the widespread

policy trend toward favoring academic over pedagogical
preparation.

Colleagues

in higher education would not be

disposed to assisting teacher educators,
programs benefit

since liberal arts

from the recent policy shifts.

Left to advocate
need to be mindful

for themselves,

teacher educators

of what happened on a national

during the eighties,

scale

and why they were so surprised at the

swiftness and drama with which reform policies were
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enacted.

In the aftermath of A Nation at Risk,

there was

tremendous pressure to place education at the top,
nearly so,

of political agendas.

own state economies are at
leaders,

"Perceiving that their

stake,

governors,

and legislators have led the charge”

Hammond and Berry,

1988,

p.

4).

or

business
(Darling-

The Education Commission

of the States and the National Governor's Association
endorsed the Carnegie Forum's National Testing Standards
Board

(that was to be developed and controlled by teachers,

not teacher educators).

Despite the assertion that,
directed,

mandated,

backfire"

(Sikula,

"Legislated,

nationally

or forced change will very likely
1986,

p.

change has been initiated.
consent that puts state

65),

that type of political

"Politics—the calculus of

leaders

face to face with their

constituencies without benefit of professional and
bureaucratic

filters--ultimately drives the agenda for

state action in the field of education"
193).

(James,

1991,

p.

Teacher educators are negotiating their work in a

context much broader than the state board of education,

and

they are no longer doing that with filters to shield them
from the immediacy and potency of politically driven
reform.

Meanwhile,

it

is

important to frame what has happened

in teacher education historically.
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James

suggests that.

"If history is any guide,

reformers and researchers who

truly wish to be part of this change must again enter the
realm of politics"
that

realm must

bureaucracy,
the

(1991,

p.

194).

shift their focus

Researchers studying
from educational

legislative coalitions,

and interest groups to

"phenomenon of gubernatorial advocacy"

educational
governors

reform.

(p.

198)

in

Identifying the pressures that

(and their advisors)

be accompanied by pursuing

"in greater depth the education

of policymakers and political
teaching and learning"

(p.

are seeking to relieve must

leaders about the nature of

202).

Connecting their work to

the work of others who have a stake

in education,

and

recognizing the complex dynamic of education in a
democratic

state,

might be political

first

steps toward

re-establishing teacher educator influence in the teacher
policy arena.

Certification Policy:

Descriptions and Analysis

Some teacher policy literature describes and analyzes
implementation of certification reforms throughout the
United States

since the late

1980s.

An early analysis of

New Jersey's plan for an alternate route to certification
involved a critique of the role of teacher educators.
example,

one paradoxical

For

suggestion was that policymakers

had appropriated some of the research on teacher education.
Responding to popular demand for educational
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reform,

the

New Jersey policymakers used their understandings without
being challenged sufficiently by teacher educators
regarding the appropriateness of the proposed research
applications.

Ernest Boyer made recommendations

regarding

a knowledge base for beginning teachers that were used both
prescriptively to define what
education programs,
not

(Michelli,

stated bluntly:

longer be whether states

(Galluzzo,

1985).

The

lesson

"The question may no

should intervene

certification policymaking]
participate"

included in teacher

and proscriptively to exclude anything

in the recommendations

from New Jersey was

should be

[in teacher

but how teacher educators can

1985,

p.

388).

In figuring out how teacher educators can participate,
it has become apparent that the policy arena has changed.
Insufficient

challenges to policy proposals--or avoiding

the misappropriation of

research findings--might then be

explained by the possibility that teacher educator efforts
have been misdirected.

A study of various approaches to

education reform in Arizona,
Minnesota,

California,

Florida,

Georgia,

and Pennsylvania yields a common thread and

provides evidence of the changed political
surrounding reform.

environment

The education community had not

initiated the changes and complained of them as problems
rather than solutions.
were

important

and leaders

Some chief

reform proponents,

state school
but

"Legislative chairs

shaped and shepherded packages,
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officers

some of which

were designed by gubernatorial task forces"
Clune,

and Elmore,

years,

business

most

1988,

242).

In contrast to previous

interests dominated the reform scene

of the states.

pass without

p.

(Fuhrman,

in

Coalition politics allowed reforms to

support

from education interest groups,

sometimes over their opposition.

All this

and

represented a

marked contrast to the historical norm of educational
insiders controlling state policy within their own field.

Virginia represented one model
new political
above,

environment.

legislative

As

for responding to this

in the states mentioned

initiative and executive intervention

led to the passage of a resolution by the Virginia State
Board of Education in 1982 that established the Beginning
Teacher Assistance Program

(BTAP).

McNergney,

Medley,

developed,

and assessed teacher competency based on

"results of

and Caldwell,

As described by

the program defined,

research on teaching and learning as well

publicly stated conceptions of best practice."

as

Design of

the program took into account the assumption on the part of
state policymakers of an

"identifiable,

job-relevant base

of knowledge upon which an assessment of teachers'
competencies can be constructed"

Teacher educators

(1988,

p.

38).

involved in implementation of BTAP

looked upon the program as an opportunity to enhance the
professional

reputation of teaching,
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as well

as the

development of more competent beginning teachers.

By 1988,

the program had been in operation for three years,

but

concern regarding allocation of
that

resources

in such a way

it would truly be able to operate as designed was

beginning to surface.
shortage,

an anticipated teacher

and the attendant temptation to

certification,
program.

Additionally,

issue emergency

threatened to negate the goals of the

Both these

issues were apparent throughout the

literature on implementation of new teacher certification
policies.

A comparative case study of
North Carolina,
1984

Illinois,

and Texas teacher policymaking from 1972 to

further corroborates the notion of change in the

educational policy arena.
"iron triangle"
responsible

Tate

(1988)

for regulating the

language,

asserted that an

had consisted of the executive department
field of education,

legislative committee that advises
bill

Massachusetts,

lawmakers and provides

and the most powerful

interest groups.

an issue becomes controversial,

as had education,

and bureaucratic

advice is

(professional)

face of media and public scrutiny.

As

expert

ignored in the

Quick and simple

solutions are offered to satisfy the hunger

As the educational

the

for resolution.

reform situation became

increasingly politicized,

the virtually apolitical world of

teacher education suffered from decreasing ability to
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influence policy as

it historically had been able to do.

Teacher education's communication network was shortcircuited and vital
of the reforms,

subcultures were ignored.

The

future

impossible to predict because of the breaks

with past traditions and practices

in teacher policymaking,

is therefore up for grabs.

In a specific discussion of the Texas experience,
Warner

(1990)

suggested that teacher education

communication networks and subcultures would not have been
enough,

even had they been used and consulted.

Achievements of the field had not been communicated to
policymakers,

and teacher educators had not monitored their

own professional

ranks

in order to maintain standards.

responding devolution occurred,

in which the elected state

Board of Education was replaced by a smaller,
board.

appointed

Under the aegis of this Governor's Select Committee

on Public Education,
Larry Temple
action.

A

headed first by H.

(lumber entrepreneur),

Ross Perot,

then

the new board took

Resulting teacher testing and limitations on

education preparation for certification led to an untenable
position for the teacher education profession.

Greater

accountability was being sought at the same time as

lesser

opportunity was being granted to exercise professional
judgment and practice.
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Warner suggested a number of contributors to the
dilemma in Texas.
perceptions of

Teacher education was distrusted due to

low standards.

Cost-effective solutions to

teacher supply and demand problems had not been developed—
nor had coalitions within higher education and among
classroom teachers.
historical

(Like Corrigan,

he decried the

lack of teacher educator support

teachers.)

Lastly,

for classroom

the knowledge base for teaching had not

been sufficiently advocated.

Texas'

new teacher policy was

showing signs of unravelling early on,

however,

and

presented an opportunity for teacher educators to redress
errors—whether of their own making,

or those of the

politicians.

As Goodlad has pointed out,
will be a function of whether it

redressing errors

is possible to act.

Teacher education faculty have perceived
change as
change"

foreclosing the prospect of

(1991,

p.

144).

in part

In addition,

"state-mandated

faculty-driven
Goodlad found that

there was not uniform confidence among teacher educators
that healthy change would occur if the institutions
(schools,

colleges,

and departments of education)

to their own devices.

Further,

were left

since many of the

certification reform proposals hinge on collaboration among
higher education faculty,
education and liberal

arts

the traditional animosity between
faculties comes

into play.

While both faculties could unite in support of academic
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freedom and deregulation,
run deep.

Meanwhile,

the tensions which separate them

some members of both faculties fear

that all of higher education is being diminished in the
face of political coalitions affecting policy in which no
truly educational

interest

is being represented.

All of

this suggests a series of hurdles to be overcome before
teacher educators could act

in a professionally healthy

manner.

Overcoming the hurdles
and willingness to act.

is contingent on a readiness

The ability to act

is complicated

by the complex and sometimes conflicting demands placed on
both education and teacher education.
education's professional
education is
access;

For example,

standing among peers

teacher

in higher

jeopardized by a tradition that demands

"political pressure to allow the majority of

institutions to grant certification to their students"
(Lanier and Little,

1986,

p.

564).

Together with the

perennial threat of emergency certification in times,
places,

or areas of teacher shortage,

and the equally

persistent paucity of adequate resources to support teacher
education programs,

the demand for access to certification

among as many institutions and students as possible does
not
is

lend itself to maintenance of defensible standards.
impossible to provide service of consistent quality

under such conditions.
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It

Another issue that belies a tension between political
and professional

considerations emerged as

it became

possible to study the aftermath of some of the reforms.
McDonnell

(1989)

noted that policies enacted in the

eighties have been difficult to implement.

Political

control and professionalism had not been simultaneously
addressed in the design and implementation of policy.
Public,

media,

business,

and other demands do not always

align smoothly with the needs,
practicing professionals.
values were not

desires,

Different,

and judgments of

yet

legitimate,

recognized as the basis of an inherent

tension that would somehow have to be reconciled.
result,

As a

much of the policymaking will have to be modified.

The basic contradiction between using teacher
professionalization as a tool

for educational

reform at the

same time certification requirements are made teachereducator-proof

is a case in point.

The policymakers'

lingering urge for program accountability and compliance in
teacher education will not allow teacher educators to model
the professional excellence and creativity being demanded
of

schools and workplaces.

a basic tension among goals,

Indefinite continuation of such
without

serious consequences,

is unlikely.

As unworkable aspects of teacher certification policy
become evident,

it

is useful

to be aware of the program
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"fixers"

(Wohlstetter,

1989),

implementation oversight.

who are responsible for

Legislative and administrative

staff monitor policy from behind the scenes,
alterations that

recommending

"fix" policy during the oversight process.

This is done informally and privately to maximize
efficiency.

When there is publicity potential for

executive or legislative policymakers,

oversight is

conducted formally and publicly to demonstrate that a
policy is either being implemented or fixed with skill.
This division of political labor occurs because politicians
are not usually rewarded for implementation,

so they rely

on staff to conduct routine oversight functions.
Communication with appropriate staff could ameliorate the
effects of unworkable mandates and restrictions,

as all

parties puzzle through the political process of reconciling
professional and popular demands within the policy arena.

Several teacher education organizations have recently
attempted to actively influence the new, more political
arena of teacher certification policymaking.

An American

Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE)
pamphlet targets state governors and legislators,
suggesting ways they can help advance "the agenda of
teacher education in a democracy"
1990).

Citing Goodlad's work,

(Frazier and Callan,

the AACTE calls for minimal

regulation, maximal support,

and careful oversight of

teacher education programs.

Another approach is advocated
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by the Association of Colleges and Schools of Education
(Scannell,

1989),

an organization that views the

establishment of state professional standards and practices
boards as a way to circumvent the slings and arrows of
political fortune.
statute,

These boards would be set up by

staffed and funded independently,

and

representative of both the education profession and the
public.

Service to the profession and students

(and

thereby the public as well) would be the mandate.
access to board deliberations,
states,

Public

coordination among the

and support for national certification are part of

this plan.

Recent descriptions and analyses of teacher
certification policy indicate a growing awareness of how
policymaking has proceeded and been influenced in this
domain.

Political pressures have been identified and

reforms studied.

The current implementation and oversight

stage could generate further information,
implications for action,
stakeholders.

lessons,

and

for teacher educators and other

Teacher certification policymaking, however,

occurs within a changed and changing arena.

Teacher

educators need to understand more about the constituent
groups finding representation there,

in order to facilitate

their own participation in this evolving process.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

The purpose of this study was to reconstruct events
that occurred during 1987,

events

leading to a new

framework for teacher certification in Massachusetts.
some sense,

then,

Participants were
were obtained,
were examined.

In

this was an historical case study.
identified,

their oral

recollections

and relevant primary and secondary sources
Rationales

for the new framework and

strategies utilized in its adoption were explicated and
analyzed.

Those types of data are historical,

in that they

allowed development of narrative and interpretation.

The Massachusetts
a case.

framework,

also represented

The literature indicated that what happened in the

Commonwealth in 1987 had parallels
well.

however,

Teacher certification,

education reform movement,

in most other states as

under the umbrella of the

had become highly politicized.

To the extent that Massachusetts represented what happened
on a national

scale,

it was one case related to a wider

phenomenon.

In a discussion of using history to illuminate
educational policy,

David Tyack suggests that we need to

"consider both the rhetoric of purpose and the political
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interest

involved"

(1989,

p.

411).

justify their behaviors may not
motivations to act.

The way participants

fully explain their

A further complication is that

"deliberate change brings undeliberated side effects"
412).

(p.

These effects become apparent during and after the

implementation stage of policymaking,

yet this study's

primary focus was on the initiation stage.

Even recent history,

however,

can offer something

beyond mystery and unpredictability:
that produce regularities.

"Contemporary politics

produced a common sequence of alarm,
neglect"

(Tyack,

1989,

p.

underlying conditions

413).

response,

...

has

and then

Examining teacher

certification changes of the not-so-distant past might
allow enough passage of time to connect what happened to
fuller explanations,

evaluations,

and understandings.

Yet,

these changes of recent vintage may be considered with a
still-fresh sense of the broad political context

in which

they occurred.

In the case of Massachusetts'
certification framework,

new teacher

efforts to explain,

evaluate,

or

understand were dependent on the story-telling and
individual perspectives of participants.
literature on the national
suggestions

Both the

scene and preliminary

regarding the state context had indicated that

much decision-making took place in unofficial
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settings and

was not

recorded.

therefore crucial
initiation.

The need to interview participants was
to

learning about the framework's

Weber acknowledged that,

"In our society,

interviewing is often associated with intrusive
with job-hunting,

or with the manipulative paradigm of

experimental psychology"
however,

'seeing the between'

share a viewpoint"
approach the
respect

(p.

interview open,

interview is

for which may lead to
is

68).

for the participant.

because the

then,

(1986,

p.

67).

Another approach,

can be employed for interviewing:

meaning of

journalism,

"Its earlier

(entre vue)

or meeting to

The interviewer may then
willing to learn,
Openness

and with

is not absolute,

framed by questions,

further questions.

the answers

The interview,

shaped by both people during the process.

interviewer

is cast

interviewee

in the role of participant-teacher.

The

in the role of researcher-learner,

the

Research Design

Participants

Forty-five people were identified through their
membership on the Joint Task Force on Teacher Preparation
(JTTP),

recommendations of Task Force members,

and

suggestions drawn from the literature and document review.
Participants had been involved directly or indirectly with
formulating or supporting the new teacher certification
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framework.

There were four sources of

to the selection of participants.

information that

led

One source was the

literature on governance of teacher education.

This

literature was often descriptive of generalizations that
held true among a number of states.
indeed useful

The literature was

for the Massachusetts case,

of the generalizations seemed to apply.

because a number
This made it

possible to target positions that were held by individuals
likely to have been involved in educational
example,

the governor,

documentation.

that

(for

legislative committee chairs,

education department officials).
word of mouth,

reform

and

The second source was

in some cases could be checked against

The knowledge people had and guesses they

made yielded repetition and pattern in both written and
oral testimony about who was active at the time of the
framework's
the public

initiation and development.
record,

A third source was

including Task Force and other

organization reports,
releases and accounts.

legislation,

meeting minutes,

A fourth source was personal

consisting of manuscripts,

notes,

memos,

letters,

press
files,

agendas,

and schedules.

Both the

literature and oral

indexes

participants directly involved with the

indicated that

framework's

initiation comprised a relatively small number of political
insiders.

Access to this group was available.

fortunate,

since a more complete picture of how the
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That was

framework came about was then possible.
since the researcher,

Additionally,

as a teacher educator,

story as a political outsider

(not

approached the

functioning in the

state's political or bureaucratic policymaking arena),
these interviews provided the chance to glance

"at the

mirror the other holds up to us,”

and discover

"not only

the other,

1986,

but ourselves"

(Weber,

of politically-driven educational

p.

66).

As the era

reform unfolds,

it was

useful to learn more about the people with whom teacher
educators still need to negotiate as policy is implemented,
altered,

and remade.

Further,

it was possible to learn

more about how policymakers had seen the work of teaching
teachers.

The process of

identifying participants was begun

through several

informal

conversations.

Some names were heard repeatedly and later

surfaced in documents.

in-person and telephone

Names,

titles,

and roles or

positions of potential participants were cross-checked
among sources.

(See Appendix A).

Thus identified,

was sought through initial phone calls
confirmation of mailing addresses.
by letters of
requesting

access

for verification and

The calls were

followed

introduction stating the research purpose,

(informed)

telephone call.

consent,

and announcing a follow-up

(See Appendixes B and C).

the call was to provide elaboration,
schedule a one-hour,

answer questions,

in-person interview.
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The purpose of
and

The identity and number of participants was contingent
on a number of
predictable.

factors that were not controllable or
To an extent,

upon an emergent design.

then,

the study was dependent

Participants suggested the

identity of previously unnamed actors who were contacted as
the study progressed.

If the relatively few political

insiders credited with initiation had refused access,

it

would have been desirable and necessary to contact a larger
number of actors who participated on the periphery.
guideline,

As a

it was helpful to think of concentric circles:

the further from the political center of action,
participants would have been needed to provide
and insight.

The nature of the participants'

the more

information
roles,

too,

would have affected the focus of the research itself.
Knowledge and understanding of the

initiation phase might

have given way to a study of the developmental or
implementation stages,

and their effects.

Participant

consent and cooperation was crucial to the conduct of this
study as originally proposed.

Twenty-six of the 38 JTTP members consented to the
interview.
JTTP was

In addition,

important,

initiation,

seven people whose support of the

or who were knowledgeable about

were interviewed.

Importantly,

individuals associated with the JTTP's
including the Task Force Co-Chairs,
to participate.

five

initiation,

accepted the invitation

The seven Staff members,
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all

its

who had served

the Task Force and its

leadership,

also participated in

this study.

Three of the JTTP's eight academic
the seven union members,

leaders,

three of the five school

three of the six educational policy leaders,
political

leader were interviewed.

certification director,
presidents,

leaders,

and a

The previous

both state teacher’s union

the state House of Representatives'

the Joint Committee on Education,
supervisor,

five of

the Governor,

Chair of

that Committee's research

and a state-level political

consultant participated in this study as well.

Sources & Procedures

The approach to

interviewing as

"seeing the between"

described above was executed through the use of a
conversation" model described by Lofland
Three practice interviews were conducted.

(1971,

"guided

1984).

Guided

conversations allowed the interviews to build on
participant

stories while utilizing a foundation of basic

questions and potential probes arising from the research
agenda.

Interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed

verbatim by the researcher to preserve the accuracy and
completeness of participant accounts.
occurred during the interviews,

No note-taking

so that distraction could

be kept to a minimum for both researcher and participants.
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This study was concerned not only with how the new
certification framework was
mechanistic sense.

initiated and developed in a

The underlying values and assumptions

of the decision-makers were of equal or greater concern.
In selecting one policy for teacher certification over
another,

attitudes toward teachers,

education were being expressed.

teaching,

Whyte

and teacher

(1984)

urges probing

for reports of personal experience to gain an understanding
of how attitudes are linked to behaviors.
of this

study,

was critical.

For the purpose

anticipating the necessity of

such probing

Probing for participant experiences helped

avoid two of the potential pitfalls

in these

interviews:

getting mired in the details of what happened,
caught up in the general
Questions

like,

rhetoric about educational

"What was your response to all

"Have you had some experience that has
way?"

or getting
reform.

this?"

or

led you to feel this

were examples of how such pitfalls were avoided.

The interviews were retrospective;
asked to recall historical

information.

participants were
In addition to

responses to the basic questions and probes,

what the

participants said and how their stories were told generated
insight beyond what was

stated explicitly.

"The manner

which individuals shape the past highlights their values
and reveals the configuration of their worldviews"
(Fetterman,

1989,

interviews was:

p.

50).

The general protocol

survey questions
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for the

for the purpose of

in

eliciting the stories; more specific questions to acquire
necessary detail;

open-ended questions to allow for

participant interpretations;

closed-ended questions to

confirm understandings.

At the time of requesting the interview,

permission

for a follow-up 15-minute telephone interview was sought.
The purpose of the post-interview call was to afford
opportunities to both the interviewer and the participant
to expand or clarify aspects of the original interview.
Letters expressing appreciation were sent to all
participants.

The length,

number, nature,

and form of the

interviews were subject to some variation due to scheduling
exigencies and participant preferences.

Data Presentation and Analysis

Data for this study were presented by grouping
participants loosely according to their roles and their fit
into the basic chronology of events surrounding the
framework's initiation.

Within this organization are

individual sketches of participant stories about their own
motivations and strategies for acting in this teacher
policymaking arena,

as well as their recollections and

perceptions of other people's positions and the general
political context.

To the extent possible,

data were

cross-checked for purposes of comparison with the memories
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and views of others,

and documentary sources were used for

both elaboration and corroboration.
expressed values and assumptions,

The validity of

however,

can only be

measured against a standard of accuracy in presentation.

Interview transcripts were organized into two major
categories:

data that could be used to illustrate the

participant's

role and point of view,

and data that

illuminated the JTTP process and framework.

Since

participants were encouraged to elaborate on perceptions
based on hindsight,
temptation to
phase

it was necessary to avoid the

incorporate the story of the implementation

(a series of events that took place after the work of

the JTTP was concluded).

Interpretation for this

study was accomplished through

the researcher's understanding of the data—informed by
both experience and relevant

literature.

An effort was

made to distinguish clearly among findings that were
primarily data-based and those that were based,
part,

upon influences

literature)

in some

(derived from experience or

outside the study.

This was a qualitative research study that
reconstructed an historical
type of

case utilizing a particular

interview as the major source of data.
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As such,

it

was not possible to plan completely the parameters of the
study,

to predict the nature of all the data that were to

be gathered,

or to choose with confidence a particular

analytical or conceptual

framework for processing the data.

It was possible,

to anticipate the usefulness of

though,

two concepts that proved to be appropriate tools.

One of these tools was Hawley's

(1990)

discussion of

systematic analysis as regards teacher education policy.
(See p.

6.)

Data about the new certification framework

were logically explicated and examined from the standpoints
of:

What was

it?

What was

it

supposed to accomplish?

What was the relationship between its purposes and how it
was

initiated,

was also useful

developed,

Systematic analysis

as a gauge against which the framework,

intended consequences,
against

and adopted?

and its

its

support could be measured

research findings about teacher preparation and

professionalization.
a model,

Specifically,

using Hawley's work as

the connections between state and national

and the reform movement's responses to values
research)

reforms

(rather than

became clear.

The second tool was drawn from organizational
analysis.
initiation,

Data about the certification framework's
development,

and adoption were examined from a

standpoint that took into account
contexts.

systemic and political

Such an examination highlighted the participants
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and the processes

involved in change,

as well as the

product.

The

relations

in the teacher policymaking arena had occurred on

a national

literature had indicated that

shifting power

scale during the time period in question.

Organizational analysis

in this study,

focused on aspects of power.
various kinds of power usage
organizational

structures,

resource pressures,

Morgan's

therefore,
(1986)

was

examples of

(responding to different

interpersonal dynamics,

and goals and strategies)

ample menu of potential explanations
expressed by study participants.

time or

provided an

for the many positions

At the same time,

those

explanations could be linked to the overarching concept of
power,

and the values expressed by this emergent group of

decision-makers.
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CHAPTER 4

DATA:

THE JOINT TASK FORCE ON TEACHER PREPARATION

The effort to change Massachusetts teacher
certification in 1987 culminated in a report

sponsored by

the Commonwealth's Board of Regents of Higher Education and
the Department of Education.
Major Profession:

The report.

Making Teaching a

Recommendations of the Joint Task Force

on Teacher Preparation,

was

issued in October,

and

subsequently accepted by the boards of both the Regents of
Higher Education and the Department of Education.
Joint Task Force on Teacher Preparation

The

(JTTP)

recommendations were to serve as a framework for teacher
education program planning,
regulations,

formulating certification

and determining the

legislative and fiscal

support necessary for implementation.
chapter is to describe participants,
which contributed to the
nature of

its

The purpose of this
events,

and conditions

formation of the JTTP and to the

recommendations.

The chapter is divided into two sections.

The first

section explores the background of the JTTP and leads
the convening of the Task Force on April

23,

1987.

into

This

section is organized by division into three clusters of
participants:

(1)

precursors,

who were involved with

certification issues over a period of years prior to the
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JTTP;

(2)

initiators,

who were involved directly in the

formation of the JTTP,
crucial;

and

(3)

or whose support was considered

facilitators,

who were involved in the

planning and implementation of the JTTP mission as

staff

personnel.

The second section of this chapter describes the work
of the JTTP as
1987.

This

it was underway through summer months of

section is organized by division into five

clusters of participants:

(1)

academic leaders,

who

represented institutions of higher education involved in
teacher preparation;

(2)

teacher union leaders,

participated in unofficial discussions,

and union members,

who were officially on the JTTP member roster;
leaders,

(3)

school

who represented their perspective as district

administrators;

(4)

educational

information and insight
positions;
or

who

and

indirect

(5)

who provided

from policymaking or programmatic

political

support.

leaders,

leaders,

who provided direct

The perspectives of two study

participants will be incorporated in the following Chapter
Five.

Background:

In this

section,

1987

background exploration is guided by

the voices of precursors,
the JTTP.

Into

initiators,

and facilitators of

Reports and reflections are employed to
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illustrate factors

related to the development of the JTTP:

work roles and interconnections among key participants;
dynamics and issues of their work;
climate and state political

context

the national

the

reform

in which they operated;

and the compromises and constraints that

shaped their

efforts.

Precursors

Individuals

involved with Massachusetts teacher

certification in the years after Chapter 847 was passed in
1973 had already experienced a prolonged period of
frustration prior to initiation of the JTTP.
stories,

Their

when heard with the benefit of hindsight,

combine

to provide an illustration of history repeating itself
the name of reform.

In each of the

in

following passages--and

throughout the chapter--all quotes were drawn from the
interview with the
designated.

indicated participant,

Participants are

occupied circa 1987.
participant

Current

unless otherwise

identified in the roles they
information for each

is provided in Appendix A.

James Case.

Associate Commissioner James Case had

become Director of Certification for the Department of
Education in the fall

of

1976.

At that time.

Chapter 847,

passed in 1973 and calling for two-stage certification,
"was a law without a set of regulations."
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By 1982,

provisional
alone"

certification regulations

were promulgated,

"since we couldn't be sure we were

ever going to get the money to
That

second stage,

"good enough to stand

implement the second stage."

full certification,

based on documented competency,

a

was to have been

"review by this committee

of 3 people of the teacher's performance in the classroom."
State mandate of that

full certification criterion,

implemented at the district

level,

"The estimates that we had varied,

to be

implied state funding.
but that—no matter how

much it cost—cost more than the Legislature was willing to
put up."

Legislative reluctance to support mandates with
funding is particularly apparent when certification policy,
laws,

or regulations are at

reluctant

support may be

stake.

The reason for

found in Case's

remarks below,

which were echoed by others.
It's remarkable.
Very few people care about
certification.
Teachers who don't have it and need it
care about it.
Once they have it, they don't care
about it.
It's not an issue which interests teachers
very much.
We had trouble finding people who wanted
to serve on those little groups that were working with
certification.
It certainly isn't an issue which
concerns the Legislature normally.
It was hard to get
them to pay attention to pass Chapter 847.
It's not
an issue which concerns colleges, except for
educational faculties.
By and large, presidents and
vice-presidents don't care, unless the college totally
relies on its education department for revenues.
It
doesn't concern the general public.
Few people caring means there

is a very small,

if any,

political constituency to support certification reform
through funding.

Combined with whatever problems may exist
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regarding certification,

lack of support

for reforms

perpetuates an unsatisfactory status quo.
reasons
you go

"One of the

it's unpopular in departments of education is that
from the offices of policymakers down to the bowels

of the Department,
the mail

and you find something that

room in Montgomery Ward."

looks

like

Bureaucratic paperwork,

in addition to what Case admitted were sometimes
"ludicrous"

regulations,

certification users:

teacher education programs,

and school districts.
stays

does not make allies out of

Without allies,

a small constituency

small.

As

late as

1984,

the Department of Education was

resolving that the Board of Education,
bill

teachers,

5704,

"shall

adopt

regulations

for

as part of House
full

of the teacher certification requirements
funding for all
(September

13,

local
p.

In an undated revision of H.
includes

implementation of Chapter 847"
document,

however,

Education is

"largely unchanged
(p.

4).

5704,

...

full

In that same

reorganization of the Department of

suggested:

"A pervasive and consistent

perception exists across all
the public at

with full

costs arising from the regulations"

12).

the Governor's office

...

implementation

educational constituencies and

large that Department of Education as

currently structured is

incapable of providing necessary

support"

5704).

(Amendment,

H.

Legislative support

Board of Education was also suggested.
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for the

Neither funding for

full

implementation of Chapter 847 nor support

reorganization of the Department of
realized prior to the

In July

1985,

formation of

Chapter

Education was

An Act for Improving the

188,

following year,

was passed.

an internal

188.

recalled in the memo:
initiative

is not

forthcoming."

Instead,

had responded to the national push
with Chapter
offices.

188.

The

support

of the second stage of

847,

was
for

that

for education reform
into key state

fund the competency aspect

full certification,

irrelevant by the differing

of

state politicians

New leadership was moving

long struggle to

the

requirements

Venerable Chapter 847

"Unfortunately,

In

Department

Education memo discussed certification testing
mandated by Chapter

to he

the JTTP.

Public Schools for the Commonwealth,
spring of the

for

was made

reform strategies of

the new

leadership.

Looking back.

Case believes

embarrassment to the

[new]

that

"certification was aft

Commissioner."

assumed the position of Commissioner of
mid-1986,

as the national educational

teacher preparation.

At that

reform of

1973 was

good,

like many halfway stages,

and

still

time,

regulations,

Education

in

reform agenda

took on

the old certification

"halfway towards what might he
it was

and awkward and not very impressive."
provisional

Harold Reynolds

which over
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As

sort of
such,

the

gangly
J.982

time had been made

to

function as though they had been designed for permanent
certification,

were difficult

for Associate Commissioner

Case to defend in 1987.

Richard Clark.

Professor of Education Richard Clark

was working as Special Assistant to the President of the
University of Massachusetts

in 1987.

Director of the

Math-English-Science-Technology Education Project
his

(MESTEP),

involvement with teacher education over the years had

encompassed being Chair of the Massachusetts Advisory
Commission on Educational

Personnel

(MACEP).

MACEP was composed of union-recommended teachers,
district

superintendents,

school

committee members,

and

representatives of public and private teacher preparation
institutions.

Working with the Bureau of Certification in

the Department of Education,

MACEP made recommendations to

the Board of Education regarding certification regulations.
The existence of MACEP was mandated in Chapter 847;

it had

been in operation all during the time of struggle for

full

implementation and funding.

As another cycle of certification reform loomed over
the horizon in the

form of the JTTP,

there was one reason

to believe that this new cycle might end in a less
frustrating condition than had Chapter 847.
hand,

On the one

there were similarities between MACEP and the JTTP.
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Representation of the
the member roster.

same stakeholders was

reflected in

Clark remembers attending an informal

pre-JTTP meeting during which two-stage certification was
mentioned as part of the as yet unannounced framework.
the other hand,

On

despite those two similarities:

What was distinctive about it, and what people were
excited about, was it was the first time that the
Department of Education, as embodied by the
Commissioner, and the Board of Regents of Higher
Education, as embodied in the Chancellor, had jointly
committed themselves to co-chairing, co-leading a
group that was going to come together around this.
That sounded promising to naive ears, obviously, in
advance.
Another distinction between MACEP and the JTTP was that the
former had utilized the option of considering
policy"

when formulating the

1982

"overall

regulations.

We spent a year trying to work our way toward
identifying what ended up being the five basic
standards for all programs....
It was a very
intensive set of seminars, asking the question:
'Minimally, what do we think is crucial that people
meet to be able to be certified?'
In contrast to the long and broadly-based effort of MACEP,
however,

Clark's

sense was that the basic policy framework

for certification reform was

in place before the

first

meeting of the JTTP.

There is some documentation to corroborate that
of a predetermined framework.
that dual
full

certification,

JTTP staff notes

sense

indicate

with a masters degree required for

certification and a liberal arts or science major

provisional

certification,

remarks of the

first

for

was mentioned in the opening

JTTP meeting.
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Those requirements had

been included in pre-JTTP drafts of

its recommendations,

which were to be presented at the second meeting of the
Task Force in June.

The policy bandwagon was already

rolling in a particular direction by the first
meeting of the JTTP on April

Manuel Monteiro.
Relations

23,

formal

1987.

As Director of Personnel

for the Boston Public Schools

and Labor

in 1987,

Manuel

Monteiro experienced teacher certification issues as a
"user”

of the system.

hiring process

Responsible for management of the

for some 300 teachers per year,

verification

and acquisition of appropriate certification for hirees was
a major part of his work.

Educational personnel

issues that were to surface in

the JTTP recommendations had been significant areas of
concern in the Boston system.

Monteiro and his colleagues:

were very involved at the time with trying to identify
teacher candidates, primarily minority teacher
candidates, teacher candidates in the areas of special
education, regardless of race, and teachers in some
highly specialized areas.
As I recall it, we were
having a tough time identifying good candidates.
Having worked for a year at the Department of Education,
however,

Monteiro knew whom to call when bureaucratic

difficulties arose over the certification of appropriate,
but uncertified candidates.

As had Case,

Department experts who could use
solve problems.

he knew several

institutional memory to

Such problem-solving ability was
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significant

in a system that needed to have 400 to 500

certification waivers granted each year.

After

1982,

the Department of Education's

increased

reliance on teacher education program approval,
recommendations

for

individual

burden on the Boston system.

certification,

and program

placed a

Monteiro was able to work

with area colleges such as Lesley,

Wheelock,

Regis,

and

the University of Massachusetts to develop innovative
programs that assuaged Boston's need for certified
teachers.

William Dandridge,

then Executive Director of

the Massachusetts Field Center for Teaching and Learning,
and who later became a Task Force member,
of these programs.
however,

was

helped with some

The demand for certified personnel,

larger than program supply.

Ellen Guiney,

then Executive Director of the Boston Citywide Educational
Coalition,

and another

future member of the JTTP,

monitored the School Committee discussions during the
eighties.
I had to defend every personnel transaction
from 1984 to 1987 before the School Committee.
Every
year, we would have this monstrous discussion about
teacher certification, and why so many uncertified
teachers, and why are we asking for waivers, and why
this and why that.
Faced with perennial

certification problems,

and

bureaucratic solutions that were short term at best,
Monteiro looked forward to the
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first

JTTP meeting.

Initiators

In contrast to the precursors described in the
previous passages,

the individuals who launched or

significantly supported initiation of the JTTP in the
months prior to April

1987 were newcomers and outsiders to

the state's certification system.

Their stories,

heard with the benefit of hindsight,

when

combine to provide an

illustration of reform either uninformed by historical and
political context,

or reform driven by personal visions.

Whatever their motives,

these new leaders were prepared to

gamble that they would be powerful

enough,

as a group,

overcome whatever resistance might be offered,

to

either from

within the education establishment or from other areas of
government.

Franklyn Jenifer.

In the fall

of

1986,

Franklyn

Jenifer assumed the position of Chancellor of the Board of
Regents of Higher Education for the state of Massachusetts.
As Task Force Co-Chair with Commissioner Raynolds during
the

following year,

he had come from New Jersey with

teacher certification reform as both an experience and a
priority.

Prior to Jenifer's arrival

in Massachusetts,

the Board

of Regents had commissioned two reports on teacher
education in the state.

The first of these focused on the
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public sector and was completed by May 21,
second report,
October 8,

on the independent

1986.

sector,

1986.

The

was completed on

Known together as the Griffiths report,

it had an immediate effect on the new Chancellor.
There was a Griffiths report and when I saw that ...
it really let me know that we had to do something.
I
don't recall all of the findings, but I do remember it
really having a significant impact on my own initial
thoughts, and the strong belief that something had to
happen.
Regent

interest

in teacher education evidenced by the

Griffiths report taken together with Jenifer's New Jersey
experience,

suggests that he may have been appointed

specifically to reform teacher preparation.
that does not appear to be the case.
Jenifer's belief,

"Evidently,

closely at the issues

I was

Others agreed with

they didn't

involved in,

Another document provides

Interestingly,

look clearly or
in New Jersey."

further indication of

serendipitous dovetailing between the Board of Regents'
interests and Jenifer's experiences and priorities.
Education Reports,

a summary of the Carnegie,

Griffiths reports,

was compiled by Jay Littell

Board in June before Jenifer's arrival.
recalling his thinking that Fall,

Three

Holmes,

and

for the

Jenifer,

in

indicated that he,

too,

had taken into consideration the national teacher education
reform agenda:
When I got to the Board, there were several issues
that were of deep concern to me, in terms of system
issues.
I'd always believed that it was the
responsibility or the right of the various presidents
of the universities to carry out much of the
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responsibility that was uniquely theirs, but when it
got to things like certification programs that were
statewide, or the preparation of people for statewide
type activities, I thought those were system
issues....
There were several initiatives that I
thought were important from that perspective....
The
second one, which I thought was very important; it was
a timely issue, and that was a system that stated for
all of higher education—in the public and private
sector—what we were prepared to do from the system's
basis on the preparation of teachers.
I believe very
strongly that, from a system perspective, we should do
all that we can to associate ourselves with those whom
I believe are on the cutting edge of teacher
preparation, training, and philosophy, and to try to
adjust our system to fit that philosophy.
That
philosophy was one that was roughly the Carnegie-type
view of what we ought to be doing.
Along with his
meeting,

agenda

dated April

"an overview of

the

In November
An Agenda
were

for

would be

Holmes

the

forthcoming

reports,

JTTP,

of

he

closely with the

is

Commissioner."

education

reform.

the Griffiths

the

He

report

following year.
similarity to

explained that
in existing

incumbent

action

the

it

teacher
co-chairing of
upon me to work

Both the Board of

The national
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(6-7)

Teacher Education."

and Jenifer had been galvanized to
teacher

Two pages

Foreshadowing his
"It

JTTP

included a copy of

Board.

report's

"serious weaknesses

Jenifer wrote,

first

submitted The Year Ahead:

version of

state

the

Jenifer

in February of

preparation programs."
the

to his

final

of

Task Force Report."

Jenifer

"Improvement

and Carnegie

identifies

1987,

Carnegie

1986,

submitted

Citing the

17,

Excellence

devoted to

announced that

announcement

in the

reports

Regents

area of
seemed to

affirm concerns
the

direction

The

teacher

"very,

Everything came
Governor

very

in the

same

shape

for guidance

education reform was

surpassed by

fortuitous

situation.

together."

for Educational

Paleologos

kind of

Special

Affairs

"thought

a

Assistant

Robert

Senate Chair

on Education Richard Kraus,

were

and to

direction

Commissioner Raynolds,

Nicholas

state

in which reform efforts would proceed.

looking

area of

another

in the

serendipity of having the Board and their new

Chancellor
the

already present

and his

of

to the

Schwartz,
the

House

this was

in

the

Joint

Committee

counterpart
thing to do"

and

"friends."
What we would do is, we would go out and eat and talk
about this every week.
It was just a very unusual
thing that probably will not happen too many other
places.
It was that combination of a group of people
came to the same conclusion, and yet we were close
enough personally that we would work together.
We
did.
It worked out well....
It was the evening
affairs that really brought us closer together....
JTTP forced all of us to sit and deal with each other
on an issue that we were mutually concerned about in
an environment that was not contaminated with other
kinds of extraneous issues.
It was very good and it
probably was the thing that brought us uniquely
together....
Although the social thing may appear
trivial to some people, that kind of bonding on that
issue; it was critical that nobody drop their ball....
The raison d'etre for us was the JTTP.

Given that

the

Board were

heading matched Jenifer's

experiences,
meeting of
"teacher

direction

he moved

the Regents

in which both

rapidly.
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13,

and the

own thinking and

Minutes

on January

education commission"

"the group"

for

1987

the

67th

mention a

and cooperation with the

Governor's Office,
the Commissioner

the Joint Committee on Education,

(p.

On February 10,
Griffiths

5).

and

"We were really pushing hard."

Board minutes indicated that the

report was accepted,

meetings were scheduled

(pp.

and that

5-6).

four task force

The Boston Globe

reported in a front page article on the following day that
the

"state's programs to prepare teachers have become

substandard and need overhauling."

On February 28 a final

draft of the task force mission statement was prepared.
the less than half a year since his arrival

In

in the state,

the Chancellor was well on his way to changing teacher
preparation in the Commonwealth.
I think strategically there's always the lesson that
you do the big things early in the game.
If you're
going to do change, you do it immediately, not when
you've been there forever.
The other thing, I think
that it's very good to build allegiance and public
support for an issue, and always remember the process
is as important as the product.
As Jenifer pushed and publicized his agenda for teacher
education reform,

his colleagues had occasion to remind him

of what had transpired before he arrived on the scene.
It was some state law. Chapter 188.
They had been
involved in that.
I never quite understood all of
that, and its relationship to what we were doing.
At
some of those meetings, they'd say some of the things
I was talking about were already in Chapter 188.
I'm
sure they were, but I don't think I invented the
wheel.
I think I may have rediscovered it, or
something like that, or marketed it better.
But I
don't have a sense that I came up with anything
unique, as much as I was initially, quite early,
associated with something that picked up some interest
of the people there.
That

interest was at

least

in part
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sparked by the publicity

surrounding the release of the Griffiths report and the
related announcement that a task force on teacher
preparation was being formed.

In a State House news release of February 24,

1987,

Julie Lanza chronicled various responses to the Griffiths
report,

and echoed Jenifer's acknowledgment that

his effort—whether he was

fully aware of

based on what had gone before.

some of

it or not—was

Colleague Nicholas

Paleologos was quoted as saying that the report was two
years

in the making

Education document

(p.

2).

(An undated Department of

suggests that

in 1984 by the Governor's Office,

such a report was ordered
to be completed for the

Joint Committee on Education by September 30,
Paleologos added that the report

1985).

"categorized a phenomenon

that may have been more relevant to the summer of
to the summer of
colleagues.
Schwartz,

1987"

(p.

2).

Governor Dukakis'

Another of Jenifer's
education advisor Robert

even described the Griffiths report as a

and dirty analysis of

MESTEP,

1985 than

fairly complicated programs"

"quick
(p.

2).

Richard Clark's program at UMass/Amherst,

won

recognition from the American Association of Colleges
Teacher Education

"just three days after the critical

report was made public,"
Griffiths'
that they

for

wrote Lanza.

Clark said about

visiting team at the University of Massachusetts
"chose not to pay attention to this particular
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program”

(p.

3).

These critiques of the Griffiths report

were available publicly within two weeks of
Some of the criticism came
colleagues,
together,

its release.

from two of Jenifer's close

Paleologos and Schwartz.

Those facts,

taken

raise the question of why Jenifer continued—and

continues—to cite the Griffiths report as a significant
part of the rationale
recommendations

for the Task Force and its subsequent

for teacher education reform.

article provides at

Lanza's

least one possible explanation.

Jenifer was quoted as

saying that,

MESTEP are

"We do not have a philosophical

context

important,

though programs

in which they are placed....

have a framework to put them all

in"

It's
(p.

like

important we

3).

Jenifer seems to have used both the Griffiths report
and the JTTP to generate momentum for thinking of
Massachusetts teacher education,
interviewed,

as he said when

"from a system perspective,"

"system to fit that philosophy,"

[which]

adjusting the
"was roughly the

Carnegie-type view of what we ought to be doing."
statements about
the

1993

the basic

"philosophical context"

interview.
"framework"

It

is

1987

were mirrored in

impossible not to conclude that

for teacher education reform was

place months before the first

Harold Raynolds.

His

in

JTTP meeting.

Several months before Franklyn

Jenifer came to Massachusetts to assume the Chancellorship,
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Harold Raynolds had arrived to become Commissioner for the
Department of Education.

As Task Force Co-Chair with

Chancellor Jenifer during the following year,

Raynolds had

come to the Commonwealth after having served as
Commissioner in both Maine and Alaska.

While Jenifer's teacher preparation reform mission
seemed to have coincidentally matched that of his Board,
the new Commissioner experienced more direct pressure from
his Board to

"clean up the mess

in certification."

Raynolds had found himself needing to solve the kinds of
problems Case and Monteiro had described,

and at which the

Governor's Office suggestion for Department
had been directed.

Raynolds described

reorganization

"the mess."

We had an archaic system.
We had people who had been
senior in the system controlling it in a bureaucratic
sense, making arbitrary and often capricious decisions
about who would be certified and who wouldn't, doing
great disservice to improvement of education because
of the lack of flexibility about letting people with
unusual backgrounds come into teaching, who hadn't
simmered up through the tiers, as it were, taking each
of the courses.
Frustration levels were considerable.
Frustration with an

"archaic"

certification system had been

reflected in Nicholas Paleologos'
report

release.

response to the Griffiths

The House Education Chair was said to be

"worried that the report
colleges and universities

focuses too much blame on the
for deficiencies

which is bogged down by the

'archaic'

in a system

teacher certification

requirements of the Department of Education"
p.

2) .
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(Lanza,

1987,

In contrast,

on the next page of the Lanza article,

Richard Clark had noted that the Department's certification
of MESTEP was

"indication of the state's commitment to

encourage changes

in the system."

cited the Griffiths
interpretation"

Correspondingly,

report as maintaining that

Lanza

"erroneous

of the certification requirements must

share responsibility for the condition of state teacher
preparation.

Whatever the true status of those

requirements might have been,

the operative perception was

the one shared by key legislators,

who made their

preferences known to the new Commissioner.

"We had a real

prod from the Legislature."

Chapter

188 had

to certification"
p.

2).

"opened the door to alternative routes

in 1985

(Paleologos

The apprentice teacher

in Lanza,

idea in the Act

1987,
for

Improving the Public Schools of the Commonwealth had been
championed by Paleologos and

"extraordinarily"

the Department of Education,

Raynolds recalled.

resisted by

The Department would never have allowed it to happen,
if they could have prevented it, but they couldn't,
and the Department was at war with the Legislature at
the time....
The apprentice teacher program said,
quite simply, you can come in with a liberal arts
degree, to a school, and if the superintendent will
hire you, and if the principal and superintendent
and/or department chair—if there is such a thing—
will shepherd you through the minimal needs with
regard to certification while you're teaching, while
you're on the job, then you can have a certificate.
You have, I think it was, two years to complete
whatever's necessary in the way of the 'education
courses' that you need to get certification.
That
piece was already there.
When I got there, the
Department was still dragging its feet about writing
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the rules to support that particular piece of
legislation.
Those two legislators, Kraus and
Paleologos, both in meeting with me said, 'You do it,
or we'll cut funding for the Department.'
So I had
the state Board saying, 'Do it,' and I wanted to do it
anyway.
It was no problem.
Nobody was pushing me to
do something I didn't want to do.

As had Jenifer,

Raynolds came to Massachusetts with

strong opinions about priorities

for his new position that

coincided with ideas held by both the Board of Education
and the legislative Chairs of the Joint Committee on
Education.

Obviously,

if a

everyone in the Department
Case's experience.

"war"

had been going on,

shared Raynolds'

views.

not
Given

Department veterans must have had a

different view of themselves than he had,

especially about

the history of certification since the mid-seventies.
Raynolds remarked about Massachusetts'

unique qualities,

including a particular attitude that policymakers—
especially from out of state—find annoying.

Others had

commented about myths surrounding the quality of education,
particularly public education,
Raynolds

in the Commonwealth.

focused on insider attitudes he noticed within the

education establishment.
I knew that the certification system had all of the
earmarks of Massachusetts; the old idea that we got
there first.
We did it right.
We don't have to do it
again.
It seemed (to me) as prima facie ridiculous
that you'd be certified for life, never having taught
a day in your life, necessarily, except in a sort of
preprogram of some kind.
The failure to achieve implementation of old Chapter 847,
with its provision for field verification of teaching
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competence during the second stage,

created the impression

that the Department had insisted on permanent certification
solely upon recommendation from an approved teacher
education program.
[Chapter 847]
goals

Yet,

and new

the difference between the old

[Chapter

188]

regimes,

for certification were concerned,

as

far as

did not have to do

with when or where permanent certification should be
attained.

Both regimes stipulated that

full certification

be granted only after a period on the job,
not

in the schools—

simply upon program recommendation.

The old regime emphasized teacher education program
recommendations

for provisional certification after the

preservice stage,
certification.

followed by competency based permanent

The new regime,

alternate route provisions,
shifted emphasis:

school

however,

through the

created the potential

for a

superintendent hiring decisions

for provisional certification.

Liberal arts majors and

nontraditional candidates were thereby encouraged to apply.
Hirees under the latter provisions would obtain
professional

training for permanent certification while

employed in the classroom.

Raynolds explained his

preference.
I have a predilection for becoming well-educated
first, then becoming a teacher.
That was a bias, if
you want to call it that.
I don't call it a bias.
It
seems to me good sense, but somebody, and many did;
the people who became our primary opponents in this
effort were people who had been able to manufacture 42
credit hours in pedagogy.
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The Commissioner's emphasis on shifting undergraduate
preparation from education courses to the
coincided with the Chancellor's views,

liberal

arts

as well as those

expressed in the teacher education reform reports.

While sharing Jenifer's admiration for the national
reform agenda—particularly the Carnegie report—Raynolds
recalled the impact of the Griffiths report as having
practical

significance

for pushing the reform agenda within

the state,

rather than having any influence on his

thinking.

"The Griffiths report;

to it.

We paid attention on the grounds that

bolster the necessities."
other hand,

1993

it helped to

The Carnegie report,

substantially influenced Raynolds'

much so that he read passages
the

nobody paid any attention

interview.

from pages

on the
thinking- so

36 and 37 during

One of several that he discussed was

the proposition that,

"Professionals are expected to have

the expertise they need to do their work."
Chancellor,

Raynolds

expertise.

"You can't possibly teach math as a third grade

teacher,

stressed academic,

As had the

if you don't know math."

priorities were
legislators,

not pedagogical

The Commissioner's

in line with those of his Board,

the new Chancellor,

education reform agenda and,

as

the Governor's Office.
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key

the national teacher
importantly,

with those of

The consensus among the data sources
JTTP's

formation was not a direct

initiative.
Force,

Still,

Dukakis'

is that the

result of gubernatorial

indirect

support of the Task

and the alliance between Jenifer and Raynolds,

symbolized by Robert Schwartz'
Assistant to the Governor

participation.

As Special

for Educational Affairs,

was characterized by Raynolds as

was

Schwartz

"active."

I think they were highly pleased, and I know the
Governor was, that the two of us could get together,
because that was unknown, too.
Normally chancellors
don't talk to commissioners, and vice versa, on the
grounds that, why should we talk?
We're not even in
the same business.
Of course, that's just
preposterous.
I think Governor Dukakis was pleased
with that.
I think from time to time he used it a
little bit.
His staff was generally supportive.
The
key man on his staff. Bob Schwartz, was very
supportive and participated heavily.
Much of the power generated by the alliance between the
Chancellor and the Commissioner seems to have accrued from
the

fact that

it was acknowledged—even at the time—to

have been an unusual,
commodity.

and therefore all the more potent,

Considering not only his colleagueship with

Jenifer and the others,

but also the general mood of the

Commonwealth in the mid-eighties,
"That was a happy,
we all were."

happy time.

Raynolds remembered,

I was very high.

I

think

He approached the first meeting of the Task

Force with the strength of his,
"Both of us believed in it.

and Jenifer's,

convictions.

The two of us thought

important."
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it was

Robert Schwartz.

In July 1986,

Robert Schwartz became

Special Assistant to the Governor for Educational Affairs,
arriving on the scene a few months after Raynolds had,
a few months before Jenifer would.
Task Force,

he

and

A future member of the

found himself in a position which had been

tarnished by the previous occupant.

Furthermore,

he would

need to do business with a new Commissioner and had to help
undo the appointment of the previous Chancellor.
colleagueship with Jenifer and Raynolds,
develop quickly,
context

which was to

must be appreciated in the conflict-filled

from which it

Much of Schwartz'

sprang.

early work in the Governor's Office

was driven by a number of personnel

and political

He spent those first weeks and months
harmonious environment
in the State."

His

issues.

"trying to get a

for concerted educational

leadership

His efforts to produce that environment

were both instructed and forewarned by his
"citizen advocate"

for parts of Chapter

involvement as a

188.

In contrast to many other states, by the time
Massachusetts actually got its reform package enacted,
there had been so much infighting and so much wasted
motion....
There was no sense of momentum or
accomplishment or, 'Isn't this great?
There's now a
real strategy for state reform.'
Having witnessed the draining process
of Chapter

188,

involved in enactment

Schwartz approached his

job in the

Governor's office wary of how state politics can dissipate
energy for reform.
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Schwartz also had direct experience with conflict
brought about by change.

In the seventies,

he had worked

for Boston's mayor during school desegregation.

After a

stint with the Carter administration in Washington DC,

he

returned to Boston in the eighties to help develop and
administer the Boston Compact,

a nationally known

partnership between city schools and businesses.

The

latter involved encouraging cooperation among people who
normally would not work together.

Taken together,

these

experiences explain his assigning importance to timing,
minimizing conflict,

and maximizing collegiality.

In his new role as Governor's advisor,

Schwartz worked

behind the scenes while bringing people together.
My bias was to really establish a close working
relationship, not only with Raynolds and Jenifer,
making it clear that they were the people who really,
in my view, had to be the lead players in education.
They were the two executives; the two Boards had the
legal authority.
Not only was I concerned about
trying to establish a close working relationship with
them, but I also wanted to see if we couldn’t build a
more collegial environment with the legislative
leadership.
Because I had actually gotten to know
Paleologos and Kraus in the six months or so before I
came in, because I had been in to see them two or
three times around provisions of Chapter 188 that I
really wanted to urge them to enact.
We'd hit it off.
Establishing that working relationship was relatively
easy.
Schwartz went about establishing a relationship with
Raynolds immediately.
Commissioner and his
[he]

When he

first met with the

senior staff,

he

"sent a signal that

was not going to micromanage their Department."

Raynolds,

in turn,

announced that there need not be any
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standing on protocol;

information requested for the

Governor's office would not
Commissioner's office.

"have to come through the

Both of us were signaling to the

troops that the environment was different."

Having thus established working relationships with
Paleologos,

Kraus,

and Raynolds,

circle with Jenifer.
"played a major role
coming."

Schwartz completed the

Schwartz explained that he had
in convincing him that

After Jenifer's arrival

it was worth

from New Jersey,

the

group began their collaboration.
We set up a series of informal periodic dinners with
Paleologos and Kraus.
The five of us met.
It was in
one of those, an early dinner, maybe the first one,
that this idea surfaced.
My recollection of it was
that Frank [Jenifer] ... came in with a really focused
agenda.
One of [the things] was to really take a look
at teacher education in the state.
My recollection is
that I said, 'Look, here's an opportunity to really
send a signal that the two pieces of the system, which
have really never worked well together, are going to
work together.'
Since Ron [Raynolds] had encouraged
Frank when Frank said he had this idea that he really
wanted to take a serious look at teacher education,
and since teacher education programs had to be
approved by the state Board of Ed., I said, 'Let's put
together a joint study.
Let's really send a signal
that this really is a different era.
We're going to
do something jointly.
We'll have a single task force.
We'll get Paleologos and Kraus.'
They were there at
the time.
'We'll have a joint strategy.
We'll march
forward with locked arms.'
The preference for a locked arm strategy was not

just

predicated on political experience with damaging conflict.
Principles that would guide the strategy were based on
Schwartz'

professional

administrator

experiences as teacher and

in schools during the sixties.
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Having obtained a Master of Arts
Harvard University,

Schwartz taught

for several years

California.

"My first year,

difficult."

After that unhappy induction into the

profession,

I

in Teaching from

just remember,

was very

a later position offered a chance to examine an

alternative approach to the sink or swim method.
the principal of the John Adams High School
Oregon,

in

He became

in Portland,

site of a successful experimental program for

preparing teachers using the teaching hospital model.
I had always, going back to that Portland experience,
had this very strong bias that teacher preparation
really needed to be a shared responsibility, not only
between higher education and the schools, but you
really needed arts and science faculty and education
faculty and really good, experienced practitioners
working together.
In Schwartz’

case,

more so than with Jenifer or Raynolds,

the preference for greater emphasis on the

liberal arts and

moving professional preparation into the induction years
was grounded in experience.

While certainly aware of the

national agenda for teacher education reform,

his

experiences and beliefs predated the national push by many
years.

He had contributed to a

"little volume,"

The University Can't Train Teachers,

that had been produced

by a national task force in the early seventies.

Approaching the Joint Task Force in 1987,
beliefs of

Schwartz'

long standing would become guiding principles.

It's funny.
My recollection is that this is one of
those task forces where I put my biases on the table
right at the beginning, as did Ron and Frank, and we
were all absolutely in agreement on two or three
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principles.
We all agreed we needed a stronger arts
and sciences foundation for teachers.
You needed a
strong clinical component.
You needed a multi-year
strategy....
I did not have a design in the back of
my head....
But, the principles, I'm saying, were.
Interestingly,

Schwartz stressed a

"collegial

strategy"

for teacher preparation as much as he had for his role in
the Governor's office.
consider the personnel

He believed it desirable to
involved in preparation,

from a

teacher's undergraduate years through the early years of
induction,

as making up a coherent whole.

liberal arts,

education,

of a continuous,

and school

In that way,

faculties would be part

collaborative effort.

Schwartz underscored

"the fact that Jenifer came with

the idea that doing something in this area was clearly a
priority of his.

My contribution was not to suggest the

topic of teacher ed.,
Joint Task Force."

but to suggest the strategy of a

Schwartz was

singular in suggesting the

strategy as a way of tackling a long-standing issue in
Massachusetts higher education:

revitalizing the

beleaguered education units in the state college system.
Most of them [state colleges] had been in flight from
their histories as education institutions, and because
of the demographics, they had been downsizing their
education departments, and trying to become general
purpose, liberal arts institutions.
This is a way, it
seems to me, at least in part, of legitimizing the
transition, but also saying to them, 'Preparing
teachers is an honorable thing to be doing.
We need
you to go back to that mission.
Not exclusively, but
we need you to do it in a way that's fundamentally
different from the way you've done it historically.'
Though Schwartz thought about the
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"potential benefits"

for

the state higher education system,

he believed that the

JTTP initiative would ultimately benefit the K-12
The fact that

it

"came

system.

from the leader of the Higher Ed.

system was what made this particularly powerful."
beliefs shared by new colleagues,
to make sure that the process
bore some resemblance,
principles that

I

at

to the core set of

articulated at the outset."

Committee on Education,
member of the JTTP.
phase was apparent

His

House Chair of the Joint

Nicholas Paleologos was not to be a
support during the

initiation

in his close colleagueship with

Chancellor Jenifer,

Commissioner Raynolds,

Governor's educational advisor,
support,

Richard Kraus,

joined the JTTP

"produced an outcome that

least,

Nicholas Paleologos.

Paleologos'

Schwartz

With old

and the

Robert Schwartz.

as well as that of Senate Chair

was thought to be crucial

if

funding was to

be obtained from the Legislature during implementation of
Task Force recommendations.

Paleologos adopted the role of supporter,
participant,

rather

because of his past role in the political

history of Massachusetts educational

reform.

He had been a

"rank and file" member of the House Education Committee
when his predecessor chairing the Committee collided with
then Senate Education Committee Chair Gerard D'Amico over
passage of an education reform package in 1984,
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in the wake

of A Nation at Risk.
resulting impasse,
time,

Governor Dukakis,

disappointed in the

filed his own bill.

At about the same

a new House Speaker appointed Paleologos Chair of the

Education Committee.

Eventually he was able to work out a

reform package with Dukakis and D'Amico,

that all three

thought could be politically sustained.

Chapter 188 was on

its way to being enacted after a two-year struggle.
"witnessed this ugly,

Having

irritating battle in which education

seemed to have taken a back seat,"
Schwartz,

was not unaffected.

original,

ill-fated reform,

Paleologos,

like

He believed that the

was the product ... of trying to satisfy a humongous
number of interest groups, each of whom, once they
realized that their agreement was the price of success
for the bill, upped the ante.
If the School Committee
Association got this, the teachers wanted that.
It
just kept going, going, going until the price was out
of sight.
The bill had lost any internal consistency.
If there was a singular vision that informed that
bill, it was gone by the end of 1984.
Paleologos

"was actually pretty excited by"

which was a less costly,
than had been the

'84

Chapter

188,

less centralized version of reform

incarnation.

It was during his work on Chapter

188 that Paleologos

began to seriously encounter issues of teacher preparation
and certification.
I was probably obsessed with 1 or 2 things about
teacher preparation.
One, I hadn't met a teacher in
all my years on the Committee who had spoken
affectionately about teacher education.
In fact, the
easiest way to get a laugh at a gathering of teachers
would be to talk about education courses, or allude to
them.
Secondly, I really was concerned that most of
the kids that I knew who were bright, who graduated in
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the top 5% of their class, were not going into
education, for whatever the reason....
Yet, I was
seeing at that time, mid-1980s, a lot of people who
had put in half a career or a third of a career in
their chosen fields, really not being too thrilled
with themselves or their jobs, and looking very
longingly, actually, at the possibility of taking
their expertise and teaching.
As had Jenifer,

Raynolds,

and Schwartz,

Paleologos stressed

academic over pedagogical expertise when he thought about
opening the door to nontraditional teacher candidates,
subject matter specialists.
had called the

and deteriorating quality in the teacher

informed Paleologos'

conceptions,
interviews,

Conceptions of both what Clark

"easy bad reputation that teacher education

tends to have,"
pool,

or

preferences

for reform.

These

which surfaced repeatedly throughout the
illustrated that the JTTP was not

how to best prepare teachers.

just about

Diminishing the role of

teacher education and making the profession more accessible
and attractive was about getting different,

better people

into the classroom.

Added to the anxiety about who was attracted to
teaching,

and concern about how teacher candidates were

being prepared,
was difficult

was the perennial certification mess.

for even a seasoned legislator

Paleologos to connect Massachusetts'

like

political,

and regulatory intricacies to educational

It

statutory,

imperatives and

reform.
I could not understand, at the time, why it was that
we couldn't figure out a way to get young people who
had subject matter expertise somehow into teaching in
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an easier way, so that they didn't have to go through
this incredible system of certification, which in
itself was the product of some mega compromise between
unions and management and lawmakers umpteen years ago;
a bill that, if you read the statute on certification,
it's bizarre.
It's labyrinthian in its complexity.
How much of it relates to getting good teachers into
the classroom, I wasn't too terribly sure.
The uncertainty about the connection between the
certification process and employing

"good teachers"

yielded

the Apprentice Teacher Program in Chapter 188.

Paleologos viewed the Department of Education's
response to the Apprentice Teacher Program as had Raynolds.
[The Department of Education is] already vested in the
system.
They understand how people get certified....
That's what they do for a living.
Suddenly, somebody
says, 'Look, I understand all that.
All that's very
important.
It's important that we have that, but you
must also recognize that Albert Einstein would not
have met our certification requirements, yet I would
be delighted to have him teaching at Woburn High
School, if it could be arranged.'
We have to
reconcile our bureaucratic investment in this system
with the fact that we need to get these people
somehow.
We need to attract them.
Providing an alternative route to certification would allow
teacher candidates to circumvent the certification mess.
When Paleologos

looked at old Chapter 847 and related

statutes and regulations,
awkward"

beast that Case

he recognized the

"gangly and

found so difficult to defend.

I remember reading it and thinking, it's funny.
No
one cites the Chapter.
No one's adhering to this
Chapter.
The first time I read it, I thought, 'Gee,
we're not doing this.
We're certainly not doing
that.'
Here is this thing on the books and we don't
do this.
Now, exactly what do we do?
What we do do
is....
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Whatever was being done by way of certification,
teacher unions did not want change,

especially if

the

it was to

be in the direction of an alternative route like the
Apprentice Teacher Program.

Paleologos had found himself

defending his Chapter 188 program on the grounds that he
was making it easier for qualified,
to teach.

The unions

"unqualified"

and

if uncertified,

people

resisted his distinction between

"uncertified."

letting unqualified people

They accused him of

into the classroom by letting

uncertified people teach.

Given that history of antagonism with the unions over
the Apprentice Teacher Program,

and having both witnessed

and later experienced the difficulty of enacting
educational

reform,

Paleologos was content to

"mentally

check out of the process."
[Jenifer and Raynolds] created, really, this thing
called the ... JTTP.
The JTTP process was one that
was going to be driven by the Commissioner and the
Chancellor....
They began their work.
Once we sort
of agreed they were going to do it, I [felt] secure
that it was being done by people I really felt
confidence in, and trust for.

Paleologos had both personal and professional
admiration for his colleagues,

Raynolds,

Jenifer,

Schwartz,

and Kraus.
We developed an esprit de corps among us, because we
all sort of came in and had the same idea.
We wanted
to do something.
We wanted to accomplish something
and we realized that if we worked together, we
happened to be in an interesting place in the history
of education in Massachusetts, a place where we could
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make something happen.
In that area, [Raynolds and
Jenifer] came in one day to my office, and said,
'Look, we don't think that we need legislation in
order to accomplish the goals that you and, to a
lesser extent, we share.'
I really wanted to get
aggressive in terms of this.
They wanted to move in
that direction, but they have to live with the
constituencies that I had just spent a year pissing
off, but not intentionally.
That

is how Paleologos assumed the role of supporter rather

than participant.

That

role,

however,

was taken seriously.

I wanted to be fully supportive.
I also felt, and
Dick [Kraus] felt the same way, that to the extent
that we supported them, it enhanced their ability to
get the thing done, because we didn't want a situation
in which the interest groups were going to be able to
divide and conquer on it, as often happens when you're
talking about a major reform.
Clearly,

Paleologos embraced the Schwartz

locked arm

strategy because he too had watched conflict erode momentum
for reform.

Richard Kraus.

Senate Chair of the Joint Committee on

Education Richard Kraus was to be a member of the JTTP.
His participation in the Task Force resulted directly from
his assumption of the Chair upon Senator D'Amico's
departure.
counterpart,

He had developed a colleagueship with his House
Paleologos,

educational advisor,

as well as the Governor's

Robert Schwartz.

As Commissioner

Raynolds and Chancellor Jenifer arrived in Massachusetts,
his circle of colleagueship around educational
widened to include them,

as well.
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issues

Kraus had come to Massachusetts

from Kansas.

Having

completed a dissertation on the relationship between
economic development and education in East Asia at Harvard
University,
Education"

he

"briefly joined the

there.

Eventually,

dean in the Graduate School

faculty in the School

of

he became administrative

of Arts and Sciences,

and

served two terms as a school committee member in Arlington
before running for State Senate.

He

Committee during his

as soon as there was an

opening.

second term,

In his third term,

"which got me to this,"

joined the Education

Kraus became Committee Chair,

the JTTP.

Commitment to and involvement with educational
as well

issues,

as early encounters with the other JTTP initiators

were summarized by Kraus:
My whole life had been education.
I was the first in
my family to go to college, in a community college,
and then Kansas University....
There was a lot going
on at the time [1986].
We were working [in
Massachusetts] on a wide variety of educational
reforms....
What we did in order to keep up with
things is ... meet for dinner and spend the evening
going over all the various pieces.
Less

involved than other initiators

in the early stage,

and

largely a passive observer during the Task Force meetings
themselves,

Kraus was much more concerned about the

practical matters of
of

implementation--and the central

issue

funding.
When we had hearings, and took action as a Committee
on the thing, that's the only point at which I got
much involved in the detail.
It was a very Don
Quixotish involvement, principal thing that I saw
other people not focusing on, and I wanted to try to
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focus on, was to try to insure that there was adequate
recompense for the master teachers who were going to
be, presumably, key to the new certification
operation.
I kept putting in ways
for them being paid, and they kept
think, to this day.

and requirements
being ignored, I

Kraus'

implementation was

focus

on

funding

consistent with an overall
funding.

Nevertheless,

framework his

for

concern

he was

colleagues

JTTP's

were

for public

education

generally supportive
developing,

education and certification were not

even

his most

if

of

the

teacher

pressing

priorities.
From my point of view, there were many things a lot
more important than modifications in teacher training
to do about public education in Massachusetts.
I
didn't have any problem with it.
The basic theory, as
I understood it, of insuring that people have a good
grasp on their discipline, and then did their
specialization, in terms of teaching approaches and
methods and what, made sense to me.
But in my
personal experience with teachers, and I was in school
forever, and in my experience with the Arlington
School Committee here in Massachusetts, I've always
been enormously impressed by what teachers have to
offer in the classroom and to the kids, with obvious
exceptions.

The
the

overarching

specific

education
emphasis

concern with

recommendations

in general,
on providing

was

of

tied

resources

financing,

the

Task Force

in Kraus'
for

whether

the

for

or public

thinking to

an

"schoolhouse."

I think there were two thrusts that Nick [Paleologos]
and I shared a great deal.
One was that both of us
really believed that either education works at the
schoolhouse level, or it doesn't work.
We wanted to
do things that would get money and responsibility and
power there as much as possible.
Always very severe
limits on that, but that was a major thrust.
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Considered in the light of that emphasis, Kraus would not
have been a good audience
of

either

the Department

for
of

anyone

championing the

Education or teacher

causes

education.

In terms of utilizing a task force which had pretty
broad representation, as I remember it, and certainly
represented professionals in the field very well, I
guess my natural tendency would be to say; that, in
the normal parlance of things, is a big improvement
over the Department of Education bureaucracy....
I
probably have a very unprofessional approach.
It
certainly goes against the grain of teacher education
institutions.
I've had two really giants as
teachers....
What they were about was inspiring a
love of learning.
It didn't matter a whole lot what
degree they had and it didn't matter a whole lot about
what techniques somebody had tried to communicate to
them.
I guess I've always felt that most of what we
can touch and feel and measure and even teach in the
area of teaching is really frosting on the cake.
There are far more important things.

His colleagues worked to push the
bureaucratic machinery
be

into

served by the national

their

experiences

set

Kraus

supporting the

direction

they were

of

and

principles

that

could

reform agenda and that matched

and visions,

constituents.

What

a

academic

had a much

or

those

their

simpler motive

in which the

doing made

of

sense

JTTP

was

to me.

I

for
being moved.
thought

it

would be helpful to some people.
We were in the
process of stultifying a whole generation of teachers
in Massachusetts.
One of the things that I saw coming
out of this was not so much just good for the incoming
teachers, but good for the continuing.
If you really
could have become a mentor, a master teacher, and you
could have gotten the extra pay for teaching, for
heaven's sakes, that came along with that, I thought
that was a terribly important thing for education and
for teachers.
In their
potential

interviews,
good that

all

of

his

colleagues

could have been
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talked about

realized

if

the

the mentor

teacher

recommendation had been

however,

was

so

focused on either

of

the mentors

or the

be

funded.

April

eyes

As

on the prize:

real
23,

the

Kraus

JTTP

the

1987

approached,

funding.

While his

recommendations—money

he

one,

importance

they would not

Kraus had his

JTTP

ideological

was watching what

Not

relative

possibility that

were marching toward a broadly
locked,

implemented.

colleagues

goal

with arms

considered the

for

the

teacher

center of

in the

schoolhouse.

Facilitators

Seven
and

individuals,

implementation of

began their work
of

the

Task Force.

significance

of

Force members;
JTTP

of

Institute
the

roles

stories

among

for

to the

in the planning
staff

staff,

personnel,

actual

illustrate

the

James

convening

the

JTTP meetings;
initiators

Fraser was

Recruited by Robert

and Community Service
of

Public Affairs

JTTP was based

Schwartz

prior

and their professional

Fraser.

staff.

Public

JTTP mission as

few months
Their

involved

their

and Task

predispositions

to

framework.

James
Force

the

preparation

understanding of

the

a

who were

and Fraser

in the

Schwartz

and the

of

"knew each other,

of

the

from the

John W.

at UMass/Boston,

offices
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Director

his

Task
College

McCormack
work on

the Board of Regents.
though not

terribly

well

...

dating back to

before."

Fraser

desegregation

described how

it

all

in Boston a

decade

began:

The key meeting deciding to shape this was Bob
Schwartz, Frank Jenifer, Ron Raynolds, Susan Zelman,
and me.
Clearly it had an agenda.
The major energy
out of this agenda came from Frank, Ron, and Bob.
Susan and I also had our opinions, but we saw we were
going to be the staff people to this, in some sense.
We decided in that first meeting to do two things:
to
create the JTTP as a large task force to give high
visibility to this issue [teacher education].
Second,
we made a strategic decision, which I really think was
the right one, in retrospect.
We talked a lot about
some famous person coming in to chair this Task Force,
and we had a number of possible people.
Decided,
instead of that, to ask the Chancellor and the
Commissioner to chair it themselves.

After
staff
to

of

serve

labor

for

deciding on the basic

several
as

was

agreed upon,

Director.

the

staff,

structure

He
as

of

and Fraser was

described the basic

well

as

the

Task Force

JTTP,

a

selected

division of

representation—

and proprietorship.
On paper, I was the Director.
Susan and I shared a
lot of the responsibility.
I worked for Frank.
Susan
worked for Ron.
That was part of the split.
That
sort of launched us.
We were careful to appoint a
Task Force that included teachers, teacher educators,
representatives of both unions, college presidents.
We had a broadly representative task force.
But we
were also quite clear with everybody involved in this
that this was a broad, representative task force.
It
was also Ron and Frank's task force.
We were clear
about that up front, from the beginning.
Most people
were very comfortable with that.
As

the

JTTP was

interest
been
final

groups

launched and
recruited,

firmly established,
report

was

the membership,

already

representatives

ownership of

and the

basic

in place.

and how comfortable
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the

of various
Task Force had

framework

How clear

for

that

its

was

to

individual members were

with that arrangement will be addressed in later passages.
For now,

it

is

important to note how the Staff Director

interpreted the proceedings.

Fraser took on the role of Director with his own
4

agenda alongside the one he had been assigned.
My role, from then on, was two-fold....
One was to
write the report.
I was the primary author of the
report, synthesizing all these various ideas.
Secondly, to make this fly.
I self-assigned the role
of making sure that we had a unanimous vote in favor
of the report at the final Task Force meeting.
I
didn't want minority reports or dissension.
I felt
like this was going to be hard enough to sell without
that.
I spent an enormous amount of time doing
something that I think I do pretty well, which is
being a political broker.
Added to the self-imposed pressure of acquiring unanimity,
was time pressure.

The final
February 28,
make its
period of

draft of the JTTP mission statement,

announced that,

final

"The Joint Task Force will

report by October 1,

six months

dated

1987."

That provided a

in which to implement the mission.

Fraser reflected the concern about timing alluded to by
others.
We recognized that we were under time constraints....
We did this very fast....
We had a window of
opportunity.
We either had to do it in three months
or three years.
I don't think there was a middle
ground.
Most of these kinds of changes, including the
last time Massachusetts changed its regulations back
in the early 80s, it took 3 years, and there was
massive consultation and all of that; the result of
which was the changes get diluted.
Everybody in the
world gets their favorite thing in and you just pull
it down to a level of the lowest common denominator.
All the people who don't want change generally will
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hang on longer than the people who do want change.
That's a general truism.
They'll attend more
meetings.
They'll stay longer at meetings....
I
think we were right.
It was either go for broke, or
watch it die the death of a thousand cuts.
Given
those variables, it was the right thing to do.
We had
to seize the moment.
The moment was seized in order to maximize the advantage of
political pressure to do something in the area of teacher
preparation and the

fortuitous converging of

like-minded

leadership.
We also did have the Griffiths report, that was a
pretty damning indictment of what was going on....
I
think there was always doubt about how accurate all
the findings were.
Whether or not they were accurate,
they were political dynamite.
The best way to deal
with it was to have an active plan for a very
different kind of teacher education.

Fraser was sensitive to the political
pressures,

and time

and impelled by his own convictions about

teacher education.
I also brought some pretty clear commitments to the
process of chairing the Staff.
One was that I was
both very much intrigued by the Carnegie and Holmes
reports and had big problems with some of them....
What we did in Massachusetts, which I'm very proud of,
is to say, 'Four years, and you can be into teaching.'
The required masters degree is an on-the-job masters
degree.
That was, in part, directly changing the
Holmes and Carnegie agenda....
I really believe in
the liberal arts major.
At that point, I'm really
close to Holmes and Carnegie.
Provisional certification based on the liberal arts major
would yield,

Fraser believed,

and teachers who were

a more

"well-educated citizens."

or pedagogy at the undergraduate
a second major or,

"respected profession"

preferably,
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Education

level could then be either

a minor area.

The clinical masters would provide additional pedagogy
"on the job."
I think teacher education still is too often
characterized by the teacher educator tells the
teacher, who tells the kid, very much top down,
hierarchical kind of thing.
I'm much more; what
emerges out of dialogue and critical thinking and
people working together to solve problems.
I really
wanted to move teacher education in that direction.
Part of something like the clinical masters degree,
that's how I designed it, and others designed it,
comes out of that.
I'm very much a student of Paolo
Freire, and very committed to what he calls praxis,
which is that constant dialogue of theory and
practice.
Fraser's commitments to the liberal arts and a clinical
masters degree indicated an obvious alignment with the
views of Task Force initiators.

Additionally,

his

experience as a faculty member at UMass/Boston surfaced
interest in the problem of accessibility that others were
trying to address.
There were too many steps for people who didn't know
from day one of their freshman year they wanted to be
teachers, to get into it.
I wanted to make teaching
more accessible to people who got interested in it at
different points in their career.
One of the things I
really held out for in the JTTP report, one of the
places where I really fought with everybody, was to
make sure, among the options, that you could get
provisionally certified in a summer.
It was
recreating my own experience, in some sense.

In the late sixties,

after two years

in seminary,

Fraser had completed an intensive summer certification
program at New York University,
Returning to seminary studies,
during his final year.

and taught

for a year.

he did substitute teaching

In his role as Staff Director for

the Joint Task Force on Teacher Preparation,
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Fraser shared

with others a belief that the national
instructive,

reform agenda was

as well as a belief in generalizing from one's

"own experience."

Susan Zelman.
"Susan and I

As Staff Director Fraser had indicated,

shared a lot of the responsibility."

Susan

Zelman was consulting with the Department of Education on
the teacher testing requirements of Chapter 188 when her
work drew the attention of the new Commissioner,
Raynolds.

Having taught at Emmanuel

Harold

College for 14 years,

she had chaired the Department of Education there for
seven of those years.

She brought the experience of having

been a teacher educator to her work on the JTTP Staff.

Zelman recalled being

"in heaven"

after discussions

with Schwartz and Jenifer about the upcoming JTTP.
I was really taken with Frank Jenifer.
He stirred a
passion in me; I remembered why I got a PhD in Social
Policy.
I was really moved by his passion and caring
about teaching.
He had a fascinating life and was a
self-made individual.
I started talking to him about
my students and some of my experiments.
We hit it
off.
Ron Raynolds was a unique Commissioner.
What
Commissioner reads the New York Review of Books?
He
was really a preacher, an idealist.

The esprit de corps that
extended to Fraser and Zelman,

initiators experienced was
and was

further reinforced

by close relationships with other staff members.
Jim and I hit it off immediately.
I really like Jim.
Philosophically, we were very much in tune, in terms
of our belief system.
At that time, Frank Jenifer was
thinking of the whole Higher Ed. issue of training
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educational doctorates, and Sandra Elman came in.
It
turned out ... we went to the same temple in
Washington Heights.
We had this incredible sympatico,
of these three staff members.

Two others were quickly recruited to the JTTP Staff.
Fraser recruited his writing colleague,
Susan Lane,

Adria Steinberg.

who had worked for Schwartz'

joined the Staff,

and brought with her,

predecessor,

also

Zelman remembered,

incredible political skill; she taught me a lot very
quickly.
Here I was an academic, so incredibly
naive....
It was like being back in a co-op in
Michigan, a commune of the sixties.
It was great.

In the midst of this positive
the

"crucial"

national

reform elicited mixed,

interpersonal energy,

reports regarding teacher education
but mostly positive responses.

The Carnegie report and the Holmes report, which
influenced our thinking a lot ... I thought the Holmes
report was very self-serving, because of my
socialistic roots.
I always thought that teaching was
clearly a way to advance.
I did not like the whole
idea, and we all agreed about this, that we should
eliminate the undergraduate teacher preparation
program.
I got involved in teaching; one, because I
always taught other kids as a child, but also because
at Hunter [College] we had a special student teaching
project which was in the sixties, where we lived and
worked in Spanish Harlem.
It was called Project 120.
It was very unique.
It really opened up my eyes and
concretized a lot of the social science and the
history that I read, and just made me think that
education was intellectual liberation, as well as
economic liberation.

Although the Staff had been able to convince Jenifer
and Raynolds that
preparation was

retaining undergraduate teacher

"the right way to go,"
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Zelman embraced the

liberal arts major,

as had the others.

I really believed, particularly in terms of my
experience at Emmanuel and at Hunter, my own
background; you never (and this was a teacher's
college founded, I think, in 1879) could major in
education there.
Your roots were in the liberal arts
and sciences.
In fact, my own training at Hunter was
that education is an incredibly complex act, because
you have to be a master of the structure and nature of
your discipline.
You have to, therefore, also know
how to make connections to that discipline and the
developmental needs of children.
That was taught to
me in my undergraduate preparation.
I always found
teaching incredibly complex and stimulating and
creative.
So we all felt very passionately about the
need for the liberal arts and sciences.
The liberal arts and sciences emphasis not only reflected
Zelman's pedagogical concerns,

but also mirrored her

judgments about the people attracted to education courses,
and the courses themselves.
I had this fantasy, then, that if you required a
liberal arts and science major, and you increase the
standards, then ultimately better people would enter
the profession; and that ultimately there was a lot of
legitimacy for people not wanting to take crappy,
boring education courses.
In fact, I did terribly at
Hunter in my education courses.
I thought that some
of them were pretty terrible, too.

To the already present worries about the quality of
the teacher pool and education courses,
like-minded colleagues and national
added the impact of the

and the energy of

reform agendas,

"pretty shocking"

Zelman

Griffiths report.

That was my first contact with the state college
system.
When I was at Emmanuel, I was in the little
world of small, private, liberal arts colleges.
But I
was a product of public education.
I was really
appalled when I began to work with the state college
system here.
I don't know how good a study the
Griffiths report was, but it certainly showed some
stuff.
The contrast, I remember, because there was a
private school report and a public school report.
I
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was so outraged, as an equity issue, between what was
going on in the private schools in teacher education
and what was going on in the publics, just absolutely
infuriated me.

The combination of outrage Zelman felt about
undergraduate teacher education in the state colleges,

and

her vision of what graduate teacher education might be,
her to the conclusion others had reached:

that

led

full

certification should be contingent upon the attainment of a
clinical masters degree.
We really had this notion of it really being a close,
wonderful, interactive process between theory and
practice.
Then the mentor teacher piece came into it.
That would be a way of professionalizing the role of
teaching at the district level.
The many purposes that were to be served by changing
teacher certification,
teaching profession,

including enhancement of the

are evident

well as those of her colleagues.

in Zelman's vision,

as

Like her colleagues,

she

also was aware of other problems that did not have to do
with preparation or professionalization.

The move from Emmanuel College to the Department of
Education allowed Zelman to grapple in a different venue
with problems of certification and program approval.
her

14 years at Emmanuel that had begun in 1972,

believed,
declined.

"Quite frankly,

Over

she had

the quality of my student

I was really concerned about who will be

certifying our teachers.

I wanted to change these

certification regulations."
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Meanwhile,

she had confronted

the regulatory environment of teacher education from
another angle.
As a department chair, I went through our own stuff
twice; this bureaucratic b-s of getting your program
approved.
There are a lot of different ways in which
you can use that process.
As an administrator, I
know.
I used it as a way to foster change, or you can
say, 'Okay, this is what we've done,' and just leave
it alone.
I certainly used it as a catalyst, but I
thought it was excessively bureaucratic, and these
regulations were somewhat demeaning to the profession.

In 1987,

the opportunities of working on the JTTP to

change teacher certification and then to work in the
Department of Education to examine program approval
practices were "like an offer I felt I couldn't refuse."
Taking the ideas that I worked on in Emmanuel, all my
life, and being able to convert them into policy ...
this was a chance to really make a difference, ha-haha.
I think about how naive I was, but how excited I
was at this actual opportunity.

Adria Steinberg.

James Fraser and Adria Steinberg had

worked together for three years as principal investigators
in a "study for the National Coalition of Advocates for
Students, which was an attempt to create an advocacy
response to A Nation at Risk."
to Excellence:

The study,

Our Children At Risk,

called Barriers

involved attending

hearings around the country and then writing a synthesis
which became the report issued by the national commission.
I understood what it was like to work for commissions.
This was why Jim wanted me there (on the JTTP].
Not
only had I done this advocacy thing, which involved
dealing with this big commission of honchos, but I'd
also done something for the college.
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Steinberg came to the JTTP Staff with 13 years of teaching
experience in public and private Boston area high schools,
as well as experience with inservice teacher development.
She had taught a summer course at Harvard University,

and

later became editor of the Harvard Education Letter.

She

also had taught at what was to become Cambridge College,
as well as at Cambridge Goddard,

where she developed a

masters program for colleague teachers at the Group School.
At the latter,

she had been on the high school’s faculty—

and had supervised preservice teachers.
through these years,

she had

A writer all

"worked for a number of

commissions and written their reports

With those kinds of experiences,

for them."

as early as the first

meeting Steinberg began her work on the JTTP Staff with a
well-honed sense of her role.
I remember just trying to kind of psych out, what was
this situation going to be like?
Who were these
fellow staff members?
What were their roles versus
what my role was?
Who was on this task force; trying
to really figure out, who were the stakeholders here?
Whose voices are going to have to be included in this
thing?
That’s very much the way I approach this kind
of work, is to really try to listen and document the
concerns, and then write those out in a way that
reflects what the people in the group—it may be a
consensus they don't know they have at the time, but
trying to find the consensus, and trying to find the
common points—and putting those into a document for
them to then review and refine.

When Steinberg arrived at that
already known at

first meeting,

least one person there,

she had

Harold Raynolds,

from having worked for the Department of Education on
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implementation of the Lucretia Crocker Program in Chapter
188.

She describes the participation at both Staff and

later Task Force meetings as listening and taking notes.
Once the Task Force was underway,

she remembers getting

special delivery messages from Margaret McKenna at Lesley
College.

The computer on her kitchen table had become a

locus of frenzied activity.
The other person who was very outspoken and literally
would materialize in my kitchen at moments when I
least expected it was Sue Zelman.
I would be going in
to get an apple and there was Sue.
She'd say she just
wanted to know how it was going.
I did have people
actually showing up at my house, which was
interesting.
As Jim always says, 'Didn't we design
this thing at your kitchen table?,' because we did
have a famous kitchen table meeting, where he first
laid out to me some of the conceptual framework for
what he wanted to see in there.
In addition to attending meetings,
home,

and the drop-ins at her

Steinberg was kept informed through Fraser.

"Jim

would often pass me messages from his private meetings with
Jenifer and Raynolds.

I was getting messages from these

people a lot."

Steinberg's writing was instructed by such formal and
informal interpersonal contacts and,

to a lesser degree, by

the national reform agenda.
There were key documents read quite carefully,
everybody on the staff read quite carefully and
dissected, which were the Holmes report and the
Carnegie—I forget what these things are called now,
but I know we had a key set of documents from other
people's thinking around these issues of teacher
preparation.
They were trying to fit in with a
national movement.
I don't remember people relying on
research nearly as much as I remember those documents
being waved like banners.
There were a couple of
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people on the Staff who were more the research people.
There were the two Harvard interns, David [Bickford)
and Susan (Merrifield).
I can't say it got fed in
very much to the report writing.
I was more working
off of what people were yelling at me had to go in
there.

While Steinberg did not recall the Griffiths report as
among those

"read quite carefully,"

she did have a

recollection that the report on which she was working
needed to address the problems that had been associated
with state teacher education in some fashion.

"I'd only

worked in these alternative teacher education programs.
hadn't gone through that kind of education."
others for a

"sense of how bad things were,"

a determination

I

Relying on
she remembered

"to push this more liberal arts direction,

and do away with some of the teacher ed.

stuff."

The stuff that was best in there, now that I'm
thinking about it, like some of the mentor teacher
role and all that, [I] always knew would never get
funded.
If you don't fund that stuff, then what's
left?
The way people become good teachers is by
putting them into a school with lots of support.
That
doesn't happen, except in rare situations.
If the
state could have found a way to make that happen more
often, that would have been great.
People become much
worse teachers than they could be in their first few
years in trying to survive; in not having appropriate
supports, or resources, or opportunities to think
about and reflect on their practice and all of that.
I know we built those words in there.
There's all
this reflection and mentoring, but I always knew when
I was writing it that it wasn't going to happen.

Unlike her colleagues,
was not a major professional

however,
focus

running a consulting business.
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the JTTP Staff work

for Steinberg.

She was

You have to understand that while I was writing this,
I was writing two or three major multi-year
evaluations.
Lots of people were materializing in my
kitchen with lots of things.
The demands were
intense.
This, in comparison, didn't seem that big.
For me, it was a job.
It was a chance to work with
Jim, work on some issues that were clearly related to
things I had been doing for 20 years.

Sandra Elman.

Sandra Elman,

been working at the John W.

like James Fraser,

had

McCormack Institute of Public

Affairs at UMass/Boston when she joined the JTTP Staff.
She believes she was chosen to work with the JTTP for
several

reasons.

Institute,

A senior researcher at the McCormack

she brought to the Staff a

background...,

"public policy

the higher education perspective,"

and she

was known by people at the Board of Regents because she had
done some work there.

Certified as a high school social

studies teacher,

had graduated from Susan Zelman's alma mater.
College,

she

Hunter

and taught at the elementary and middle school

levels before beginning a career in higher education.
Coincidentally,

she thinks that she,

Zelman,

and Fraser may

all have been teaching in New York City schools

in 1968.

Despite such similarities in their backgrounds,
acknowledged differences among Staff perspectives.
remembers,

however,

Elman
She

consensus regarding central principles,

that were then reflected by discussions
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in the Task Force.

We were synthesizers....
We didn't really impose our
own views, in the sense that our views were somehow
being expressed, even though we all brought our
expertise.
Susan, Jim, and myself; we brought our
expertise, but our views were being articulated.

After the first JTTP meeting,
meeting on May 28,

probably at a Staff

one document shows the Task Force Member

Roster with Staff initials next to selected individuals.
This coincides with Elman's recollection of how the Staff
began to work with Task Force members.
We brought different perspectives to say where we were
going to probably run into the most trouble, and how
we could work with individuals, which we often did, as
well; different individuals that we could just relate
to, to talk on the phone, to hear what they were
saying.
There were some voices on the Task Force that
were very strong and very articulate, and obstinate
may be unfair, but very firmly grounded in where they
stood.
We did not want to have a minority report.
For better or for worse, we just didn't think that
would be too good.
We all worked hard at trying to
engage some degree of compromise without compromising
their stand so much that they would lose their own
integrity, which we would never want.
Under Fraser's directorship,

the Staff assisted in making

sure that the the final Recommendations would be signed
unanimously.

Troubleshooting and informal conversations

kept the membership together on the basic

framework for

addressing the issue of teacher preparation in the
Commonwealth.

Understandings about Massachusetts teacher education
were instructed by a notion that was persistent and
pervasive.
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There was a fairly negative view of what individuals
are prepared to do within colleges of education.
Most
of the time those views are based on total lack of
information.
Whether or not there may be any
credibility to people's views is one thing, but it's
almost a kneejerk response.
They take for granted
that people in colleges of education are taking, and I
quote this term, because I heard it used on the Task
Force and elsewhere, 'Mickey Mouse courses.'
People
came, not so much only to the Task Force, but to this
whole issue area with very preconceived, very
predetermined views of what was being taught, what was
being learned, and who the folks were who were doing
the teaching.
It was coupled with a view in
Massachusetts, which I find very unfortunate, that is
a very negative view of public education, of public
higher education in general.
Elman's recollection of perceptions people brought with
them to the Task Force proceedings helps further explain
the attraction to a principle that was
the beginning,

and was in the final

in the framework at

recommendations.

The principle of undergraduate preparation which
emphasizes the liberal arts and sciences over education
courses was recalled by Elman as a

"very heated issue."

The Task Force was convened at a time when there had
been some reports that were very critical of what was
happening in colleges of education in the
Commonwealth. That didn't do the whole issue any good,
really.
There were in fact, very strong views, before
any information was laid on the table, about which way
the Task Force should go.
People had very strong
views because it got to the core of how one was
educated, how one viewed teaching.
One of the most
wonderful things about the Task Force, and maybe the
implementation part hasn't been as successful as one
would have hoped, is that the whole idea was to
elevate the status of the teaching profession; that it
is a profession.
That was also part of the rationale
of why you would not have education as an
undergraduate major, but rather you would enable
individuals to get a strong theoretical grounding in a
liberal arts, science discipline and then go on to
gain the professional expertise at the masters level.
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The idea that the JTTP framework could be used to solve
multiple problems is underscored by Elman's recollections
of what was being attempted--and why.
major was to address

lack of

The liberal arts

faith in the ability of

education programs to prepare undergraduates,

as well as

the need to enhance the status of the teaching profession.

Increasing the role of the liberal arts in the
preparation of teachers presumed a willingness to adopt
that role on the part of

liberal arts

faculty.

Since one

of the JTTP recommendations actually called for the
supervision of provisional teachers by liberal arts
faculty,

their collaboration with education faculty was to

be encouraged.

Elman,

veteran of higher education milieux,

was unconvinced of the likelihood of that happening.
Those of us that had spent many years in higher
education and universities and colleges were a bit
more dubious about that hope ever being realized,
because even though you could be on the very same
campus, and have your offices just literally down the
hall, there's not much collaboration.

Despite any worries or reservations she may have had
about eventual

implementation of the JTTP recommendations,

Elman shared with most other participants an overwhelming
sense that they were good ones.

"I

think I'd probably

write 95% the way they stand."

Susan Lane.
Susan Lane.

The year

1987 was a transitional one for

Having worked for Robert Schwartz'
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predecessor

in the Governor's Office for Education,

she was attached to

the Legislature's Education Committee and occupied the
position of Assistant to the President at the Massachusetts
College of Art.

In the late seventies,

she had staffed the

Reorganization Commission for Public Higher Education#
in the early eighties,

and

worked for the Reorganization

Commission's newly created agency,

the Board of Regents.

Lane had majored in government and education at Clark
University in Worcester.

While still an undergraduate,

she

had interned with Worcester's Senator D'Amico on school
committee work.

After graduating,

she went to Boston

University to obtain a masters in higher education
administration.

Her first

job was a consulting position

with the then Board of Higher Education.

Since it

involved

giving scholarships to students enrolled in proprietary
programs approved by the Department of Education,

she was

actually paid by the Department.
Even from that stage, I was seeing how these agencies
weren't working together as well as they could be.
There were no joint meetings, there was no joint
anything, except the people that had to work across
purposes, like me.

After that experience,
D'Amico,

she reconnected with Senator

who was working on Higher Education Reorganization

from his base on the Education Committee.
public system,

Studying the

she had another chance to see entities

operating entirely separately from one another.
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The systems didn't work together.
The community
colleges didn't know what the state colleges were
doing.
The state colleges didn't know what the
universities were doing.
There was no sense of a
system of public higher education in Massachusetts.

Later work in the Regents'
examine

Office allowed Lane to

"programs across institutions,

private,

even public and

because we were doing program evaluations."

she moved to the Governor's Education Office,
another opportunity to look at educational

When

she had yet

issues

from a

systems perspective.
There was no Secretary of Education, because when I
was on the [Reorganization) Commission, we had just
done away with that position.
The way Dukakis set up
his Cabinet, was that since there was no Secretary for
Education, he had another structure. Special Advisors.
He set them up so that they would work across
agencies.
They met with the Cabinet, although they
didn't have Cabinet status.
Education was one.
One
of the pushes that the Governor had was to get grant
money to higher ed., to increase the cooperation
between higher ed. and K-12.
Like Jenifer,

Lane thought

had studied them and,
Staff,

in terms of systems issues.

She

by the time she joined the JTTP

had spent approximately a decade working with those

issues at the state

level.

Lane's position within staff discussions,
surprising.

then,

is not

Susan Zelman had the same recollection as Lane

had of the first

staff meeting in Jenifer's office

(probably held on March 5).

Lane recalled:

I think one of the first things I said was that this
has to be a Joint Task Force, was one of my strongest
recommendations, that both higher ed. and K-12 had to
sit as equals on it, whatever task force was set up.
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Clearly,

Lane had been affected by her observations over

the years that

interagency cooperation must be fostered.

While aware,

through her work,

of the national

state moves toward education reform,
interest was

in educational policy,

Staff was to monitor the political

and while her primary
her role on the JTTP

interests of the various

groups within a complex system involving education.
explained her rationale for that

and

Lane

focus.

I was very concerned about the political process all
through this.
I happen to like that.
I was always
concerned about:
Were we touching base with this
group?
Had we talked with that group?
Where was the
MTA [Massachusetts Teachers Association] on this?
How
were we communicating with them?
They're not to be
the outsider.
I'd worked in the Governor's Office
through the K-12 reform efforts [Chapter 188], very
closely with people from the MTA and others, not that
I agreed all the time.
We'd have very strong
arguments, but you'd rather have the arguments during
the process than at the end.
It's stupid to go all
the way to the end and try to force something through
that wasn't going to carry.
I was always concerned
with:
Where was the Legislature?
How were we
touching base with them?
What were we talking about
that could just happen?
What were we talking about
that had to have legislation in order to happen?
How
was that happening?
How were we staying in touch with
the Legislature?
Those are the kinds of issues that I
was much more worried about, almost more than the
contents of the report.
It was sort of a joke among
the Staff people about how I had to sort of have a
political view of what we were doing.
It was trying
to be sensitive to the other parties that needed to be
involved to make this happen.

Despite that

focused view.

Lane was

fully aware of the

multiple agendas that the JTTP was to address.

Even when

considering the JTTP framework for teacher preparation and
development,

however,

her long experience in educational
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governance led her to return persistently to systemic
issues of collaboration among member groups.
What I was trying to do was to honestly look at issues
of teacher pay and mentoring and all those kinds of
things, but approach it from the perspective that the
education, from the beginning, of teachers has to be
addressed.
I’m also certified, elementary school, 14.
I had been through a program of training, done my
student teaching, been in the classroom.
I didn't
have the expertise of someone who was a classroom
teacher, but my goal wasn't to have that.
It was to
try to pull the perspectives of the expertise of
higher ed. and the expertise of K-12, and see if we
can't focus better on educating people and providing
the kinds of skills that will allow people to be
better in their jobs, and a mechanism to improve and
continue working.
The educational and professional goals Lane wanted to
attain through the JTTP were intertwined,
other concerns.

She believed,

she knew,

for example,

with

that Raynolds

may have wanted to use JTTP recommendations to generate
structural change—for

improving service--within the

Department of Education.

The

Department

"had a very bad

reputation in that area."

Lane wondered,

even at the time,

if all the agendas

could be fulfilled through the one Task Force.
recollection is,

I

can think about

rolling my eyes,

thinking,

Like her colleagues,

'This

however,

"My

spending a lot of time

is not going to work.'"

her reservations did not

outweigh her belief in the work of the Staff,

and the JTTP.

We as Staff people really felt that the things in that
report were important in terms of improving teaching,
and improving the preparation of teachers, and
improving the stature of the profession of teaching.
We felt that we were honestly trying to make a
difference and that was at least going as far as we
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could go at the time, given the limitations that were
out there in terms of finances or the makeup of
schools or all those kinds of issues.
I think that
what the Task Force was trying to do and the way it
was going was the right way for educating teachers.

David Bickford.

When he joined the JTTP Staff,

Bickford was a doctoral
School of Education.

David

student at Harvard University's

Wanting to look at policy issues,

he

learned of an opportunity at the Department of Education,
and contacted Robert Schwartz through a friend.
in turn,

had James Fraser contact Bickford,

Schwartz,

who

subsequently joined the JTTP staff.

Bickford was a veteran of
teaching in Trenton,

14 years of classroom

New Jersey.

major as an undergraduate,

A Norwegian language

he obtained professional

training and credentials through the National Teacher Corps
and a masters degree from Trenton State College.
My idea of my masters at Trenton State College was
that if this was what teacher education was about, I
never wanted to go back to school again.
I considered
the program to be that poor.
Within the NJEA [New
Jersey Education Association], I and most teachers
were rabid in our condemnation of teacher preparation
programs.
We felt that [they] should not be under the
control of higher education at all, that it should be
under the control of classroom teachers.
I came with
that bias.
It had tempered somewhat over time.
I
really began to see, in Harvard, the value of a solid
research base, and what difference it could make in
teacher preparation.
At Harvard, I did not see much
good teaching being modeled.
I had worked briefly at
the Principals' Center at Harvard and I got so that I
liked school administrators, which was new and
different for me.
Again, at the Principal's Center, I
did not see collaboration being modeled with the
staff.
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Even though Bickford's hopes were raised about the
potential of research-based teacher education,
recognized the gaps among research,
the actual behavior of

Those limitations,

theory,

he

and practice in

faculty and staff.

in combination with his years of

teaching—including union activism—convinced Bickford that
his role on the JTTP Staff would be

"to put

forward a

classroom teacher's view of things."
New Jersey's a very powerful state Association.
I had
been a local leader.
I had negotiated contracts.
I
had enforced contracts.
I had worked my way through a
variety of supporting kinds of committees:
minority
involvement, professional development, political
action, legislative, up through the executive state
committee.
I had headed a joint task force of [the]
School Boards Association and union leaders in urban
education.
I had a very, very pro classroom kind of
position.
That position was partially informed by Bickford's having
been

"disenchanted with the State's regulatory approach to

education."
They classified schools:
acceptable, unacceptable,
conditionally acceptable.
They classified districts
the same way.
I found myself working in an
unacceptable school in an unacceptable district, which
is a challenge, but we developed plans and plans and
plans, but we never were given the resources, either,
in terms of time or money, to implement them.
We had
to have all of this stuff in file drawers next to our
teaching station, so that when the inspectors came in,
we could trot it out.
Frustration with those working conditions and family
considerations

led Bickford to Massachusetts—and Harvard,

where he completed a masters degree before beginning a
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doctoral
policy,

program.
and

He was

"making changes

Serving on the
thing to do.

interested

JTTP

There was

in administration,

that would affect

Staff,

then,

seemed an appropriate

another coincidence

JTTP-related personnel.

Bickford

teachers."

involving

recalls that

he

had met Franklyn Jenifer when he was a Deputy
Chancellor of Higher Ed. down in New Jersey, and was
very impressed....
I welcomed the opportunity, at
least to see him in action, if I couldn't work with
him directly.
Bickford had noticed,

in retrospect,

kind of participation a Staff member
to the

experience

Task Force.

of

Staff

being

a

the difference

in the

could have,

opposed

rank and

as

file member of

the

had a chance to witness both theory and

leadership emerge.
The bifurcation between Task Force and Staff was
impressive to me, because the Staff had the liberty,
especially in the beginning, of being much more
theoretical in our approach....
Jenifer very
impressive in his approach, in the philosophy that
seemed to drive his desire for collaboration between
the Department of Education and the Board of Regents.
He was the driving force, in my mind, there.

The

influence

did the national
memory,
report."

"We

did a

There

of

Jenifer's

reform agenda,
lot
was

of
a

philosophy,
was noted

discussion of

struggle

to

recommendations with other concerns

embracing as

in Bickford's

the Carnegie

reconcile Carnegie
of

the

JTTP.

We talked a great deal about what it would mean to
young people not to be able to get a job when they
came out of school.
We talked about the dearth of
minority people who have access to higher education,
and those that do tend to use the facilities of the
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it

community colleges, and then they transfer in.
In
looking at this program, we felt we had to consider
the earning power and potential of graduates of
4-year schools, because this was the vehicle by which
we could begin to diversify the teaching population.
Part of the discussion we had centered around the fact
that we export so many teacher jobs, and would people
be in competitive positions to get jobs out of state?
Since one of
calls

for

the nine major

"vigorous

recommendations

efforts

to

minority teacher candidates,
between Carnegie
out,

liberal

the

arts

about

degree,

ideal

JTTP

and members had to

teacher preparation,

access,

some

other

and

states might
conflicting—

initiators,

contend.

professional

and competition did not

school

The accompanying

the many—sometimes

considerations with which the
facilitators,

Fraser had pointed

embellished by

earning power and what

require again emphasizes

the conflict

certification upon graduation

college-based teacher preparation.
concerns

as

JTTP

and prepare

resolution of

and JTTP goals was,

to provide provisional

with a

recruit"

of the

Conceptions

of

enhancement,

readily yield

similar

approaches.

Ironically,
multiplicity of

for

goals,

clock and pushing
circumstances,
began to

all

the

the

complexity of

JTTP was working

for unanimity.

Bickford

found that

issues

against

In the press
his

and

of

the

those

active participation

decrease.

I thought being part of the Staff, maybe I'm going to
have more of a voice.
That voice, I watched it kind
of atrophy, in terms of [JTTP Report] drafts....
In
my estimation, the larger principles that I felt would
drive the Task Force became subservient to the
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political aspects....
I was to write a document
what constitutes a good teacher.
I had trouble
getting people to read my drafts.
Bickford's perception of his
course of

several months

juxtaposed against
representing the

his

is

notion,

experiences

challenges
was

that

recommendations,

by his

was

and

out

like

about

that

to the

both by the
others.)

what mattered

of

others:

Speaking about

in the wake

that

recruited"

testimony of

ideals.

to teachers

to be

when

about

He believes

is borne

finally,

in the

instructed
the

of A Nation at

Risk,

in harmony with JTTP colleagues when he admitted,

experience with teachers
some

convictions

ones

record and by the

Bickford's
JTTP

last

over the

the more poignant

classroom teacher.

(A point

documentary

all

original

"teachers were among the
Task Force.

diminished role

on

subject matter,

assume that

necessarily,
a masters
obtuse,

advocate

He was

and methods."

any kind of

ignorant

degree,

you can have

interactive
of

the

difference?

As

He did not,

a doctorate,
degree

as possible."

classroom teacher
others,

of

degree would translate,

a bachelors

did the

"My

aware of

into better prepared teachers.

you can have

sharp and

they're pretty

many teachers."

"tension between content
however,

is,

he

So,

"You can have
and be

and be
what

just

as

as

did this

think would make

he drew on his

just

a

own past.

While teaching I had supervised two or three student
teachers....
I had a wonderful mentor teacher to work
with.
I came out and I had a miserable first year.
I
had three good Thursdays.
I remember them distinctly.
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That's all I had my first year of teaching.
It's an
inevitable process.
I would hate like the devil to
think that I didn't have that year's worth of
internship.
Looking at this [JTTP recommendations],
it's just another empty promise.
They can't put the
resources to see this thing through.
For Bickford,

it was the mentoring component

recommendations that made the most
recommendations,

sense.

appear

As the JTTP

he found himself feeling increasingly

uncomfortable.
the Staff,

The other

though generally acceptable to him,

never to have recruited his enthusiasm.
proceeded,

in the

He had felt himself become

isolated within

peripheral within the Task Force,

and unable to

achieve his

intention of assuring a voice for teachers at

the table.

The later failures of

implementation merely

added to his disappointment over the fact that the main
chance for

"making changes that would affect teachers"

had

not yielded results.

Underway:

In this

section,

In 1987

the work of the JTTP will be examined

through the discourse of members who assembled for four
meetings in the summer of
union,

school,

1987.

educational,

Members

and political

included academic,
leaders.

Their

accounts and ruminations about participating on the Task
Force will

illuminate key aspects of both the process and

the end product:

roles of

responses to both the
final

recommendations;

individuals and subgroups;

framework and negotiations for the
the impact of contextual
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issues.

such as timing and political exigencies;

and the rationales

for accepting—whether wholeheartedly or not—the final
report.

Academic Leaders

Individuals representing institutions of higher
education involved in teacher preparation were seen as
comprising several
were represented,
Office.

Of those,

this study

distinct groups.
five at the level

of the President's

three people declined to participate in

(Margaret McKenna,

Edgar Smith,

Seven institutions

Lesley College President;

University of Massachusetts Vice President

Academic Affairs;
President).

and Philip Vairo,

Worcester State College

Also declining participation were two

individuals who represented their programs
Gass,

(Marilyn Talbot

Director of the Early Childhood and Elementary

Teacher Preparation Program at Mount Holyoke College;
Katherine Merseth,

and

Director of Teacher Training at the

Harvard Graduate School of Education).
the

for

"Academic Leaders"

Thus,

only two of

from higher education participated

in the study.

Of the seven institutions,
University,

three were public

the University of Massachusetts,

State College)
Lesley College,

and four were private

and Worcester

(Harvard University,

Mount Holyoke College,
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(Lowell

and Wheelock

College).

Three of the seven institutions had schools of

education within a larger university.

Worcester State had

been decreasing its emphasis on education in favor of the
liberal arts.

Mount Holyoke was a

with an education department.

liberal

arts college

Lesley and Wheelock Colleges

had teacher preparation as their central mission.

Daniel

Cheever.

Joining the JTTP during his fifth

year as President of Wheelock College,

Daniel Cheever

brought with him ten years of experience as a school
superintendent,
and teacher.

and earlier experiences as both principal

He had served on Secretary of Education

William Bennett's national commission on elementary
education just prior to the JTTP.

His work on the Task

Force was predicated by an acquaintanceship with Harold
Raynolds,
Maine.

begun while Raynolds was a superintendent

in

After Franklyn Jenifer arrived in Massachusetts,

accepted an invitation to speak at Wheelock,
"relationship"

he

so a

had developed with both Co-Chairs.

Cheever was

sensitive to increased criticism of

teacher training institutions after the publication of A
Nation at Risk in 1983,

a year that coincided with his

assumption of the Wheelock Presidency.
as he noticed with surprise several
interview,

His own background,

times during the

influenced his decisions both at Wheelock and on

the Task Force.

He elaborated on the clinical aspects of
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his own masters program.
My teaching as an MAT candidate had been in what could
only be called a Professional Development School.
In
those days, in the mid-sixties, the Harvard Graduate
School of Education had relationships with about a
dozen, mostly suburban systems, in which Harvard
faculty had joint appointments with the Newton Public
Schools, and, so to speak, interns like myself went to
a special summer training program; summer school with
real kids, sort of like boot camp, where we learned
how to teach, so that we could begin taking a half¬
time teaching load that September under the
supervision of both a Harvard faculty member, who came
out twice a week, and a Newton faculty member in the
same building, who was released part time to be our on
site supervisor.
It was the JTTP model.
I loved that
MAT program.
Later in his career,

Cheever had witnessed the

implementation of another feature in the JTTP clinical
model—mentor teachers.
[The mentor role] was very similar to how one of the
school systems I had superintended in, namely the
Weston Public Schools, was organized ... into teams in
the elementary and, well really, through the high
school.
The teams had team leaders whose time was
partly released in order for them, in effect, to
mentor teachers on their teams.

His own happy induction experience in Newton,
with his knowledge of what he termed
practice"

in Weston,

"good,

combined

progressive

was reinforced by his membership

the Board of Massachusetts General Hospital,
clinical teaching hospital."
emphasized clinical practice.

Additionally,

"on

which is a
Wheelock itself

"The undergraduate education

major

involved twice as much practice teaching as state

regs.

required,

together,

the graduate school

similarly."

Taken

these factors predisposed Cheever to being

supportive of the clinical emphasis
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in the JTTP report.

Cheever viewed participating on the JTTP as serving
several purposes,

including the opportunity to be of

service to the Commonwealth and to support Jenifer and
Raynolds,

both of whom he

liked and admired.

participation was driven to a great extent,

His
however,

by his

responsibilities at Wheelock.
Wheelock, when I had come in 1983, was in very poor
shape....
We had managed by 1987 to turn most of it
around, but one big area which remained was the basic
structure of the undergraduate curriculum, which at
that time was an education major and liberal arts
minors.
The liberal arts minors, to be kind about it,
were pretty thin.
Faculty had started working on
improving and strengthening those, expanding the
numbers, infusing multicultural content, but the power
in the curriculum was still held by the professional
faculty.
I was concerned about that.
We were also
starting a capital campaign, doing a million other
things, building a building, so truth be known, I
wasn't as involved in the undergraduate curriculum, or
the graduate school's curriculum improvement efforts,
as were the deans or the academic dean, but I had this
uneasy feeling that it wasn't going to come out the
way I probably would have liked it.
Modifying the
power of the education faculty was going to be a tough
nut to crack.
I also had some feeling that our
undergraduate professional preparation, though it was
superb ... did include some of what you hear ridiculed
about in lousy campuses....
I saw the JTTP partly as
an opportunity.
This was a lever, if you would.
All
I needed was a fulcrum and I could move something big,
namely the education faculty.
The

liberal

lever:

arts major called for by the JTTP was Cheever's

"a way of getting,

through law and regulation,

some

changes that would give a faculty like ours no choice."

Given his

support

Force recommendations,
participants

for fundamental precepts
it

is

in the Task

surprising that other

remember Cheever as one of only a handful of

openly and stubbornly critical members.
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Clues to that

apparent paradox emerge in a letter dated July 8,

1987,

that he circulated among the full membership of the JTTP.
In that

letter,

meetings

(April

the initial
report.

Cheever briefly discussed the first
23 and June 30)

and raised questions about

(officially circulated)

draft of the Task Force

The first of his concerns had to do with the

"attitude and tone"

of the draft.

By

"damning"

and past teacher preparation programs,
all teachers,

all current

he wondered whether

and fine education programs or courses,

being damned as well.

He cautioned that

not the Holy Grail."

Further,

were

"liberal arts are

he noted that an 18-credit

ceiling for education courses would render Massachusetts
graduates at a disadvantage in neighboring Connecticut,
where a 30-credit minimum was in place.

A low credit

maximum would also jeopardize successfully operating
programs.

Wheelock,

for example,

had a two-semester,

24-credit practicum/seminar that had recently been rated
"outstanding"

during an accreditation review.

After mentioning the possibility of other kinds of
degrees

(B.S.,

M.A.T.,

logistical problems.
clinical

M.S.),

Cheever*s

letter plunged into

He wondered about the number of

sites that would be needed,

"Wheelock is a small college,
practica in 200 different

and warned that

yet our students have

sites each year."

He questioned

whether enough mentors could be identified and trained,
who could control that process,
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noting that

and

"colleges will

be reluctant to have their names on a degree when they have
not had full authority for a program."

The

administrator pointed out that parents

"will

former school
object to

having their children in classes taught by provisional
teachers."

Even though Cheever minimized his concerns about
funding JTTP recommendations during the interview,
mentioned
letter.

"money"

in two separate sections of his

He argued that school

to hire provisional

teachers

even if they were to do so,
enough to live on,

he
1987

systems would be reluctant

for less than full time,

and

pro-rated salaries would not be

much less pay for a masters program.

One suggestion Cheever made to ameliorate expenses was that
the recommendations

for provisional

status should allow a

seven year period in which to obtain a masters,

rather than

the five years stipulated in the June 30 draft.
Interestingly,

that

suggestion was

second draft dated August
recommendations,

11,

incorporated in the

but the final

published in October,

again called for

five years.

Cheever shared with other participants the need to
make decisions about both his participation and his
approval of the

final draft.

It appears that he chose to

record and voice his reservations

in order to have some

impact

but he did support the

in the way of

fine-tuning,
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broad framework of the JTTP report,
his own experiences and because it

both because
supported his

it matched
interests

and duties at Wheelock.

William Hogan.

University of Lowell

President William

Hogan arrived at the JTTP with many years of experience at
the University,
engineering,

first as a teacher in the field of

then as an administrator.

Deep roots

in the

Lowell community and the surrounding region drove Hogan's
participation.

Focused on the industrial economy,

role that he believed education plays

and the

in that economy,

he

had clear convictions concerning teacher preparation.

In 1975,
merged under

Lowell

"Tech"

and Lowell

State College were

"a legislative mandate to improve opportunity

in the region."

Since the economic boom of the nineteenth

century textile industry,

the Lowell

region—with the

exception of the World War II period--had been in a serious
economic slump.
University,

The

first president of the newly created

Hogan's predecessor,

was

"of the opinion that

we ought to close our College of Education."
that the era of

"deskilling the workforce"

Academic Vice-President Hogan

"argued with

boss about the College of Education."
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had passed,
[his]

then

former

Hogan was convinced

that the region's economy and educational
intertwined.

Believing

services were

Arguing for the College was difficult.
oversupply of teachers."

"There was an

College enrollments in education

had dropped from several hundred to a few dozen.

"We were

then at a point where we had about as many faculty as we
did students

in education."

Hogan’s

"boss"

put him on the

phone with a dean at another institution who told him,

"You

ought to get out of the business."

"No,

no,

Hogan's reply was,

no."
The fundamental reason [was] in terms of the skilling
of a workforce and development of what I will call,
for lack of better words, a region's collective
ability to learn, to move on to something new, to be
able—as a region, not just as one firm or one
individual—to really have a structure, including a
school system's, that allows for growth, development,
a sort of collective learning, if you will....
I did
what any good bureaucrat would do.
We had a study
done.
When (the President] didn't like that study, we
had another study done, and we had a third study done.
All of these studies were saying that the surplus will
work its way out.
There will be a need for
teach[ers].
There is a need for revamping teacher
certification.
The profession has problems.
It was
pretty clear.

Finally,

Hogan and his colleagues prevailed.

College of Education survived.

It was

later relocated to

the refurbished former Chelmsford Truant School
donated by An Wang)
graduate level

The

(property

to transform its programs to the

and to become one of three

in the University's one-page

"degree clusters"

"strategic plan"

when Hogan

assumed the Presidency in 1981.
The second [cluster], and it came out of a lot of
discussions we had with firms threatening to move
away, was that we would not only stay in K-12, but
that it would be one of the three things we did, and
we would seriously consider moving it all to the
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graduate level.
The underlying issue was to bring a
discipline first to the individual, then bring the
individual through [professional preparation], because
we wanted to enhance the ability of the classroom to
truly prepare a person to work in a quickly changing
world.

By the time of the JTTP,

enrollments at Lowell’s

College of Education were moving back into the hundreds,
and the College had made a
in the region.

"co-commitment”

Since Lowell graduates were being required

to postpone their professional

training until after they

had obtained degrees with majors
sciences,

to the teachers

in the

liberal arts or

the University would provide long term support to

area teachers.

Accordingly,

a Center for Field Studies and

Services was established.
One of the things we know about Lowell, whether we
like it or not, is that ten years after graduation,
80% of the people graduated from Lowell are either
living in Massachusetts or southern New Hampshire,
which up here is the same thing.
The conclusion is we
have a home-grown pool, a professional workforce.
We
can either shape that over time, or we can let it be
shaped by accident.
We wanted to shape it.

Hogan accepted Franklyn Jenifer's
participate on the Task Force,

invitation to

after making certain that

Jenifer understood what his biases were at the outset.
Commenting on JTTP reactions to the University of Lowell's
all-graduate teacher preparation,

Hogan explained some

extra-pedagogical concerns that were being surfaced.
What happened, to my surprise, and I can understand
the issues as I look back on it, was a great deal of
resistance to this idea, and a lot of that resistance
coming from the private, not public, higher education
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institutions, who indeed service and have
traditionally educated and served a large number of
people in undergraduate programs in teacher
preparation, who clearly felt threatened and concerned
that their traditional market was going to be
negatively impacted.
I remember in particular some
discussions about how they were themselves an economy
... an economic force because they had large
populations of out of state students.
In fact, some
of them rightly noted that they had more out of state
students than Massachusetts students in their teacher
preparation programs.
Those students brought with
them tuition money, housing money, food money,
spending money, and they were a vital piece of the
economy in this state.

Similar business considerations had been made explicit
in Cheever1s July 8 letter circulated among the JTTP,

and

these underscored the multiple agendas to be addressed.
Cheever had suggested that the masters requirement would
drive students from private to public schools, both because
teachers'

salaries would not allow private schools to be

affordable,

and the postponement of full certification

would devalue the undergraduate degree—making investment
in private higher education less desirable.

There is irony

in how these concerns were represented by the various
institutions.

Remembering that some of the energy for the

JTTP was generated because of worries about the state
system in particular,

as evidenced by the Griffiths report,

Lowell represented a public university at which all¬
graduate teacher preparation was a fait accompli.
case,

In this

it was the privates who had to defend their turf.
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Hogan was aware of other objections to fifth year
preparation.
I don't think we were incorrect in our view.
The view
did not prevail (among the JTTP).
It did anger or
aggravate some people, because some of them thought we
were being elitist and snobs.
Some thought we were
trying to unionize the profession by putting in this
high-powered requirement.
That was not the driving
force at all ... [which had been] the fundamental
issue of bringing the various academic disciplines in
a knowledgeable, crafted way to the classroom, not
left by chance.

With the exception of Richard Clark,
participant

introduced

(so far)

Hogan is the only

in this chapter who still

was working in the same institution in 1993 as he had been
in 1987.

"We're committed to

planning teacher development
"therefore,

[the]

long term."

When

services at the University,

we wanted to go down to the foundation

someplace."
I will admit going into that [the JTTP] with a strong
feeling that teacher preparation, because it has such
a fundamental impact on [teacher] performance, over
their career lifetime, ought to be more deeply rooted
in an understanding of a discipline so that
collectively a number that would be involved in the
education of any young person over time could give a
sense of the underlying disciplines that determine our
lives and our structures and how we operate, if you
will.
The belief

in the power of the disciplines to help people

understand and respond productively to an increasingly
complex and fast-paced world guided Hogan's decisions about
teacher preparation at Lowell University.

The necessity of

cultivating those understandings and responses had been
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made plain by a lifetime of nearly continuous residence in
a region that had been fighting for its economic

life.

Union Leaders and Members

Individuals who were members of the two teachers'
organizations,

the Massachusetts Teachers Association

and the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers
participated on the JTTP.

It

is

(MTA)

(MFT),

important to recognize

that they were recruited to represent their own views and
experiences as classroom teachers,
union positions.
(MFT)

rather than official

Presidents of the unions,

and Nancy Finkelstein

(MTA)

Paul Devlin

were privately consulted

by initiators and facilitators on an informal basis.

Both

union presidents participated in this study.

A preliminary JTTP member roster,
not

include the names of any teachers.

meeting on April
Joan Buckley,

23,

2,

does

By the first

a roster was circulated that

included

Boston Public School Teacher and MFT member.

Buckley did not participate
in that

dated April

in this study.

Also included

first circulated roster were William Murphy,

Professor of Special Education at Bridgewater State
College,

and Jack Conklin,

Adams State College.

Professor of Education at North

Murphy and Conklin were MTA members

and contributed to this study.
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By the second meeting on June 30,

the JTTP roster was

completed and listed four additional MTA members:
Gaumond,

John

who held a joint appointment as Assistant

Professor and Teacher at the McKay Campus School and the
Teacher Education Center of Fitchburg State College;
Patricia Hunter,

Springfield Public School Teacher;

Connie Matthews,

Amherst Public School Teacher—all study

participants.

and

Cambridge Public School Teacher Lenora

Jennings did not participate

Paul Devlin.

in this study.

MFT President Paul Devlin,

member of the JTTP,

though not a

remembers discussions about Task Force

recommendations with Franklyn Jenifer,

Harold Raynolds,

James Fraser,

staff.

and Nicholas Paleologos*

Devlin

recalls a context of union activism for reform which
predated both A Nation at Risk and Chapter
early in the

interview,

In fact,

he had to ask for help in recalling

the exact nature of the JTTP;
conferences,

188.

commissions,

"I was on a lot of

committees,

task forces,

and so

forth."

Coincidentally,

one of those commissions was sponsored

by the Legislature and jointly headed by Paleologos and
Richard Kraus.

Called

"The Special Commission on the

Conditions of Teaching,"
1987,

Leading the Way.

Finkelstein,

it published a report

in August

Devlin's MTA counterpart,

Nancy

and Andover Representative Susan Tucker—also
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a JTTP member—participated on the Commission.
served on its

staff,

were named in the
personnel.
report

Susan Lane

and both Raynolds and Robert Schwartz

"acknowledgments."

In addition to

Leading the Way shared ideas with the JTTP

itself;

professional

such as teacher professionalization,

development

schools,

and Carnegie precepts.

Devlin supported recommendations of both the
Commission and the Task Force,

and noted that his support

was occasionally greeted with surprise,

if not

skepticism.

For some of these folks, it was—I won't say shocking,
but certainly surprising—that a union activist would
be taking the position that public education has got
problems and we have to correct them....
A number of
us were saying, in order for this industry to survive,
in order to avoid the vouchers, the public funds for
private schools—all of those deals that so-called
'reformers' were talking about, who had some naive
view that competition makes things work ... [we]
believed that we had to systemically reform, radically
reform public education.

Asserting the need to reform for industrial

survival,

Devlin believed teacher education reform was essential and
ought to be connected to change in the working conditions
of public schools.
piece,

Since he saw these

he was a supporter of the JTTP recommendations,

to the extent that he thought,
than nothing,"
materialize.
exclusively,
what

issues as being of a
even

"We could have done more

when the funding eventually did not
His support was driven largely,

but not

by his approval of the mentor component and

it might do to ameliorate the difficulties of being
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inducted into a challenging profession.
The beauty of young people is, they're not all caught
up in sophistication like we are.
If it stinks, they
say, 'This stinks!
Emperor, you are naked!'
There's
no question about it, but that's the ultimate test.
The professional up front knows, 'Boy, I am in the
toilet now.'
If you don't have somebody [to be able]
to go in and say, 'How do I get out of the toilet?'
those kids are destroyed, you are destroyed, and
nothing's done.
All of that internship, mentoring,
clinical masters degree; based on a subject matter
inclination, affection [for children], desire [to
teach well], now you've got somebody who is a good
teacher, because you would have been able to, without
adversarial relationships, without a lot of death and
dying, slide people in and out (of the induction
process].

The attraction of the mentor concept was made more
powerful by Devlin's own experience in teacher education,
and his impression of the field as his career evolved.
I thought teacher education was terrible when I went
through it.
It didn't get better.
It got worse, as I
was a young teacher, and then moving into the various
roles in education.
We got so caught up in the form,
the methodologies, we missed the discipline.
By
discipline, I mean the academics; just missed it.
And
we had teachers who didn't teach, teaching
teachers...!
We believe there should be a mentor
relationship with practicing educators.
Frankly, we
believe that they ought to be made adjunct faculty ...
or, make the faculty go back in the classroom and
teach.
Devlin's sense of having been inadequately prepared
himself,

combined with his appreciation of the role of

"academics"
camp.

in preparation,

put him squarely in the JTTP

"To have mentors giving you some of the practical

real-life advice,

people who know classroom management;

you can't manage a classroom,
if you don't know anything,
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you can't teach anything

you can't teach anything."

if
...
For

him,

the JTTP recommendations afforded an opportunity to

address what teachers often proclaim was the worst time in
their careers—the first year.

At the same time,

expertise would be acknowledged.
support,

In light of Devlin's

the notion some members had that the teachers'

unions were entirely resistant to the JTTP

Nancy Finkelstein.

Like Devlin,

conversations with Franklyn Jenifer,

is

ironic.

MTA President Nancy

Finkelstein was not a member of the JTTP.

Fraser,

veteran

She remembers

Susan Zelman,

James

and others about both the Task Force and related

certification issues.
in several
fact that

Her position differed from Devlin's

important ways,

one of which was affected by the

state college teacher educators were MTA members.

"It's hard for me to comment on the teacher educator piece,
because

I was

represented."

in both worlds,

and those were people whom I

Finkelstein's experiences,

priorities,

responses to politically driven educational

and

reform also

differed from Devlin's—starting with her own preparation
to teach.
I thought I had excellent preparation.
Whatever
failings I had as a teacher, were not because of lack
of preparation.
They were personal failures, as well
as failures of the system to kind of prop me up and to
give me [an] ongoing environment for improvement.

Finkelstein had private concerns about whether teacher
educators,

or liberal arts professors,

good teaching.

Her emphasis,
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however,

consistently model
was on inservice

teacher development—how much it
it

is needed,

is poorly delivered when available.

reminiscent of Richard Kraus,
opportunity was number one"
priorities.
inservice,

and how often

Additionally,

and

"equal educational

on her list of reform

Teacher education,

whether preservice or

"was not the issue I would have picked."

If

there was a JTTP-related issue she thought needed
attention,

it was certification;

"because it had a direct

effect not only on future members coming in,

but on current

members."

Since the budget cuts resulting from passage of
Proposition 2

1/2

in 1980,

teachers had been scrambling to

get certified in areas providing greater job security.
Devlin had mentioned that,

at about the same time

(1982)

certification was changed from being based on individual
transcripts to program approvals.
levels and categories had changed.
school was added,

Further,

certificate

For example,

middle

and geography and civics were dropped.

Both union presidents

found that these bureaucratic shifts

created confusion and anxiety among membership,

more so

during the hard times of the eighties.

The JTTP,
for a

Finkelstein hoped,

"trade."

recommendations,

presented an opportunity

In return for not opposing Task Force
the MTA asked for legislation that would

establish an autonomous,

teacher-based certification board.
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On November 4,

1987,

Nicholas Paleologos

providing for a board that would be
of classroom teachers"
to set the standards
Today,

November 20,

filed a bill

"composed of a majority

and that would have

"the authority

for entering the profession"
1987,

p.

18).

(MTA

The same issue of MTA

Today reported that Finkelstein and the union had taken
formal position"
Interestingly,

(p.

15)

"no

on the JTTP recommendations.

both Finkelstein and Zelman recalled that

Robert Schwartz and Jenifer supported the bill,
Raynolds did not.

yet Harold

Legislation creating the Board of

Teacher Certification and Preparation was never enacted.

Finkelstein had found herself concerned about another
issue connected to JTTP goals.
teacher certification,
188,

Provisions

sponsored by Paleologos

were already on the books.

in Chapter

The underlying logic of

both the alternative and JTTP provisions
was the same:

for alternative

for certification

less preservice preparation in education was

necessary and desirable.
That was very important to us, because it seemed to me
that said something about the profession itself, when
you begin to talk about the fact that anybody could
come and teach if you just give them a little
refresher course, or whatever.
That was a real
concern.
I do remember taking that issue on....
Here
we were trying to build up the profession as being
something that was a profession with certain skills
and art to it, and here [was] the other side.

Finkelstein's response to the politics surrounding
certification,

and other reforms,
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had been shaped by

watching the evolution leading to passage of Chapter 188.
By the time that educational
Massachusetts,

reform law was passed in

she was talking to teachers around the state

about supporting a bill that

represented less than half the

funding requested in the original

reform package.

the JTTP program was expected to cost
when at

full capacity in FY96,

skeptical

about

$50 million per year

Finkelstein was privately

implementation.

There were logistical concerns,
remembered Daniel Cheever's questions
had similar questions of her own,
reservations

Since

too,

and she actually

in that

regard.

She

but her deepest

involved her belief about the underlying

reason for the reform effort.

Finkelstein believed the JTTP
sense,"
national

"didn't make a lot of

but was merely driven by the desire to jump on the
reform bandwagon—for political gain.

She

questioned the JTTP's major premises.
There was never a rationale, in my opinion.
Every
teacher will have a masters degree.
Why?
Show us.
Where is the evidence that having a masters degree
makes you a better teacher?
Every teacher will have a
liberal arts major.
Fine, where is the evidence?
Those were the kinds of things that we were asking,
but when they set the JTTP up, again, we were going to
be excluded.
To questions about the rationale for the recommendations
were added the practical questions.
to find

[mentors],

pretty scarce;

"Where were you going

particularly in subject areas that were

physics?"

"How,"
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she actually heard a

politician wonder,

"could we be asking people to go and get

a masters degree and not be talking about

increasing

salaries?"

A trustee at Fitchburg State College and advisor at
Framingham State,

Finkelstein was sensitive to faculty

concerns about collaborating with liberal arts professors
who likely were not

ready,

classroom teachers.

"That

willing,

sounded very nice on paper,

if you don't have the right
colleges operate.
all that."

or able to supervise

incentives,

that's not how

There is a pecking order;

Additionally,

"a piece of

but

'publish!'

and

it actually said that

the colleges were going to help in finding their
provisional teachers
proximity to

jobs,"

since positions needed to be in

institutions offering the masters programs.

Teacher education programs operating placement services
seemed to her an unlikely development.

Despite all

the reservations,

however,

Finkelstein

kept her part of the bargain and agreed to speak to the
Education Committee in support of
for implementation.
it,

legislation and funding

"In the long run,

we could live with

mostly because we knew it wasn't going to happen.

I

would have put my life on the fact that there wasn't going
to be a mentor program."
so,

too,

As Chapters 847 and 188 had gone,

she had correctly surmised,

recommendations.
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would the JTTP

William Murphy.

Bridgewater State College Professor

of Special Education William Murphy wore a number of hats
on the JTTP,

one official and at

unofficial.

In his official capacity as a member of the

Task Force,
college,

least two that were

he represented himself,

secondarily.

primarily,

Unofficially,

and his

he represented the

Massachusetts State College Association
was a Chapter President—and the MTA.

[MSCA]—in which he
It was through Nancy

Finkelstein that Murphy actually obtained a seat on the
JTTP,

but he is

listed on the member roster only with his

title at Bridgewater.

Murphy's multiple roles quickly became an issue as the
pace,

type,

and amount of change being recommended by the

JTTP became apparent.
MTA to attend the JTTP,

Even though originally asked by the
his position at Bridgewater—where

he was the MSCA Chapter President—placed him in the middle
of

significant JTTP-related activities on the campus

itself.

Harold Raynolds had invited
communication,

June 4,

1987)

"educators”

(personal

to attend a meeting in the

Horace Mann Auditorium in Boyden Hall at the College on
Thursday June
Jenifer,
Zelman,

18,

Raynolds,

from 3 to 5

in the afternoon.

Robert Schwartz,

David Bickford,

and guests

James Fraser,

Franklyn
Susan

from the Brockton Public

Schools and Worcester State College were among those
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present.

Schwartz and Fraser were among the participants

who had recalled the meeting as an important and stressful
one.

Fraser may have been thinking specifically of that

afternoon when he said,

"I

remember going down to

Bridgewater State to give a talk at one point and having
signs all around the campus:
destroying your program.'"
was of the meeting on the

'Come meet the man who's
Whether Fraser's recollection

18th,

or not,

it

indicates

something about the milieu in which Murphy was operating.
Schwartz recalled a kind of restrained hostility at
Bridgewater.

He was particularly mindful of the ominous

symbolism teacher educators must have read into the
Jenifer-Raynolds collaboration.
power,

even for these folks,

"It's

funny;

the symbolic

of having the Chancellor and

the Commissioner of Education coming to their setting and
singing out of the same hymnal."
that

The meaning attached to

symbolism did have a powerful effect on the College's

official

response to the JTTP,

as embodied in its

President's public actions.

With Murphy,

Bridgewater State College President

Gerard Indelicato organized a luncheon meeting for
and Administrators
July 23

in the Education Division"

(personal communication,

June 30).

"Faculty

for Thursday

The first draft

of the JTTP recommendations was attached to the invitation.
Murphy remembered,
recall,

"From vacation they came in.

there were quite a few people there,
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As

I

50 or so

faculty....
If not,

Most of them

...

were critical of the ideas.

there were questions raised;

that someone ought to

seek answers."

As had Daniel Cheever at Wheelock,
College's Margaret McKenna,

and Lesley

Indelicato sought to

communicate Bridgewater's position in a letter to Jenifer
and Raynolds.
meeting,

One circulated draft

referred to the July 23

summarizing faculty questions and concerns,

endorsing the essential JTTP concepts.

yet

Indelicato made a

decision to publicly support the JTTP for reasons that were
reminiscent of Cheever's

less public stand.

though one was private and the other public,

Both colleges,
had undergone

several years of curriculum renewal with an emphasis on
strengthening general
sciences courses.

education and liberal arts and

Both presidents tried to position their

institutions to be able not only to survive,
flourish,

but to

under the JTTP recommendations.

Such positioning was crucial,

considering that the

recommendations were seen early on—as Murphy,
others,

had decided—as a done deal.

reason to believe it was going to go."
example,

said,

there first

...

it.

More

"There was good
Cheever,

for

"My energies were really focused on getting
putting us

Wheelock would be able,
of

among

if

importantly,

in a position where little old
state money came,

to get a piece

we were going to get
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some good

PR."

In a

Raynolds

similar vein,

of

Indelicato wrote to

Bridgewater's

teacher preparation

being the

institution

mentioned the perception that
"inevitable."
"as

a test

outlined

He

site

in the

report."

were made public
entitled

supporting the
an

JTTP,

reform was
considered

program for each of

the Phases

JTTP

recommendations

Indelicato wrote an essay

Improving Teacher Education

reprinted as

(November

20,

He

the College be

The Boston Globe

The essay was

in MTA Today

was

for

for

largest

teacher education

After the

in October,

"Proposals

Massachusetts"
19).

a pilot

and

in the Commonwealth.

requested that

for

oldest

Jenifer and

(November

"Bold Plan

1987,

p.

17).

represented what

1987,

p.

for Teachers"

The essay,

he must

institutionally healthy behavior:

6,

in

have thought

public

endorsement.

Concurrently with his
JTTP
was
it.
to

framework at
not,

the

College's

institutional

as mentioned previously,

The political
some people

implied consent,

earlier passage.
rationales

explanation

for the

endorsement
level,

Murphy's

in public

union

silence,

has been discussed

framework was

the

opposition to

for the MTA’s

Murphy explained how one
JTTP

of

of

that

in an

Jenifer's

favorably aligned

with union goals.
His expectation was, by enhancing the profession of
teaching through a better teacher ed. program or
different model, you would bring attention to the
better prepared teacher, so that they could be seen by
the public as worthy of higher salaries....
That was
a selling point to a lot of people.
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By connecting teacher preparation with
professionalization,

the JTTP put the MTA—and Murphy—in

the middle of a tug of war.
MTA certainly was very interested in ed. reform, but,
if anything, I was interested in to what extent
anybody would buy into ed. reform at the expense of
our people, teacher educators, who were watching very
closely.
We had these people in our organizations.
We were told certainly not to sell them out.
The way
it was being seen in the early days was, of course, to
undercut teacher ed., selling them out.
That's their
work.
People were fearful.
Being a teacher educator,
I had, obviously, a sensitivity to that.
I understood
it was my job, as well, in the long run.
The tensions and contradictions in trying to serve the
interests of the College,
were

the MTA,

and teacher educators

further complicated by other enticements embedded

within the JTTP report

Murphy thought,

itself.

"If this all worked,

it would be great

for a young person interested in teaching to see,

at the

college level,

model teachers doing what they could say are

the best

in teaching content."

ideas

The notion of merging

pedagogy with content,

teacher education with the liberal

arts,

Also appealing to Murphy was the

was

idea of

"enticing."

"making teachers more worldly with a greater

emphasis on the

Worries,

liberal arts."

however,

that the framework minimized the

need for teacher education and denigrated the work of those
in the field surfaced in Murphy's mind.

He wondered about

assumptions made by the framework's designers.
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I don't think they truly have an understanding of what
is thought to be, by research, effective methods of
teaching—that have primarily come out of teacher ed.
They haven't come out of the liberal arts ...
cooperative education methods ... criterion referenced
assessment ... [classroom] management.
Anybody who
would think they were going to get teachers better
prepared through liberal arts, to me, were kidding
themselves.

With the expectations and complexities of the JTTP in
mind,

Murphy decided to do what some others were doing.

tried to accentuate the JTTP's potential
eliminate the worst possibilities,
On August
about

27,

He

for reform,

and do some fine-tuning.

Murphy wrote a letter to Jenifer and Raynolds

"replacing the summer institutes concept with the

creation of Teacher Assessment and Training Institutes."
Targeting the idea of preparing liberal

arts graduates for

provisional certification in a single summer,

his

suggestion incorporated a system of extended demonstration,
evaluation,

and development

for these teachers.

letter represents the position taken by others;
train was

leaving,

the destination,

better to be on board to help negotiate

North Adams State College Education

Professor Jack Conklin

"asked to be on

[the JTTP],

and

...

After Franklyn Jenifer arrived in

Massachusetts,
Consortium

the JTTP

than to be left at the station.

Jack Conklin.

got on it."

Murphy's

the Commonwealth Teacher Education

(COMTEC)—of which Conklin was Chair—invited

the Chancellor to their annual
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conference.

I have to tell you that I was impressed with him from
day one.
This guy came in.
He was a biologist by
training.
I have to say that, because of the fact
that he was primarily a university educator, he did
not have the feel for early childhood and elementary
that he had for secondary, but he did have a feel for
education.
He had a feel for making teaching a real
profession.
When he delivered his dream, it was my
dream.
I was just enraptured.
This man was doing
what I want to do.

Responding to the realization that Jenifer's
priorities for professionalizing teaching matched his own,
Conklin spoke with the Chancellor,
commonality of

indicating their

interest and a desire to collaborate.

he learned of the Task Force,

When

Conklin contacted his state

Representative and asked that a letter recommending him be
sent to Jenifer.
Education about

Conklin also contacted the Department of
serving on the JTTP.

At the same time,

he

was an executive officer of the Massachusetts Association
of Colleges

for Teacher Education

that

leadership between COMTEC and Private Liberal

shares

(MACTE),

an organization

Arts Colleges of Teacher Education and Preparation
(PLACTEP).
reasons,

For any one,

Conklin was

or combination,

of those four

invited to join the JTTP.

and participated with gusto.

He accepted

"I put a lot of effort and

energy into being on that thing."

Conklin remembers that,

early in the proceedings,

adjustments were made by the JTTP to Jenifer's original
dream of a doctorate for entrance into teaching.

The

conversation switched to the clinical masters and liberal
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arts majors.
graduate,

Conklin himself had been

who got

into teaching through the back door."

had taught sixth grade for three years,
by fire."

surviving a

He

"trial

Since he had begun by teaching in the way he had

been taught by the nuns
school,

"a liberal arts

in his own parochial elementary

he remembered benefiting from occasional assistance

offered by a neighboring teacher.

During that three year

period,

student teachers and

Conklin supervised several

obtained a masters degree from Adelphi University.
Because I was on the job, and because it was so
important for me to do it; whenever I learned
something, I immediately went back to the classroom
and tried it.
That was great....
In terms of my own
history, it was on the job that I learned how to be a
teacher, but it wasn't on the job.
It was the fact
that I learned theory in the classroom at Adelphi and
then I tried it in the elementary classroom.
Informed by that combination of

induction experiences,

the

JTTP model was one that made sense to Conklin—particularly
in light of his desire to enhance the profession of
teaching.

The theme of professionalization was a powerful one,
and for JTTP members

like Conklin,

it was the primary

consideration.
Research-wise, most of the people in that room knew
that giving a teacher a liberal arts education wasn't
going to make them a better teacher.
All it was going
to do was work on vox populi.
It was going to change
public opinion, and in changing public opinion of
teachers, you would then start to professionalize
them.
That was the reason behind having everyone have
the liberal arts degree.
There wasn't any fantasy
among people that we were going to to create a more
talented teaching pool.
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Interestingly,

Conklin is one of very few people

interviewed who mentioned research.
the JTTP met,

On March 16,

before

the Carnegie Review Committee submitted a

report to the MTA Board of Directors.

The report

summarized reservations about the Carnegie agenda.
There are suggestions and assumptions which seem
plausible, but on examination they are contradictory,
not thoroughly investigated, or are unsupported by
research.
One such suggestion is that teacher
education would be improved if undergraduate degrees
in education were abolished.
The Carnegie Review Committee's reservations were echoed by
Nancy Finkelstein,

and by Conklin's perception about the

rationale beneath the JTTP recommendations.

To the extent

that professionalization had priority over preparation,
the validity of the JTTP framework was judged on the basis
of political and public opinion considerations—not
practical or research-based ones.

Conklin was aware of other rationales

for the JTTP

that did not have to do with how best to prepare teachers.
He suspected that the politically based desire to provide
accessibility to the profession came
providing it might

seem inimical to

into play—even if
ideas of professional

enhancement through higher standards and more requirements
for advanced study.
One of the reasons why this thing started, I'm sure,
is because people would go to the Legislature and they
would say, 'Look, my brother has got a PhD in physics
and he can't become a high school teacher without a
year and a half's worth of work.'
Opening up certification by making it easier for the
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nontraditional candidate to begin teaching was one reason
to change the regulations.
up state approval
graduate level.
regulation.
UMass,

Another had to do with opening

standards by moving programs to the
Presumably that would inhibit over¬

"I don't think any graduate school;

doesn't matter,

regulation."

would have allowed that kind of

In Conklin's mind,

the JTTP framework had to

serve the masters of higher standards
enhancement,
academic

Harvard,

for professional

and looser regulations for both access and

freedom.

Given Conklin's experiences,

he

felt that he had a

grasp on how these apparently contradictory purposes might
be served.

He communicated often with Staff,

especially

Susan Zelman:

publicly and privately,

written means,

to urge solutions to some of the practical

problems in the framework.

by both oral and

One example demonstrates the

reason for his confidence that he had a voice in the
development of drafts.

"I

really felt that

interdisciplinary studies was a very important thing for
the early childhood and elementary teachers to have when
they graduated.

It took a long time for me to prevail."

Conklin did prevail.

In the final draft,

recommendation suggests
major"

the first major

"an appropriate interdisciplinary

as an alternative to a major in one of the liberal

arts or sciences.
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As with other participants,

Conklin found that

his suggestions were heard or read,

some of

then relegated to the

implementation phase that would follow the framework's
adoption.
They had no knowledge of what it was like to be in a
rural environment....
We've got schools up here with
two teachers.
How are you going to put a master
[mentor] teacher in there...?
It worked out that
there could be some sort of consortium.
That never
showed up in the final report, but I was assured that
it would be allowed to work itself through the
regulations, that particular piece.

Conklin's activism in solving specific

logistical

problems belies the much more generalized lessons he drew
from his own teaching experiences,
"the dream."

and his consequent

belief

in

Mentioning the implementation

phase,

he acknowledged the difficulty his colleagues had in

understanding how the framework could be applied to their
teacher education program.
with implementation,

Conklin wanted to plunge ahead

however,

armed with the courage of his

conviction about the long term benefits to the profession;
and fortified by the reassuring notion that aspects of the
recommendations were not very different,
his own minimal preparation,

induction,

after all,

from

and eventual

development as a teacher.

John Gaumond.

At Fitchburg State College,

John

Gaumond held a joint appointment as Teacher and Assistant
Professor in the McKay Campus School and Teacher Education
Center.

Arriving at the second JTTP meeting on June 30,
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Gaumond recalled that he was boarding a moving train;

"I

went down to Quincy one afternoon thinking this was the
very first meeting and found out that

_

I was kind of a

Johnny-come-lately."

In not having been invited to the first meeting,
Gaumond missed what

for him,

in particular,

might have been

a very significant understanding about the JTTP.
dated April

17,

1987

participant

indicated that

from Franklyn Jenifer to an early JTTP
several

Griffiths report among them.
the first meeting.

A letter

items were enclosed,

the

The report was discussed at

Only two of the six MTA members who

eventually sat on the JTTP were on the member roster for
that meeting.

The report's

"offensive insuations

...

which

malign the quality of state college and university
education faculties"
therefore,

(Finkelstein in Wollmer,

1987,

p.

30),

had a greater chance of being unchallenged as

JTTP deliberations began.

Gaumond,

both a faculty member

and a graduate of the state college system,

could not voice

his evaluation of his own preparation in that system—
during the meeting when its alleged shortcomings were being
held up as among the reasons to change teacher education in
Massachusetts.

Gaumond's reflections would have run counter to the
report's critique,

and he was the only participant

in this

study who mentioned having been prepared by a Massachusetts
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state college,

Worcester State.

undergraduate degree,
from that

He had obtained his

certification,

institution,

and a masters degree

before getting a second masters from

the Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public
Affairs at Syracuse University.
preparation at Worcester,
nontraditional

student.

He was proud of his

which he had attended as a
Having quit high school at

16,

he

worked for a period of time before going into the Air
Force.

By the time Gaumond had returned home to attend

college under the GI Bill,
Equivalency Diploma,
Further,

he had obtained a General

married,

and started a family.

while attending Worcester during the day,

worked full time evenings.

Upon graduating,

he

he secured a

position in the West Boylston Junior Senior High School—
complete with a substantial

reduction from the salary he

had been earning in advertising at the Telegram Gazette.

Gaumond remembers Worcester State with appreciation,
but acknowledged that his opinion evolved as he himself
became,

first a veteran public school teacher,

then a

teacher educator.
I knew I had gotten a good education at Worcester
State.
I had never knocked the state college system.
I think it's wonderful.
You get anywhere what you put
into it....
The people at Worcester State were very,
very good ... because, even though they were training
secondary people, they wanted to make sure that you
got all the little nitty-gritty that makes you a
better elementary teacher.
In those days, I thought
this was Mickey Mouse, to put it bluntly, but it
turned out to be very important stuff.
I've always
told the people back there that what they gave me was
as good as I could have gotten anywhere.
[But, at the
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time,] I was more interested in content courses than
methods courses.

Interestingly,

as Task Force members discussed the

importance of the liberal
major,

arts,

eliminating the education

and a ceiling on undergraduate education credits,

Gaumond could be somewhat supportive,

without having to

negate his own experience at Worcester State.
qualms,

however,

He did have

about minimizing the need for preservice

training.
I didn't have any real argument against the strong
grounding.
That's one of the things I felt at
Worcester State; that we did get strong subject matter
grounding, in addition to methods courses that were of
value.
I was a little leery that you would send
someone who had never had a methods course into a
classroom; not that methods courses make you a
teacher, but that there had to be some kind of
understanding of what the classroom is like—not from
what you remember when you were in the third grade or
the fifth grade; not modeled after that teacher
exclusively, because you had one experience with a
teacher at that grade.

Gaumond had been interested in teacher development
from the time of his own training.
become tenured in West Boylston,
student teachers.

As soon as he had

he took on a series of

It was through a supervisor that he

obtained the position at Fitchburg State in 1969.
his

first years there,

"Triple T"

Inquiry,"

he worked with Clark University on a

(Teachers Training Teachers)

early seventies,

During

Grant.

he had developed a course,

By the

"Concepts and

that embodied some of the underpinnings of his

work as teacher and teacher educator.
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"There's no doubt

about, you have to know much more about the child,
learner,

than you have to

[know about)

have to know the subject,

the

the subject.

You

but you have to know the learner

first."

Gaumond believes he was chosen to be a representative
to the JTTP by the college president and union chapter
president because of his work as a clinical professor.
"The role of mentor" was

"being well-defined and well-

carried out" by Gaumond, which ironically put him in an
unusual position.
up a great deal,
funding.
in."

He remembers that

"the mentor thing came

and how it would be paid for

That was major.

That's when

... the

[Richard]

Kraus came

On the one hand, while Gaumond's work represented

part of what the JTTP was hoping to accomplish,

Gaumond

himself felt removed from the logistical discussions.
"I'll build a dream with you,
pay for It.

but you worry about how to

If you really want to build a dream,

expertise is not funding."

On the other hand,

then my

his work

provided evidence that it is possible to institutionalize
mentoring under certain circumstances.
I might not, in that case, have been the best person
to be on there, because I knew it could be done.
I
was doing it, and these people didn't have any idea of
how to pay for it.
They knew what they wanted and the
ideas were good, but then how do you pay for it?
Gaumond found himself defending the possibility of mentors
to those who pointed out that he was in "an unusual
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situation" at a Campus School,

one that could not

necessarily be duplicated at other mentoring sites.

In vivid recollections of both the JTTP debate and his
own worries about the constraints involved with the
establishment of a statewide system of mentoring—
especially one expanded to involve non-education faculty—
Gaumond wondered about how liberal arts scholars would work
with K-12 practitioners.
While I was sitting there, I thought, 'Okay, we can be
here because we're on a task, but if I were the
classroom teacher without the assistant professorship
title, if I were just plain Mr. Gaumond from a fifthgrade, public school somewhere, how many of these
people would really want to work with me, and [grant]
me my level of expertise?'
I'm talking—not just work
with me—but be on an equal footing, value that they
have their knowledge and skills, and I have my
knowledge and skills.
Somehow, we go into this
50-50*...
Together, we both have to make it work.
I
just had the general feeling that many of them were
not that willing to do it.

Despite Gaumond's concerns over the working out of the
details,

he supported the JTTP framework,

and

understandably felt particular affinity for the mentor
component.

He was aware during the process, however,

"we" versus "them"

of a

feeling that was exacerbated by the

Staff acting as intermediaries between rank and file
members and leaders.

"Maybe it was because I came in ...

later and felt that these people had knowledge
plans the rest of us didn't always know about."

...

and

Unease

brought about by an uncomfortable sense of timing surfaced
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for Gaumond in another way,

as well.

To do something that major, it seemed like years
should have gone into it, not months.
That's why I
say it was orchestrated; that, 'We're going to start
this and it's going to end at a certain time, whether
we're finished with our job or not, or whether we've
come to realistic resolutions.
We know what we're
going to ask for.
We're going to play for X number of
months and then we're going to come out with these
recommendations.'

Although Gaumond believed in aspects of JTTP's
product,

especially mentoring,

such a rush to put out a
told me that

he wished there hadn't been

"whole package.

in the beginning,

That's not my philosophy."

I

If somebody had

surely would have said no.

Gaumond likened the JTTP

recommendations,

addressing as they did multiple and

complex agendas,

to manufacturing a new car model,

parts

for which are untested,

the

but that all car purchasers

will have to buy.
But, here, we're going to build it all and we're going
to turn it on and let it run and everybody's going to
have to use one, whether they like it or not, whether
it's too noisy or not, whether it's too expensive or
not, whether it breaks down along the way.
Again, my
own nature; none of the safeguards of 'what happens
if?' seemed to be in there.
The 'what happens if?'
questions come about when you say to yourself, 'First,
we're going to make sure the wheels all spin in the
right direction ... then we'll attach something else
to it and get that going.'
Rather than saying, 'Let's
just put it all together, these are all the parts,
shove it out.'
Let's say, 'Okay, everybody, get in
and let's drivel
Everybody will be driving one
starting in 1994.
That will be our new model and
you'll love it.'
I did buy the dream.
Parts of it
are realistic, but I don't think it should have been
put out all at the same time.
Phases would have been
good.
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Patricia Hunter.
Junior High School

A teacher at the John F.

in Springfield,

recall exactly why or how she was
the JTTP.

Kennedy

Patricia Hunter did not
invited to participate on

She recounted experiences that may have led to

her invitation.

A graduate of UMass/Amherst,

obtained both her certification,

she had

and bachelors and masters

degrees through the English Department there.

She guessed

that her ongoing association with an academic department
and its writing programs

for teachers—as well as the fact

that her professional credentials had been secured through
a nontraditional

route—rendered her a viable candidate for

the JTTP.

Hunter may also have been selected strictly as a
result of her record of accomplishment within the
Springfield Public Schools.
of the Task Force,
and in the Adult
years;

A 13-year veteran at the time

she had worked as a teacher of reading

Learning Center during her first two

followed by teaching English,

the department.
noted programs

With colleagues,

eventually chairing

she had developed two

(Basic Skills and Writing Process)

school had been designated a

"Lead School"

Council

for Teachers of English.

mentor,

and like Gaumond,

and her

by the National

She was a Horace Mann

believed the role to be an

important one for the support of successful teacher
induction.
I was one of the mentor teachers who had the
opportunity to work with some of my colleagues as
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mentors to the new people coming in.
We could just
see a big difference immediately, and [had) a chance
to put together some instructional manuals around
classroom management and organization.
We had a
chance to sit down and meet with them before school
started, to be their friend, to share the content
knowledge we had.
I was struck that that was what was
missing, even though I had wonderful experience, I
didn’t have that.

While she was

supportive of JTTP recommendations for

strengthening subject matter expertise,

and felt that her

own route to certification provided an ideal balance
between content and practice-based pedagogy.

Hunter was

"less concerned about the details of whether you majored in
one subject"

than she was about the potential

professionalization,
might exist
professional
structures,

development,

for teacher

and liberation she felt

if mentor relationships could be nurtured at
development
she believed,

sites.

The new roles and

would permit dormant creativity

to come alive.
Those issues were not as important to me as the whole
notion of a process that truly mentored, that truly
brought people in and gave them some wonderful
opportunities and support....
I was imagining those
really wonderful teachers that are out there, that are
untapped resources, that work in settings that tie
their hands sometimes, that discourage risk-taking—
which leads to wonderful changes in education.
In
order to elevate our profession to that level, we need
to free them from the boundaries of the old school.
One way to do that is to set up these professional
development centers, that still would look the same,
but would have a different, dual mission.
They would
have a chance to show off and try new things under the
auspices of really staying on the cutting edge of what
was happening.
They would upgrade the profession, and
would get to pull in these young people who sought as
models people really willing to take risks and try
something new.
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Hunter also supported the clinical masters component
of the JTTP framework,
pedagogy,

since it emphasized practice-based

as well as continuing,

inservice development.

Putting the masters back to back with the bachelors
and the provisional status would encourage teachers to
learn more about what they needed to learn, once they
discovered what that was, after a year in the
classroom.

The JTTP member roster did not
the second meeting,

on June 30.

include Hunter until

On June

15,

Franklyn

Jenifer and Harold Raynolds wrote to JTTP members and
enclosed

"information materials"

for the upcoming meeting.

A copy of an article in the Springfield Republican of April
26,

three days after the first meeting,

quoted Jenifer.

I think we will have sweeping statewide change in the
way teachers are being prepared.
There will be much
higher emphasis on the quality of instruction, on the
quality of the students, and on training teachers in a
clinical environment (p. B2).

The Republican went on to summarize the Griffiths
report

findings,

and Jenifer's vision of a solution to the

problem of teacher preparation.
Education department faculties are 'struggling' to
train teachers while facing such obstacles as budget
cuts, declining enrollments, the declining academic
quality of education students, and—stronger every
year, it seems—public criticism.
Critics point to an
abundance of education courses and a paucity of
liberal arts courses.
In the recommended extended and
improved version [of teacher education] the procedure
was referred to by Jenifer as a 'clinical
environment,' meaning the experience of teaching in
classrooms rather than a reliance almost exclusively
on textbook theory.
Whether Hunter and her colleagues who were invited late to
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the JTTP were aware of this press material or not,

public

identification of problems and the basic framework for
solutions had been determined two months prior to their
arrival at the second meeting.
train,

Upon boarding the moving

they were left with the need to respond to the ideas

already on the table,

using their own experiences and

visions as guides.

Given Hunter's healthy professional preparation and
development through the English Department,
successful

roles as colleague and mentor within ground¬

breaking programs,
framework,
of

and her

she was disposed to supporting the JTTP

particularly in light of her negative impression

"education."

She recalled a few courses that she had to

take in the School of Education.
I don't mean to point a finger at any department
anywhere.
I happened to go through the School of Ed.
at a particularly turbulent time in its history.
I
think if you look at the history of the UMass School
of Ed., the seventies were about the worst time, in
terms of politics and scandal, and a lack of focus.
My experiences there were very frustrating.
I carried
that with me.
A new model had to be a better model,
in my mind.

The new,

better model already on the drawing board did

align with Hunter's experiences,
caused her to worry about
importantly,

about

but those same experiences

some components,

and most

funding.

I also felt that we were doomed from the start, in the
sense that we were cautioned not to pay any attention
to budget; that, in fact, what we were creating, in my
mind, was utopian, what would never be achievable.
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They were dreams.
Having been in the system, and
working with the University, and seeing the problems
in just in even getting us to connect; the whole
mentoring idea is wonderful.
It is so expensive.
The
notion of professional development centers was
remarkable, and I wanted us to be one, but I knew it
couldn't happen.
Hunter's worries were outweighed by her hopes,

and perhaps

by the sense of momentum the JTTP had generated.

She might

have been disposed to accentuating the potential of the
framework;

especially since elements of it: were to be found

in her own background,

and considering the way in which she

characterized feelings about being on the Task Force.

"I

was probably very flattered to be invited and included in
that crowd;

As

and anxious to do my best to try to help out."

for concerns about the practical matters of

implementation and financing;
real

limitations;

and reconciling dreams with

Hunter was a veteran teacher who had

figured out a way to hold on to dreams,

value them,

discount them on the grounds that they are not

and not

immediately

feasible.
I live in fantasies like that a lot.
It doesn't
trouble me.
I guess I'll be troubled when I don't
have dreams, and don't know that there will be a
better way.
I always tell my students, and I mean it
sincerely, it will happen.
If it ever does happen; if
I ever won the Lottery, I would make my own school.
I
always have my ideas ready, just in case.

Connie Matthews.
Matthews,

Amherst High School teacher Connie

like Patricia Hunter,

exactly why or how she was

was not able to recall

invited to participate on the
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JTTP.

She guessed that the invitation came from Franklyn

Jenifer,

whom she had met earlier,

perhaps while she was

working in Washington DC at the National Endowment
Humanities

(NEH)

for the

in the mid-eighties.

Having graduated from Oberlin College with a degree in
English,
taught

and secondary teacher certification,

for

17 years

Matthews had

in two Ohio school systems.

as Department Chair for 12 of those years,

She served

before coming to

Massachusetts

in 1979.

She also had taught sixth grade in

summer school

and a series of community college courses for

three years.

While teaching,

she obtained a masters degree

in Reading Supervision and Instruction from Baldwin-Wallace
College.

Matthews had taken a leave of absence from teaching in
Ohio to begin a doctoral program in Multicultural Education
at UMass/Amherst,

but was offered and accepted a teaching

job at Amherst-Pelham Regional High School.
service there,

During her

she again became Department Chair,

Acting Principal

for several months

in 1986.

and was

Her work for

the NEH Summer Seminar Program was conducted while on leave
from Amherst.

Matthews had served on Massachusetts'
Certification Review Board,

a panel of

reviewed individual case documents,
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12

Alternative
individuals who

then—if six decided to

initially approve the applicant—three panelists
interviewed the candidate for final

approval.

With that

experience in certification and twenty years of training
student teachers,
Universities,
she was

first

from Kent and Bowling Green State

then from Mount Holyoke College and UMass,

"eager"

to join the JTTP.

As had Harold Raynolds,

Matthews compared service to

teacher education students provided by private liberal arts
colleges,

like Smith and Mount Holyoke,

provided by state institutions.

to the service

The comparison was

unfavorable to the latter.
I had an interest, anyway, in advance of this Panel,
about what it takes to be a good teacher, and some
real passion.
I always used to judge interns by
saying, 'I have two daughters.
Do I want this person
to teach my kids, and if I can’t say yes with an
unqualified yes, then I'm not going to sign this paper
to say you should go in there and teach anybody else's
kids,' which often made me seem harsh, but it was
important, very, very important, not to encourage
underqualified people to go in the classroom.
When I
had the opportunity to be on this Task Force, I mean,
it was right down my alley.
It was like, 'Oh, yes 1'
It wasn't an anti-School of Ed. attitude, because
there are certain kinds of courses preteachers ought
to have in education schools, but they don't need as
many of them as [are required) before they enter the
classroom.
I was on that side of the Panel that said,
'Let's cut the number of education courses and
increase the number in your discipline,' and then do
on-site additional study.
Matthews had noticed that
two advisors;

interns from

"Mount Holyoke had

one in English and one in education,

talked to each other.

Sometimes the three met.

and they

The two

came and observed together to see how the kid was doing.
It was amazing."

She believed that background and support
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in the discipline to be taught was crucial to quality
teaching,

and teacher development.

Matthews'
arts,

own professional education in the liberal

later enhanced by a masters degree that addressed a

specific area of concern in her professional practice,
in alignment with key aspects the JTTP framework.

was

The

mentor component was seen as the possibility for teachers
to get

"a pat on the back,

and money in the pocket,

and

public recognition of excellence in a system that doesn't
do much of that."

Like John Gaumond and Hunter,

Matthews was not on the

JTTP member roster until the second meeting in June.
April

24,

the day after the first meeting,

News had published an article,
Training,"

On

the Athol Daily

"Task Force Tackles Teacher

that was circulated among the JTTP with the

Jenifer-Raynolds

letter of June

approximately a dozen miles
Worcester County.

15.

Athol

from Amherst,

The article began,

is

located

in neighboring

"The Massachusetts

Board of Regents has dispatched a task force to find
answers to the declining quality of teachers
public schools."

Interestingly,

in the state's

no one seemed to question

such media misinterpretation of the purpose of the JTTP.
Perhaps it was assumed that

if the teachers

public schools were performing adequately,

in the state's
it would not

have been necessary to examine their preparation,
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or

attempt to enhance their profession.
recalled the JTTP mission as,

In any case,

Matthews

"Our task was to say,

'What

is the best way to train teachers?1"

Jenifer was quoted in the same article as saying,
Griffiths report
concluding

just confirmed what

"The

I knew all along,"

in

"that teacher preparation in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts was no better than what the circumstances are
in other states,

and therefore it means that we are in

pretty bad shape."

James Fraser was quoted as saying.

Nationally, teacher preparation programs have been
faulted for failing to emphasize liberal arts while
devoting too much attention to education courses.
If
we are not attracting the worst and the dumbest, we
are not at least attracting the best and the brightest
in teaching.
Every school of education is trying to
do too much with too little resources.
It

is uncertain whether the three public school teachers in

this study had access to this document prior to arriving as
Johnny-come-latelies to the second JTTP meeting.
interviews,

In the

none of the three mentioned the public

denigration of their professional colleagues
these quotes.

Instead,

Matthews,

on the compatibility of components

implied by

like the others,

focused

in the JTTP framework

with her own experiences and visions of appropriate teacher
education.

Also like her colleagues,

Matthews was sensitive to

the constraints that would be encountered at the
implementation stage.

With her experience in
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administration,

she realized that the JTTP,

mentors and clinical masters degrees,
commitment

from school

have any money,

As far as
costs,

"meant a huge

systems at a time when they didn't

and that was a concern.

to get actually,

in calling for

realistically,

How was that going

played out

implementation problems,

in the schools?"

such as financial

Matthews shared with others the perception that

funding mechanisms and the like were not
figure out."
around the

"our charge to

She does remember consensus having been built

framework,

within a fairly positive atmosphere.

We came up with a working philosophy that this is how
we think teachers should be prepared, and we'll work
out the details of that later; about how people can
pay for it and the special—actually they aren't that
special, but the other—levels; other than secondary,
and so forth.
I don't recall us ever getting to that,
because we didn't do this for very long....
I don't
ever remember any meetings where people were angry or
upset, because my memory of this is these were all
folks who cared very deeply about getting good
teachers in the classroom.
There were people who had
areas of concern, is probably the strongest way to say
it, but they weren't opposed philosophically to what
the group was trying to do.
In asking members

like Matthews to accept a framework that

was compatible with their own experiences and visions—and
unencumbered by the necessity or time to examine the
problems inherent
represent
about

in implementation—the JTTP could

in its recommendations a philosophical consensus

ideals that was untarnished by the logistical

concerns present

in the thoughts,

Task Force members.
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comments,

and writings of

School Leaders

Individuals representing school
committees comprised a group of
Two of these,

Robert Peterkin,

Cambridge Public Schools,

systems or school

four on the Task Force.
Superintendent of the

and Roberta Doering,

President of

the Massachusetts Association of School Committees,
declined invitations to participate

in this

study.

Doering

did not appear on the JTTP member roster until the second
meeting of June 30.

Both school

leaders participating in this study.

Associate Superintendent Peter Cannone and Superintendent
John Drinkwater,
Schools.

were from the East Longmeadow Public

Drinkwater,

although he spoke at the first

meeting of April

23,

roster until the

final

Peter Cannone.

did not appear on the JTTP member
report was

issued in October.

East Longmeadow Public School

Associate Superintendent Peter Cannone began his work with
the JTTP as the only school principal on the member roster,
but during the course of the summer of
promoted to the district office.

1987,

In 1985,

he was

he had initiated

a discussion with School of Education faculty with regard
to the possibility of collaboration between the district
and UMass/Amherst.

By 1986,

plans had been completed to

link the high school and university in a professional
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development

school

for the clinical training of teachers.

Looking for state funding and support,
new Commissioner,

Harold Raynolds,

Cannone invited the

to East Longmeadow.

After we completed our first year of work, the
planning stages, we had our celebration, so to speak.
We had a banquet at the end of the year and we invited
Harold Raynolds to come down.
He did come.
He spoke
to all the teachers, and really, basically endorsed
everything that we were doing.
This is how I got into
the network of working with the State....
Harold
Raynolds had been in touch with me on numerous
occasions, even before the preliminary [JTTP]
meetings.
Then I had the opportunity to meet Franklyn
Jenifer.
He came out to the area, and Harold
introduced me to him, so we got to know one another,
so I had the opportunity of interacting with both.

Cannone
"because
while

I

"was really excited about"

felt,

I'm not

sure

talking about
professional

'I

joining the JTTP,

see the direction they're moving in,
I

agree with everything that they're

right now,
development

I

see a place for us to get the

school niche into the puzzle.'"

Cannone had anticipated both the alignment between what he
was attempting at East Longmeadow and Jenifer-Raynolds'
"own agendas,"
and intriguing"

and the potential power of the

"important

collaboration between the Chancellor and

the Commissioner.

Cannone's recognition of alignment among agendas was
shared by the JTTP leaderhip.

Having developed a clinical

site for teacher preparation,

he obtained their attention,

approval,

and public endorsement.

East Longmeadow,

Patricia Hunter's certification experience,
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like

John Gaumond's

clinical professorship,

and Richard Clark's MESTEP program,

was used as a model when the Task Force considered options
for teacher preparation components.
The reason that we were considered, the reason that
they would turn and talk to me about this whole
concept, was the fact that we had something that we
were starting up, that we were actually moving, that
we were funding.
What impressed them was the fact
that I got the town to fund it and that we were
actually putting money into this.
They did like the
whole notion of the collaboration between the
University and the local school district....
I was
also in the business of trying to develop a model
already.
I had the preservice model, and I saw the
next logical step was a clinical masters.
It was
really playing into what I was doing.
There was a fit
there.
I saw the fit.
As was true for a number of his JTTP colleagues,

Cannone

supported the framework because certain components aligned
with his own efforts and visions
He did have,

however,

for teacher preparation.

as Connie Matthews might

say,

"concerns."

Characterizing himself as
details,

"not

interested in the

the nitty gritty of how it was all going to be

accomplished,"

Cannone concentrated both on his own

mission—clinical

site development—and on the general goal

of teacher professionalization.

He accepted the thrust of

moving more preparation into the schools.
It's important to put the person in the schools as
quickly as you can.
Give them whatever necessary
course work, but get them into the schools.
I like
the idea of offering the seminar work and the course
work while they are here on site.
Cannone's emphasis on a clinical environment

for both study

and practica extended to his vision for a masters program—
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that was tied directly to professionalization.
happy with the clinical masters,

"I was very

because we were then

beginning to identify certain things that we as
professionals

felt were important.”

unconcerned with the details.
going to be,
what

"I

Again,

he was

didn't care what

it was

so long as we all came to an agreement as to

it should be."

Cannone was concerned with

"looking

for something that would help to professionalize teaching."
Upon completion of a degree a person would be able to say,
"These were the things
into the profession.
license to do what

I had to do

Now I have done that and now I have a

I'm doing....

abolishment of the undergraduate

Cannone's concerns
process,

rather than its

the first meeting,

in order to be inducted

I had no problem with the
[degree]

in education."

involved aspects of the JTTP
final product;

for example,

the framework.

At

there was much discussion

of eliminating student teaching.
We had one meeting, and at the end of that one
meeting, practice teaching was gone.
It was out.
I
was very frustrated by that and I did get on the
phone.
I did make a lot of phone calls and I talked
to a lot of members of the Committee and everybody
realized that that was a way out kind of thing;
that
we really couldn't do that.
When we got back to the
next meeting, we did get the practice teaching
component back in.
In addition to

feeling frustrated with the possibility of

practice teaching being eliminated,

Cannone was concerned

about the implications of having personnel on the JTTP who
would not be implementing its recommendations.
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The roster at the first meeting contained one teacher
out of 25 members,
notice,

a fact that did not escape Cannone's

and was connected in his mind to consideration of

those who ultimately would have responsibility—and would
require resources—for implementation.
There weren't many teachers sitting on that panel....
I kept making the case, 'Well, if you want to do this,
who's going to be responsible?
Who's going to be
responsible at the local level to implement this?
Who's going to give us the resources to do it?
Those
were always unanswered questions....
The Committee
was heavily stacked with administrative personnel....
More teachers were added after we realized at the
beginning that that was the case.

There was another personnel
Cannone,

and others,

issue that surfaced for

only after the JTTP had disbanded.

The players have all changed.
The struggle that I had
in the years of building up the networking with the
State!
I was at a point where I was able to pick up
the phone and get people in the State House just by
saying who I was, because we got to build a
relationship.
We could do a lot of business.
I could
get to the Board of Regents; I could get to Jenifer.
I could get to Raynolds.
I could get to any of these
people by just picking up the phone.
We were able to
do business over the telephone and I wouldn't have to
wait to go to a meeting to see them.
The players have
all changed now. With the players changing, so have
the agendas.
The disjuncture between the time it takes to develop a
school-university partnership—as well as curry support and
funding from state agencies—and the time it takes
officeholders and policies to change
cannot keep pace with the latter.

is huge.

The former

School people require

much more time in order to do their work.
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for

John Drinkwater.

East Longmeadow Public School

Superintendent John Drinkwater had known Harold Raynolds
when they were both superintendents
became involved in the JTTP,
Cannone's clinical
inception,

in Maine.

however,

site initiative.

Drinkwater

because of Peter
Remembering the site's

he recited its reasons for being.

We in East Longmeadow ... had discussed with the High
School Principal, Peter Cannone, some frustration over
teacher training, number one, and number two, the lack
of people coming into the field—and the sense that
the kids that were coming out of college were illprepared to actually come in and start to teach.
There had to be a better way to do it.
Peter had come
up with the idea of an intern program....
It dealt
with the medical school model; with a lot of hands on,
and seminars to discuss what took place during the day
or the week, but beyond that—which we felt was a
worthy goal—was to improve the skills of our own
teachers.

Given what was being done at East Longmeadow High
School,

in partnership with the UMass/Amherst School of

Education,

it

is not

surprising that Drinkwater would have

"no problem with the concepts"
he thought the ideas
had

"merit,"

reached about

of the JTTP.

for emphasizing

For example,

"academic preparation"

particularly if true consensus could have been
implementing clinical preparation.

He did

not believe that happened.
I had certain concerns ... about the whole process.
Part of it is my style as an administrator, and part
of it may have been a deeper concern.
We'd go to the
meeting, and number one, everything was defined in
time:
you were going to meet for two hours.
There
was an agenda....
There wasn't an opportunity, from
my perspective, the way I would run a Task Force of
that magnitude, to really discuss the issues in depth
and come to, if at all possible, agreement.
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As had Cannone,

Drinkwater had difficulties with the

issue of representation among JTTP personnel,
to timing and agendas.

"I

don't

remember how many public

school administrators were there,
the minority.

Teachers,

but we certainly were in

probably,

people involved in teaching,

in addition

given the number of

their representation was

miniscule."

For Drinkwater,
agendas,

the issues of timing,

and personnel—taken together—yielded an

atmosphere that
"cohesion"

and

stifled any possibility for group
"understanding of terminology."

like the private

institutions or,

later,

thought to be representing union views,
were publicly resistant,
private

predetermined

"acquiescence"

Force discussion,

Subgroups

people who were
took stances that

but which seemed to be followed by

that had not

compromise,

resulted from Task

or agreement.

Drinkwater's sense that neither genuine dialogue nor
consensus-building could have actually resulted from JTTP
meetings

is corroborated by noting,

for example,

private negotiating for unanimity in the final
described by James Fraser,

the

report,

and the effort to get union

leaders not to oppose the Task Force recommendations,
described by Nancy Finkelstein.
had noted,

Further,

in private discussions between the Task
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as

as John Gaumond

the practice of employing Staff to act as

intermediaries

as

Force leadership and individual members undermined the
sense of group cohesion.

Finally,

divergence in opinion as to the central

purpose of the JTTP underscores Drinkwater's point about
misunderstanding terminology.

Contrast,

for example.

Jack

Conklin's emphasis on teacher professionalization with
Connie Matthews'

and Patricia Hunter's belief that the

purpose of the JTTP was to determine the best way to
prepare teachers.

Drinkwater saw the problems with process as

stemming

from a more fundamental misrepresentation of the JTTP's
purpose.

The Task Force did not have to determine the best

way to accomplish teacher preparation or
professionalization.

Those trains had left the station.

The purpose of the Task Force was to provide ridership—to
give the appearance of broadly-based approval.
What I saw happening in the process, was Franklyn
Jenifer had a pretty clear idea of what he wanted
before we ever met....
I sometimes think, if you're
going to do that, than just do it and don't waste
people's time....
I didn't see that the meetings lent
themselves to the outcome.
The outcome was
predetermined....
I learned later ... [that] Franklyn
Jenifer had done the same thing down in New Jersey,
where he was before.
It was really, almost, bringing
an idea from there to here....
I would say, 'Do it up
front, and [do] not try to create the impression that
we're developing a unique system for Massachusetts....
Some of the concepts were very worthwhile, but you
didn't have to go about it that way....'
I would much
rather have gone and had Franklyn Jenifer say, 'This
is where we want to be.
How do we get there?'
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In summarizing his Task Force experience,
initially reiterated that he

Drinkwater

"wouldn't disagree with anyone

in those days that said teacher training had to change.
argument there was with process."
however,

My

Upon reflection,

he echoed some of the experiences and concerns of

the precursors,
and closed his

initiators,

and facilitators

in this study,

interview comments by wondering whether the

ends could have justified the means.
Maybe this is where a guy like Jenifer has to do what
he did.
One way to get the monolithic agency moving
is to go in and force the issue.
Maybe that's what he
did.
If, indeed, that was the motive, it probably was
long overdue.

Educational

Leaders

Individuals associated with educational policymaking
or special programs comprised a group of six on the JTTP.
Two individuals represented and acted as
state boards and the Task Force.

liaisons between

Ellen Guiney,

member of

the Board of Regents of Higher Education and Executive
Director of the Boston Citywide Educational Coalition,
a study participant.

Mary Ellen Smith,

Massachusetts Board of Education,

was

member of the

did not participate.

Four individuals represented special programs that
dealt with various aspects of teacher development.
Dandridge,

William

Executive Director of the Massachusetts Field

Center for Teaching and Learning,
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and Mary Alice Wilson,

Coordinator of the Five College Partnership Program,
study participants.

Megan Jones,

Director of the

Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corporation,
Satut,

were

and Miguel

President of Associated Grantmakers of

Massachusetts,

declined invitations to participate.

Ellen Guiney.

The Boston Citywide Educational

Coalition’s Executive Director,

Ellen Guiney,

was a member

of the Board of Regents of Higher Education and saw her
role on the JTTP as being
report back to them."
serve on the Regents,
she had

"to represent the Regents and to

Appointed by Michael Dukakis to
she believes she was chosen because

"a lot of experience serving on superintendents'

searches"

as a result of the

doing with the Coalition.

"advocacy work"

she had been

Guiney was on the Board when the

search for a new Chancellor yielded Franklyn Jenifer's
appointment.

Guiney had

"spent the previous

before working on the Task Force,

five or six years

working for a citizen's

advocacy group whose goal was to improve the education in
the Boston Public Schools."
believing

"that

She arrived at the JTTP

[teacher preparation],

development of teachers after they were
was a very critical

and the ongoing
in the classroom,

issue to improve education."
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Having taught
years,

secondary English and history for four

including an early stint

in a Catholic school,

Guiney characterized her own preparation as

inadequate—and

typical.
My own training was very poor, as is often the case.
I had gotten a liberal arts degree and wasn't sure I
wanted to be a teacher.
I was working, actually doing
clerical work, while getting a masters degree.
I went
to Boston State and just picked up courses at night to
get my certification and those courses didn't have any
connection to my effectiveness as a teacher.
I had
bad experiences that so many people have had.
Interestingly,

Guiney barely recalled the Griffiths report,

which had been commissioned by the Regents,
useful to Jenifer.

and had been so

"It didn't have a big impression.

My

impression came more from understanding the needs of the
teachers

[in the Boston schools]

and my own experience."

Guiney did recall that Jenifer had been selected by
the Regents

"to address a whole range of issues,"

education among them.

teacher

She mentioned issues of higher

education governance and coordination,

that had also been

described by Susan Lane as among the reasons the Board of
Regents was created in the first place.
He was brought on board very much also to try to deal
with some of the disjunctions in the state system;
between community colleges and the state colleges, and
the universities; and their functioning so
differently.
Each of them being, in some cases, not
in any way connected to any of the others.
Their
power seemed to rest with how much power they had with
the Legislature, rather than how they actually fit
into the system.
That was a major part of his
mission, as well.
Also, to increase public support
for education, which turned out not to be able to be
done, because of the finances.
It wasn't just a
single issue, but [teacher preparation] was certainly
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an issue that he knew was critical.
He understood
also the disconnection between elementary and
secondary public education and higher public
education.
[The JTTP] was a piece of uniting those.

Guiney summarized her recollections of Jenifer's
missions and role.
[the JTTP]

together.

"It was Frank's

leadership that put

He decided that

it was a very

important thing to do and he had a lot of support among the
Regents."
[The Board] wanted a major change.
Frank's
leadership, again, was key.
He felt pretty strongly
that [teacher preparation programs] needed a major
overhaul; that we ought to be heading in the direction
of a liberal arts degree, rather than an education
major, as an undergraduate.
He felt that some of the
best preparation of teachers is done by other
classroom teachers; that we ought to shift as much as
we can of the work of actual preparation to the
classroom, to the actual site; and have a closer link
between the teacher education faculty and classroom
teachers and school administrators, so that we take
advantage of good teachers, but we also forge closer
links with the teacher preparation institutions, so
that they begin to understand better how schools
actually work and what the needs of teachers are and
what is effective.

Commenting on the composition of the JTTP,

and the

rationale for using a Task Force to create recommendations
for the Board of Regents and the Board of Education,

Guiney

indicated functions that might be considered as creation of
appearances and fine-tuning,

rather than fundamental

decision-making and ownership of the framework.
The Task Force was done to have a good process so that
all the people who needed to support it felt a part of
it.
There was a genuine sense that people who were
actually involved in the preparation of teachers, or
were teachers themselves, or who were heads of major
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teacher preparation institutions, ought to be
consulted about how to change this.
There was a big
interest in picking people’s brains about how we could
make this better, and give it visibility.

Guiney herself believed the JTTP report "showed a real
understanding of what might actually change teachers."
Emphasizing subject matter expertise,

and some pedagogy,

she added that the recommendations might have had the
"potential of getting at a very difficult problem, which is
the mindset problem.

How do you change the hearts and

minds of teachers?"
There are two parts of preparing teachers, and
continuing to develop teachers.
One is upgrading the
content that they know, but the other is—of course,
pedagogy—but the third one is mindset, too.
Teachers
teach, by and large, the way they themselves were
taught.
It’s very difficult to change that behavior.
This is very clear now.
Had this really been fully
implemented, we might have changed—by exposing
incoming teachers to outstanding classroom teachers--a
lot of behaviors of incoming teachers.
That was
really very important.
This report, if it had ever
been all carried out, had the potential of actually
changing the instruction that was given to the
students by the people in the state colleges who were
teaching future teachers, because they themselves
teach the way they were taught, too.
They did, by and
large, the same kind of lecturing.
Exposure, for
them, to outstanding classroom teachers might have
affected how they themselves taught and then they, in
turn, would have affected hundreds of new teachers.

Guiney's vision for the JTTP's potential was informed
by her own unsatisfactory preparation for teaching,

as well

as her discussions with teachers who had experienced
similar dissatisfaction.

Classroom teachers, who had

somehow successfully developed their own teaching,
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should

serve as models

for both beginning teachers and teacher

educators.

William Dandridge.

The Massachusetts Field Center for

Teaching and Learning Executive Director,
Dandridge,

William

arrived at the JTTP with connections to some of

its personnel and to some of the issues that were already
on the agenda.

In the early eighties,

the Field Center had

been an initiative of Governor Michael Dukakis'
"Its mission

...

was to find ways to engage teachers from

across the state as
school

full and legitimate partners in the

reform discussion and debate,

The Field Center's

and policy process."

"board included the Governor's

Educational Advisor,
Regents,

office.

the Chancellor of the Board of

the Commissioner of Education,

and the Chairs of

the Joint Committee on Education."

As the JTTP developed,

Dandridge and his colleagues at

the Center acted on the belief that their
make sure that the

"concern was to

individuals who were going to have to

live with the results of this effort were engaged in
appropriate ways,
deliberations."
aspects of the

at the appropriate times,
Later,

in the

they attempted to facilitate

implementation phase.

The Center also sought to try to pull out some of the
wonderful ideas that were being discussed and to try
to create opportunities to test the concepts in small,
pilot ways before they were crafted into legislation;
such as the whole notion of creating schools that are
especially designed to support the induction and
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orientation of new teachers in inservice development,
the professional development school concept....
We
were also trying to use the Field Center as a way to
disseminate information to practitioners.
In addition to representing obvious connections between the
Center and the JTTP,

Dandridge brought particularly useful

experience to the table.

"I had spent

some time in the

Boston Public Schools as a Director of Staff Development,
and then a Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum and
Instruction.”

As a result,

he had

"some sense of

life in

urban schools,

which was a major concern throughout those

discussions."

The Field Center itself played a particularly useful
role for the JTTP in being able to

invite teacher

participation that could be separated from union positions.
Dandridge noted that

"there's been this ongoing tension

between the MTA and the administration,"

a sense that was

borne out by Nancy Finkelstein's comments.
Center could provide

"another vehicle to communicate

directly with teachers."
practitioners,
the JTTP,

The Field

Adequate communication with

unfiltered by union stances,

was crucial

for

since the recommendations called for what might

be termed new job descriptions.
Some of the ideas that were being put out there by
JTTP really required everyone to rethink their roles.
It was not designed as a teacher-only focus:
let's
improve teachers.
It had implications for principals.
It had implications for schools of education, deans,
school committees.
Everybody's turf was touched in
some way, shape, or form.
Although nominally intended to serve personnel
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from all

segments of the education community,
focused on teachers and was

the Field Center

"concerned about teacher

preparation only in the sense of the link of helping future
teachers to understand their larger role and responsibility
as a professional."

As such,

it was uniquely positioned to

tie JTTP goals to practitioner engagement.

As had so many Task Force members,
Guiney,

including Ellen

Dandridge emphasized the underutilized

contributions that classroom teachers could make in
preparing teachers.

"In terms of the JTTP,

we were trying

to make sure that what we believe is the extensive
experience base of the veteran teacher in the Commonwealth
is tapped."

The Field Center was also positioned as a

medium for tapping into that
several

resource.

forums where the five

together....
exciting.

Here they all

It

[initiators]
are.

It was their vision,

"sponsored
showed up

They're one.

That was

and that was the heart of

the JTTP."

The JTTP strategy,
agenda"
cry"

"to lay out a very aggressive

followed by persistence in the face of a

from resistant groups,

"ahead."

"hue and

probably left the initiators

The strategy made sense to Dandridge,

who

believed that even the group that had the most to lose if
the framework was
"privately"

implemented,

teacher educators,

would

not be too averse to the recommendations.
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He

thought that

resistant

"people put

[the issue of]

the table because it was a safer issue to fight.
you could not be characterized as being opposed
framework],

or being obstructionist."

suspicions raise the question:

money on
That way,

[to the

Dandridge's

Was anyone truly resistant

to the framework itself?

Some of the data collected for this study suggest that
Dandridge's

interpretation of Task Force discussions may

have been correct.

Most concerns were focused on the

logistics of implementation and the corollary issue of
funding,

especially for the mentor component.

It

is

interesting to observe Dandridge's own ambivalence about
the complexities of the funding question.
I'm distressed over how we pay for the mentor
piece....
I can't believe in many towns and
communities there aren't creative ways to think about
reorganizing and reassigning, but as long as you treat
it as a collective bargaining issue; 'It's more work,
so I get paid more,' then how are we going to decide?

Dandridge suggested that the critique of the JTTP as a
process also was a form of resistance that,
Drinkwater might have agreed,

as John

had nothing to do with

evaluation of the recommended framework.

Noting that

"teacher educators have not held back in their willingness
to wade in and be primary critics of what takes place
12

schools,"

in K-

he believed that there had been a reluctance

to put one's own

"house in order."

when change is pushed,

That being the case,

"they then fight you on process."
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The process excluded teacher educators.
The process
limited the role of organized teacher groups.
The
question is, 'How do you go and get the real rank and
file people who want to do leadership things, who know
what's going on, and they're not the traditional cast
of characters?'
That's the problem with this.
The
process is bad, but I don't know how you go from point
A to point B, if you're going to have the same people
sitting there constantly, locked into their positions
and their turf and their territory, speaking for the
membership.

Whether there was genuine resistance to the framework,
or concerns were really focused on implementation issues
and process,
a way that

Dandridge viewed the liberal arts component

indicates,

again,

the multiple purposes

in

served

by supporting the framework.
As one of those who was very much involved in trying
to improve teacher education, in my aggressiveness to
say, 'Maybe we should not have an undergraduate major
in education.
Maybe we need people who are more
steeped in a discipline, because if you send them to
my building, if I have to give them assistance, maybe
I can do better on the classroom management side than
I can on helping them in their discipline, if I have
to make a tradeoff.'
Teacher education,

seen as

lessons

in classroom management,

can more easily be eliminated as a major field of study if
it

is viewed as tricks of the trade that can readily be

picked up on the job.

For Dandridge,
difference."

the JTTP was

"my one shot to make a

Even though frustrated by the nature of

resistance to Task Force goals and proceedings,

he wished

that ways could have been found to implement the framework,
particularly the mentor piece.
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In the absence of that

eventuality,

he wished that state leaders could have

brought themselves to say,
really cannot afford,

"We designed a house that we

so really have got to scale it back,

or not do it at all at this particular time."
worries

"about

Dandridge

five years down the road from now,

of the new teachers get to schools and

[there is]

when some
chaos,

the Legislature blaming the teaching profession again,
blaming schools of education."
to a poignant

Dandridge's concerns point

reality about the education community;

not a community.

is

K-12 to higher

teacher education to classroom teaching,

arts to professional applications,
administrations

it

Caught up in politically driven change

that tries to force border crossings:
education,

and

(and all

adequate resources),

liberal

unions to

forced to function without

the path of

least resistance is to

stay put—vulnerable to charges of

intransigence,

and to

attack.

Mary Alice Wilson.
Program Coordinator,

The Five-College Partnership

Mary Alice Wilson,

may have been

chosen to represent experience with institutional
collaboration.

The Partnership had financial ties to the

Board of Regents,
development,

and a relationship going back to its

when the Board was represented on the original

Steering Committee.

She had met Robert Schwartz prior to

the JTTP while working in a Carnegie schools group.
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With an undergraduate degree in government and a
masters

in political

science,

Wilson had used a two-

semester program at the University of California/Berkeley
to obtain English and social

studies certification for

middle school through community college levels.

This

preparation was then followed by a career in teaching and
teacher development.
It was a wonderful, very well thought out block
program.
I mean; education courses were horrors.
They were absolutely awful, but the experience with
the supervisors in the school, and the school, was
really wonderful.
I practice taught in Oakland and
then taught there.
We came East and I taught English
in Athol at the high school, then dropped out of the
profession to raise children....
[Later], I worked
for the Teacher Corps and I was a program development
specialist, which meant [being] responsible for their
teacher certification and masters degree program for
about 60 teachers, who were former Peace Corps
volunteers teaching in Providence, Rhode Island....
After ... a number of years I taught social studies at
the junior high school in Amherst....
I supervised a
fair number of students while I was in Amherst.
I did
my doctoral work at the School of Education ... in
behavioral objectives for the elementary language arts
program....
There's no question that my own
experience coming from liberals arts into education
late had influences on my underlying philosophy, no
question that that's so.

Like other study participants,

Wilson—drawing on her

experiences—emphasized the value of the liberal arts at
the undergraduate level,
experience.

and the value of clinical

She also had reason,

same experiences,

however,

based on those

to value study and training in pedagogy.

I did have an affirmative reaction [to the JTTP
framework], but at no time would I have wanted the
group to go to something about 'anybody can teach'
routine.
I really do believe in the value of good
education courses, and good methodology, pedagogy
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courses.
Historically, there have been a lot more bad
ones than good ones.
The bad ones have done an
amazing disservice, because they've taken time that
could have been spent doing good courses.

Not only had Wilson been informed by her own
preparation and teaching experiences,

but she came to the

Task Force having worked in teacher development,

as well.

Everything the Partnership has done for the last nine
years has been, first and foremost, let's talk about
the background in the subject matter....
I have been
an English teacher and don't have a strong enough
background in English.
I know what a bad job you can
do, when you're a pretty good teacher, and don't have
the background in the subject area.
It does not
follow—and it would never follow—that if you have a
strong background in your subject area, you are ipso
facto a good teacher of junior high kids, or whatever.
But I really do think that having the background, and
staying up to date in your subject area is
essential....
I'm a firm believer in subject area
competence, but also a firm believer in understanding
pedagogical issues involved in working with kids.
For Wilson,

the need for adequate preparation in both

content and pedagogy translated into confronting the basic
change in the JTTP framework for teacher certification and
preparation.

Emphasis on the liberal arts at the

undergraduate or preservice phase meant moving an amount of
pedagogical
preparation.
transition.

training from preservice to inservice
She remembers the JTTP grappling with that
"If someone started with,

meager background in education,
that their experience

shall we say,

a

how could we be assured

in the school would be both good for

the kids and for themselves and for the school?"
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Wilson recalled JTTP discussions about the provisional
teachers not teaching full

time.

drafts of the Task Force report

The first and second
(June 30 & August

recommended first year teaching loads of 60-80%,
60%.

11,

1987)

then 50-

She remembered discussions about special on-site

seminars and supervision,

and whether smaller schools and

districts could accommodate provisional teachers under this
framework.
What we were trying to figure out was a way that these
teaching interns could get the kind of support that
they needed to become superb teachers.
We weren't
particularly concerned about their course work, per
se, outside the subject areas, because life in
Massachusetts being what it is, you can spit to a
college anyplace in the whole state.
We figured that
everybody would gear up to serve them for their
subject area courses, and for their other courses.
The issue was how to make their time on site, in the
school, make sense to them, and to the teachers.
The increased demand for on-site services for provisional
teachers raised the issue of
with her JTTP colleagues

financing,

and Wilson shared

frustration—but no ambivalence—

about how that was eventually handled.
The finances and the program wouldn't stay linked.
They would push the program ahead when it became clear
the finances weren't there....
That was a shock to
me:
once it was clear that the funding would never be
there for this kind of program, that they went ahead
with the program.

Troubled as Wilson became during the

implementation

phase about the disconnection between the framework and
finances to support

it,

she had approved of the process

used within the Task Force
meetings,

itself.

The timing of the

and bifurcation between rank and file and Staff
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members,

had been problems for some members.

Wilson

interpreted both factors positively.
It didn't have a lot of meetings.
They valued all of
our time.
From that point of view, I felt very much
that we were not going to waste our time; that this
was a committee worth sitting on....
It was clear
that we were going to get a job done.
They had a
staff; and things were going to get done.
It was
worth the drive to Boston.

Wilson,

like Dandridge,

recalled multiple reasons for

the JTTP emphasis on the liberal arts major as an
appropriate vehicle

for both teacher preparation and

professionalization.
There were reports coming out of every place that the
average SAT score of an undergraduate in education was
'400' points lower than in any other department....
There was lots of demographic stuff that said there
was going to be this incredible turnover in
teachers....
We knew that we had to recruit both
minority teachers and, basically, more academically
talented teachers.
Giving good folks every chance to
go into teaching, and encourage them, and preparing
them in such a way that they didn't think that if they
went into education they had lost all their chances,
because they still had that undergraduate [liberal
arts] major....
A good minority undergraduate had a
pretty good chance of a job.
If they wanted those
folks in teaching, they wanted to have a level playing
field; 'If I don't like teaching, I can go back and be
an engineer.'
It
and

follows,

however,

"appealing"

that making teaching more accessible

to bright

liberal arts majors—especially

those who were members of minority groups—would also make
it easier for those same candidates to leave the
profession,

since they would have invested less to obtain

teaching-specific credentials.
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For Wilson and others,

the decision to participate on

the JTTP involved considering the opportunity to moderate
the original

stances of the initiators,

of Franklyn Jenifer.
proposals,

Wilson,

particularly those

Rather than simply rejecting initial

like William Murphy and others,

to help do some of the fine-tuning.

elected

"My feeling is that

Chancellor Jenifer wouldn't have minded people walking into
the classroom without ever having an education course.
group clearly wasn't going to buy that...."
of the original
major,

The

Modifications

framework to include the interdisciplinary

for example,

were supposed to allow some

accommodation for the content areas and grade levels that
were not well-served by the

liberal arts major.

Still,

it

was clear to Wilson that more needed to be done.
A couple of things that we knew were not being
addressed, but we were told would be, were; the
certification of other folk; the specialists
(bilingual, special ed...), but that wasn't the piece
we were to deal with.
It was pretty clear to the
whole group that the needs of the elementary and early
childhood also weren't being well-addressed in this.
This really was a secondary focus; the group that was
there, the way they thought, their own experience.
Reassurance that the special

cases would be

before things got

allowed JTTP members,

concerns,

finished,"

"folded in
who had

to support the framework and have some

satisfaction that participating was the right thing to do.

In an era when teacher educators were not driving the
reform train,
were.

Wilson,

it

seemed necessary to respond to those who

echoing Dandridge's frustration with what
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might be termed the education establishment,
teacher education organizations,
ever produced anything.
question.

said of

"I don't know if they've

That has to be part of the

Who else was going to do it?

It's not too

possible to say that things were going well."

Political

Leaders

Two participants

in this study were involved in the

JTTP through their political offices and roles.
Tucker,

a Representative from Andover and Vice-Chair of the

Joint Committee on Education,
along with her counterpart
Richard Kraus.
was

Susan

was a member of the JTTP;

in the Senate,

Michael Dukakis,

JTTP

"initiator"

Governor of Massachusetts,

indirectly involved and supportive through the office

of his Special Assistant
Schwartz,

another JTTP

Susan Tucker.

for Educational Affairs,

Robert

"initiator."

Andover Representative Susan Tucker

served on the JTTP at the invitation of House Chair for the
Joint Committee on Education and Task Force
Nicholas Paleologos.

"initiator,"

Tucker had been a high school English

teacher before starting a family,

and only later became

active in politics.
I went to Michigan State and we [women] were all
teachers and nurses, or something like that.
Right?
How many choices did you have?
I love literature and
I love teenagers.
I went through school in three
years and then I student taught in Pontiac.
I was
only 19, and I had kids in class older....
They
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worked

in a car

factory all

night

and they slept

all

day in class, but they were there.
They were trying.
I became very interested in urban education.
I came
out to Boston to go to BU, to graduate School....
I
had to find a job.
I went to Roxbury. . . .
I couldn't
get a job.
I went to Lexington and I interviewed ...
I had spent a semester in Africa and they liked that
... so I got hired in Lexington.
Tucker's
There was

teaching experience
"collegiality"

were organized
system."

into

After

four years,

full

she

time

in community causes.

President

of

legislative
League

among the

the
aide

left

to

in Andover,

After

to

the

and students

elected to the

After

"the house

Tucker became

serving as Viceshe became a

state Representative

district.

a happy one.

raise children.

League of Women Voters,

President's

herself was

faculty,

smaller groups using the

While parenting
active

in Lexington was

serving the

two years,

state House

in

1981,

she

of Representatives.

We tend to choose committees and interests that are
comfortable and important to us.
[The Education
Committee) was important to me personally because I
had been a teacher and I had kids in school.
Politically, I could see it was on the horizon.
I
knew that it wouldn't be a stupid move politically.
For years, it was a back seat committee.
It still is,
in the sense that it doesn't generate any fundraising
for people.
It's not like being on the Ways and Means
Committee, or Banking, or Insurance.
All those
committees reap enormous financial benefits to Reps
when they run.
Education tends not to do it.
If
you're on the right side of the unions, you get some
trooper help on Election Day.
I asked to be on the
Education Committee.

Although being on the Education Committee was
important

to

Tucker,

"domestic violence,

her

first

violence
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priority as

a

against women."

legislator was
Paleologos

had corroborated Tucker's
Committee as
Asked to

being

serve

Force and the

own

sense

"very helpful"

on the

JTTP

as

Committee—although
"It was

part

about

the whole debate

Tucker had
meetings.
meeting,

and a

specific

Records
on August

26;

"good team player."

she hadn't

sought

the

interesting to me.

It was

education."

recollections

show that

role on the

liaison between the Task

position—she assented.
of

of her

she

spoke

of two
at

JTTP

the third

which may have been the

first

she

attended.
I

remember being very

impressed by the people

in the

room....
I do remember the sincerity, and my personal
wish that I had more time to understand the issues and
to take advantage of the academics around the table.
I didn't have an agenda that I can remember; either
for myself, or for Nick, or the Committee, or the
Legislature....
I had to go a lot on gut, which is
okay, too; about my experiences in schools, rather
than really grasping the academic issues....
May,
June, and July the Legislature- we're doing the
budget.
It's all you can do.
You start at noon.
You
get out at midnight.
You have to be there for roll
calls....
I remember that frustration....
But, that
wasn't my role there, anyway.
There were plenty of
people who could do that, who had the agendas and the
in-depth understanding of what needed to be done in
teacher preparation.
For Tucker,

the

circumscribed.
own

further

judgment

of

role

of

liaison needed to be carefully

Given time constraints

examination of

JTTP

issues,

other Task Force members.

impression of

the assembled group,

do.
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that

that

prevented her

she

relied on the

Given her positive
was

easy

for her to

Tucker’s role was necessary to the JTTP,

and permitted

communication about a reform that was supplementary to
other legislative efforts.

"The Legislature won't take any

commission seriously that one of their own isn't
on....

I

sitting

remember it all being very complementary to what

we were trying to achieve in school
remember any angst

reform.

I don't

surrounding that commission."

Although Tucker's memories of JTTP meetings are
shrouded in the haze of a busy summer of budget work,
has vivid memories of the larger political context

she

in which

the Task Force operated.
Teachers were being singled out as the problem.
Other
states were passing tests, or reform measures that
focused solely on weeding out 'the bad teachers,'
dum-dum tests.
The voters had no sympathy for the
teachers.
The political feeling in the community was
that more and more money had gone into education and
that teachers had it very easy.
You couldn't fire a
bad teacher.
We had relied for years on very bright
women, and they weren't going to take it anymore.
They were going off and doing other things, like
running for office.
There were just a whole lot of
teachers on the gravy train that shouldn't be there.
That was the political context.
There were enough
people in Massachusetts who did realize that
preparation was as important as punishments (sorting
out teachers who were incompetent); that we had to
look at the system of how teachers were trained.
Given public perceptions that teachers were underworked,
overpaid,

secure,

yet

increasingly incompetent—and given

the drive for teacher testing in other states—the JTTP
must have seemed a thoughtful and humane approach to the
teacher

"problem."
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For Tucker,

the salient goal of the JTTP was

professionalizaton.
context....

"In my world,

it was all political

It was the wall that we hit with the public on

funding education."

A veteran of the battles over Chapter

188—and author of the Lucretia Crocker Fellowships piece
within that
political

law—she was aware of the need to garner

support to fund educational reform.

"Unless we

looked at a way to get more public faith in teachers'
intelligence,

competence,

abilities,

professionalism,

it

wasn't going to work."

Even if

it had been approved by the Legislature's Ways

and Means Committee,

and then the Governor,

funding for the

JTTP reform would have had to run the gauntlet of public
approval.

By the time of the interview.

Tucker believed

that would have been an insurmountable challenge.
The cities and towns, even the superintendents, would
try to kill it....
They would say, 'You're kidding
me.
$50 million for a mentor piece, and I have to
fire teachers, and I don't have textbooks?
Bag it.'
There was just not the [political] will, in comparison
to other problems.

Garnering public approval,
support,

and thereby political

for teacher education reform is difficult,

James Case had pointed out.

as

Teacher educators have not

occupied much space in the political arena.
discussed her experience as a politician with

Tucker
"academics."

The academics think it's below them to lobby.
They'll
testify.
They'll spend two weeks writing some
fabulous paper and come before the Legislature and
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find out they have three minutes and they can't even
read the paper that they spent so much time on, and
not even know their own Rep's name.
If they had the
sense to pick up the phone and say, 'I live in your
district.
This is very appalling to me.
I would like
an answer on this.'
That is their right as a citizen.
These academics, they come and they testify and no
one's listening.
They could do more with one phone
call than with all the papers they write.
They don't
hold their own legislators accountable.
They don't
know the legislative leadership in education.
They
should.
It's all politics....
Every dean, they have
Reps.
They live in Massachusetts.
Find out what's
going oni
I just never understood that; why people
couldn't do that....
There has to be a critical mass
of caring and screaming.
I love academics, but
they're so hesitant to pick up the phone.
I don't
know why.
They should be hooting and hollering and
making noise.

In the mid-eighties,

the political environment

in

which the reform of education and teacher education was
being generated had not been created by the people who
worked in education.

Even for politicians

had worked as a teacher,

like Tucker,

who

the primary reason to support the

JTTP was not because the framework represented an ideal way
to prepare teachers.

The JTTP recommendations were a way

to enhance the profession,
political
agenda.

support

and increase public and

for the broader educational

reform

Tucker was drawn instinctively to the potential of

mentoring in teacher preparation,

however,

and its appeal

had come from hard-won experience.
Teacher training is the essence of educational reform.
It's the heart.
It's the guts.
It's the brains.
It's everything.
I didn't know that.
I suspected it
was important.
I knew what it felt like to graduate
from college and be thrown into a classroom with the
door closed.
I knew what that felt like.
I said.
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'This isn't right.
It's not right for me, for the
kids....'
It was a form of torture.
I had a lot of
innate ability to work with kids.
That saved me.
Other people I know, who could have been wonderful
teachers, never survived that.
It was traumatic.
'See you later.'
Shame.
Shame, shame, shame on us.
I understand now that training, and teamwork, and
everything we don't do with teachers is the whole
answer to real school reform.

Michael Dukakis.
Dukakis was
Schwartz.
about

Massachusetts Governor Michael

informed about the JTTP through Robert
"When I heard about

it."

it,

I became enthusiastic

The Task Force was being launched about the

same time as he was deciding to run for President.

That decision was made on the morning of Saturday,
March 14,

during an interview at Dukakis'

Globe columnist Ellen Goodman.

home with Boston

The JTTP Staff had met

the first time nine days earlier.

for

A preliminary

announcement about the Governor's decision to enter the
race for the Presidency was made the following Monday,
the

16th

(Goodman,

1989).

meeting three days

later.

The JTTP Staff held their second

After a third Staff meeting on April
of the Task Force took place
30,

when Dukakis

Dukakis,

1990,

p.

16,

the convening

just one week prior to April

"formally announced his candidacy"
172).

on

(K.

That announcement occurred on the

same day as the follow-up Staff meeting.

The potential

for

synergy between the JTTP and the Dukakis candidacy must be
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considered,

even though the Governor's role was generally

down-played by study participants.

Dukakis himself connected the JTTP with the national,
politically-driven educational

reform agenda when he

recalled that time period.
At that point, I was meeting with the Lamar
Alexanders, and the Bob Grahams, and the Bill
Clintons, and the Jim Hunts, all of whom were running
around talking about merit pay, and I was sitting
trying to figure out, well how do you implement this?

For Dukakis,

Chapter 188's Horace Mann Programs

provided a ready solution to the

implementation problem,

simultaneously addressing the problem of retaining fine
teachers.

Practically,

using the Horace Mann grants to

fund the mentor component of the JTTP would represent a
"fine-tuning"

of the

1985 School

Boston Globe,

August 23,

1987,

p.

Improvement Act

(The

29).

I was trying to design something that would provide
incentives for good teachers to stay in the classroom,
and not have to become assistant principals in order
to get pay increases; but which recognized their
ability, and did so in a way that could continue the
kind of consensus-building that we had been able to do
around Chapter 188 and that whole process.
It seemed
to me that one of the things the Horace Mann teachers
could do for their money was to be mentors ... for
rookie teachers in the classroom.
As this evolved, it
seemed to me that we really had a nice platform on
which to build it, in the form of the Horace Mann
Program, which would provide substantial additional
compensation for teachers, who became mentor teachers.

The connection between educational
and teacher retention,

recruitment,
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reform in general;

and preparation was

clear in Dukakis'
about"

the

mind.

He recalled being

"quality of teachers,

"very concerned

recruiting good people,

the declining numbers of bright young people who wanted to
go into public

school teaching...."

There’s no sense talking about improving education, if
we couldn't get some of our best young people to go
into it.
In fact, the national service idea, in the
form of a revived National Teacher Corps, was
something that I talked about during the 188 campaign
all the time.
Before the election,
excellence"

Dukakis outlined his

"strategy for

in education in Phi Delta Kappan.

The first

of his three priorities was

"insuring outstanding teachers

for our schools"

Included in his outline is the

(p.

115).

National Teacher Corps,

"a domestic Peace Corps

teaching that can inspire,

galvanize,

for

and harness the power

and potential of a new generation of teachers directly out
of our liberal

arts colleges and universities."

Interestingly,
JTTP model

Dukakis did not mention aspects of the

in the PDK piece,

to the liberal
the Corps.
Professional

except

indirectly by referring

arts graduates who would be recruited into

He did support,

however,

Teaching Standards

the National Board for

"in its efforts to

establish standards of excellence and training for teachers
as

rigorous and demanding as our high national

standards

for doctors and other selective professions."

Like Susan Tucker and others,

Dukakis emphasized the

professionalization aspects of the JTTP reform over the
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putative improvements
approve of
sciences,

in teacher preparation.

While he did

"requiring people to major in the arts or
providing good practice teaching,

mentoring,"

his

remarks—both in the interview and in related documents—
indicate an overall concern with retention and recruitment
of good teachers.

"What you're trying to do,

say over and over again,
in Atlanta,

as

I used to

and said in my acceptance speech

is to make teaching a valued and honored

profession again."

In September

1987,

Dukakis made a speech at

Cambridge's Longfellow School on the first day of school.
He proposed

"establishing a network of Professional

Development Schools,
new teachers

improve their skills and become better and

more effective
Schwartz,

where experienced teachers can help

in the classroom"

1987).

Earlier,

supplemental budget,

(Dorsey,

in July,

Kaplan,

&

he had signed a

including $15 million to implement the

recommendations of the Special Commission on the Conditions
of Teaching.
report

Those recommendations were cited in the JTTP

in October,

with specific reference to the

Professional Development Schools.

The July budget must

have been encouraging to those associated with the JTTP.

In Dukakis'

reconstruction of events and roles

associated with the JTTP's

initiation,

paramount concern

with keeping and attracting good teachers was evident.
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He

did not recall the Griffiths report nor did he mention any
concerns about the state's public teacher preparation
institutions.
the seventies

He did remember,

however,

in the School of Education at UMass/Amherst

that Patricia Hunter had recalled.
of Regents,
picking"

L.

the troubles of

Edward Lashman,

Franklyn Jenifer.

The Chair of the Board

"had a lot to do with

"I wouldn't say that Jenifer

was brought here principally or primarily because of my
concern,

or our concern,

with teacher ed.

It was part of

the mix,

and I was very pleased to see him take it on."

Dukakis did not have a sure sense of who originated
the JTTP,

but guessed that

it might have been Harold

Raynolds.
The Commissioner tends to be several steps away from
the Governor because of the indirect nature of the
selection, but Jim Crane, who by that time was Chair
of the Board of Ed., when they went out and recruited,
shared a lot of the search process with me, and I know
I interviewed Raynolds....
I thought he was
terrific....
I don't have any doubt that Raynolds,
among other things, thought that the existing and
historic, traditional certification process was not
doing the job, and we ought to change it.
Dukakis micromanaged neither the work of the Chancellor nor
of the Commissioner.

He made numerous references,

to the role of Robert Schwartz
about educational matters,

however,

in keeping him informed

including the JTTP.

A portrait

emerges of a Governor indirectly supportive of the JTTP
reform;

the nature of that

support to be expected,

in the light of a Presidential campaign.
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perhaps,

Jenifer made reference to the Governor’s posture
regarding the JTTP and the crucial

role Schwartz played:

Bob Schwartz was the person.
He was the Governor’s
educational representative, and clearly spoke for the
Governor.
In reality, I'm not sure how much the
Governor really knew about all of that, because,
again, we were about to enter a campaign year, this
was the pre-campaign year.
Bob was very involved
emotionally, time, and philosophically.
He was very
involved in it, and brought a lot to the table, and a
lot of supportHe was not just a fly on the wall.
He had views.
When we came up with things that he
thought were good, he did use his muscle and his
influence with the Governor to get these included in
his speeches, presentations, and, hopefully, his way
of thinking.
We thought that it should have been part
of the campaign.
I was a little bit shocked and
surprised that when the Governor made national news,
how he played around with what should have been a big
part of his agenda for education nationally.
It would
have been very helpful, but that never happened.

Dukakis talked about an evolution in his own thinking
concerning the educational

reform movement over the course

of his three terms as Governor

(1975-78,

1983-90).

There are going to be a lot of governors after me, but
I probably spent far more time on this issue
(enhancing the teaching profession) than any other
governor, and far more time than I did in my first
term, which was a reflection of the fact that more and
more governors were getting deeply and actively
involved in public education.
It was more than just
local aid and the fiscal side of things.

Interestingly,
the educational
from his

despite the sense that Dukakis boarded

reform train late,

fellow travelers,

of his involvement

and stayed distanced

he characterized the evolution

in terms of interpersonal contact.

’’Those kinds of relationships are terribly important."
the implementation phase of JTTP,
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By

the campaign over and the

recession on,
his Cabinet,

Dukakis

invited Jenifer and Raynolds to join

at Schwartz'

suggestion.

valuable members of the Cabinet,
'Why didn't

"They were such

I kept saying to myself,

I do this years ago?'"

The Governor suggested

that educators not wait to be invited aboard;
is going to make the decisions?
governed by certain statutes,
be changed.

"Who the hell

If certification is

then those statutes have to

That requires the political process...."

Conclusion

The perspectives of two study participants,
Susan Cooper and consultant Robert Gaudet,
incorporated in the following chapter.
the connections among JTTP personnel,
contexts;

and the Task Force'

researcher

will be

In that chapter,
their experiences and

formation and decisions will

be examined in the light of aspects of systematic and
organizational

analysis described in Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS:

THE JOINT TASK FORCE ON TEACHER PREPARATION

The Massachusetts report issued by the Joint Task
Force on Teacher Preparation (JTTP)
Teaching a Major Profession:

in October 1987, Making

Recommendations of the Joint

Task Force on Teacher Preparation, was a reflection of the
experiences,
authors,

contexts,

and values of its initiators,

and supporters.

certification,

In changing teacher

the JTTP changed as well how teachers were

to be prepared and raised the expectation that
practitioners should have a recognized,
expanded role in that preparation.

rewarded,

and

Academically oriented

teacher preparation was to be changed in amount and kind;
fewer on-campus education and more liberal arts courses
were to be required for provisional certification.

Teacher

educators from higher education were to increase their
school-site activities,

working with school systems to

provide inservice teacher development toward a clinical
masters degree and permanent certification.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine both the
JTTP and these recommendations from two different
perspectives drawn from systematic and organizational
analyses.

The chapter is divided into three sections.

first will re-examine the background of the JTTP leading
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The

into 1987.

The three clusters of participants (precursors,

initiators,

and facilitators) will reappear in the first

section.

The second will revisit the period during which

the JTTP was underway in 1987.

The five clusters of

participants

teacher union leaders and

members,

(academic leaders,

school leaders,

educational leaders,

leaders) will reappear in the second section.

and political
Both

sections will be informed by the work of Hawley (1990) and
Morgan (1986),

as briefly outlined in Chapter Three.

The third section of the chapter will include an
examination of some of the implications of this study for
current certification changes underway, both within and
outside Massachusetts,

as well as implications for teacher

preparation programs and professional development over
time.

This section will incorporate the perspectives of

two study participants,
political consultant,

a legislative researcher and a

as well as recent developments and

writings in the area of teacher certification governance.

Background:

In this section,
of the precursors,

Into 1987,

Changing Times

the experiences,

initiators,

contexts,

and values

and facilitators will allow

a comparison of teacher policymaking before and after the
national educational reform movement of the mid-eighties.
Decisions arrived at on the basis of shared assumptions
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rather than data-based research,
relations

and shifting power

in the teacher policy arena,

recommendations

held sway.

Both the

in the JTTP framework and the process

for

advancing their adoption mirrored the assumptions of the
day held by the JTTP leadership.

Precursors:

A Long-Term Balancing Act

JTTP precursors operated in a period of
in normal

times"

(Hawley,

1990,

p.

145).

"policymaking

A stable alliance

representing a distribution of power among interest groups
provided a forum for incremental change.
Advisory Commission on Educational

The Massachusetts

Personnel

(MACEP),

of

which both James Case and Richard Clark were members,
reported to the Board of Education.
managers

like Manuel Monteiro used the expertise of

Department of Education veterans to
process

for hirees.

Department)

(MACEP,

the Board,

of the education establishment.

action was defined so
relations

facilitate the waiver

Power had accumulated over time within

broadly-based structural elements

pp.

School personnel

[became)

The

the

level of

"that to a large extent power

more or less balanced"

(Morgan,

1986,

180-81).

The balanced power relations among stakeholders within
the stable arena of teacher certification in
is enhanced by the normal

"normal times"

response of outsiders to the
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certification process.
find themselves

Usually indifferent,

people who

in need of certification services react

with frustration or hostility when their needs are
inadequately met,
described.

as James Case and Manuel Monteiro had

Barring those uncomfortable engagements,

certification bureaucracy does

its work unnoticed.

the
There

had been little constituency or funding for more
comprehensive reform than had been accomplished by 1982
through the regulations
certification under
demands
slow,
And,

for provisional-as-permanent

1973's Chapter 847.

Responding to

for change under those conditions might have been

but the process could be,
as the precursors all

and was,

suggested,

more consultative.

problems were often

solved by consulting the person with the applicable
institutional memory.

The drive to streamline the bureaucratic morass
associated with teacher certification contributed to
changes

in the distribution of power—shifts that

precipitated the JTTP.
for

Shifting a greater burden of proof

fulfillment of certification requirements

teacher education programs to liberal arts
school district

faculties and

inservice development would test outsider

interest—and political

support—for doing so.

initiators gambled that the time was
educational

from campus

reform agenda,

as well

right:

as state

The

the national
interest

fixing both certification and teacher preparation,
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in

would be

powerful enough to carry their framework forward to
implementation.

The precursors had already confronted the

limits of political

interest

in certification,

as well as

the tension between the tasks of providing both adequate
preparation and sufficient numbers of teachers through a
certification process.
problems,

solutions,

The

initiators would redefine the

and strategies of teacher

certification reform through the JTTP.

Initiators:

Fast Friends

In sharp contrast to the conditions that obtained for
JTTP precursors,
Schwartz,
Kraus,

the

initiators

legislators Nicholas Paleologos and Richard

and new agency leaders Franklyn Jenifer and Harold

Raynolds)

operated during a period of

context of reform movements"
1986,

(governor's advisor Robert

when the

national

"policymaking in the
145).

In

initiators began their collaboration,

the

reform movement was

(Hawley,

in full

1990,

swing;

Carnegie reports were published that year.

p.

the Holmes and
Massachusetts

had finally passed its own education reform package.
Chapter

188,

in the previous year.

arena took shape,

A destablized,

in which the state's teacher educators

and veteran Education Department civil
against a group of

smaller

servants were pitted

interested politicians and their new,

highly motivated and energized appointees.
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Publicly aired criticism of teacher education,

as well

as prominent voices calling for particular sets of reforms,
provided a context

for action.

friendly colleagueship,
collaborating,

The initiators—united by a

actively and continuously

occupying significant official positions,

enjoying support

from the Governor,

relevant Boards,

interested constituents—made their move.
conditions,

isolated,

teacher educators.
alliances,

weak,
The

formation easily overcame any
or co-opted opposition from
initiators'

powered by mutual

with the goal

of

found ways of

for promises

"preparing the way"

in the future,"

(Morgan,

1986,

pp.

for advancing their proposals.

In the case of the JTTP,

the initiators'

organization redefined the stage,
action in certification policy.
and visions to the national
the

interpersonal

interests,

"trading help in the present

173-5)

Under those

the unexpected policy initiatives that were

generated by the JTTP's
divided,

and

objectives,

informal
and pace of

By tying their experiences

reform agenda,

a process

for

framework's adoption was set up that made

implementation seem to many to be inevitable.
swiftness,

The

decisiveness and charisma of the JTTP

leadership--especially Jenifer's--garnered support for the
framework even among those who harbored reservations about
the dynamics of the process or the ultimate prospects of
the product.
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The process,
acting quickly,

as described by Jenifer,

acquiring support,

was a means of

and then efficiently

working through a prescribed schedule and prioritized
agenda.

By utilizing a top-down,

efficient,

presumably more

strategy to promote the JTTP framework,

initiators might have been able to avoid the broader-based,
apparently cumbersome,
Massachusetts.

approach of their predecessors in

On the one hand,

Schwartz,

Paleologos,

and

Kraus had learned lessons from the difficulty in getting
Chapter

188 passed in 1985,

difficult experiences

and Jenifer had similarly

in New Jersey.

By collaborating,

initiators could rapidly advance a focused agenda,
opposition to make defensive,
responses.

ultimately ineffective

On the other hand,

Chapter 847—that there

the lesson from unfunded

is virtually no political

in certification reforms that call
of time,

money,

forcing

for serious

interest

investments

or effort on the part of outsiders to the

education establishment—had perhaps been overlooked in the
combined enthusiasms of the national
appearance of)

reform agenda and

(the

state prosperity.

In addition to the politically driven and economically
optimistic tenor of the times,

much was made of the power

symbolized by combining the forces of

leadership resident

in the Chancellor and the Commissioner.
however,

pitfalls

There were,

in that kind of collaboration.

Jenifer himself had noted,

As

"It was critical that nobody
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drop their ball."

To the extent that JTTP members

acquiesced in the elimination of the undergraduate
education major due to the promise of
beginning teachers,

inservice support

for

there was a risk that they might be

giving up something for nothing if
failed to materialize in the

funding for mentors

legislature.

That was to be a

tall order for legislators Paleologos and Kraus:
convincing Massachusetts state Representatives and Senators
to fund teacher development.

As much as they could,

though,

the legislators

maintained solidarity with other JTTP

initiators.

Both

Paleologos and Kraus had recalled instances of teacher
educators talking to them about the JTTP framework.

Both

demurred in their responses,

in the

framework,

and--at

least

out of their own belief

in Paleologos'

case—the wish not

to intercede between the JTTP Co-Chairs and non-JTTP
constituents.

Once underway,

the JTTP

initiators were

listening to each other and protecting their mutual
interest

in seeing the framework through to implementation.

Beyond the

fine-tuning of drafts by facilitators

working with rank and file JTTP members,

it

is

impossible

to imagine how anyone could have made an effective opposing
case—when leadership in the Governor's Office,
Committee,

Education Department,

Education

and Board of Regents had

decided on the direction of teacher education reform.
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As a

result,

while the education establishment had been

criticized for being unresponsive,
the initiators

in the same way.

it

is possible to view

Changing teacher

certification and preparation,

whether tied to other

education reform goals or not,

whether attempted from

within or outside the education establishment,
Robert Schwartz

said—"inside baseball,

these are not the kinds of

is to say that

issues that even education-

minded politicians have gotten into."
committing themselves to this

issue,

inadvertently isolated themselves
with other priorities,

that

is—as

Interestingly,

by

initiators may have

from other constituencies

and--by choosing a top-down

approach—they isolated themselves

from the people who had

been doing the work of educating teachers.

The abstruse,
education field,

"inside baseball"

nature of the teacher

means that not much is known or understood

outside the field about the necessary or optimal conditions
for teacher development.

Within the

a growing literature of theory-,
based knowledge that could be,
extent—is the basis
development.

field,

research-,

there has been
and practice-

and—to an undetermined

for both further inquiry and program

Theoreticians,

researchers,

and practitioners

from the field of teacher education seldom command the
attention of policymakers,

however,

particularly when

politically driven reform from outside the education
establishment

is being undertaken.
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Reform implies problem-

solving and teacher educators were seen as part of the
problem.

The JTTP Staff

opportunity,

(the facilitators)

had an

through their official positions,

to bring

what could be known and understood through the literature
about teacher preparation to the attention of both
initiators and rank and file JTTP members.

Facilitators:

Information Brokers

JTTP facilitators officially operated as
(Hawley,

1990,

pp.

149-50)

and dispensers of both research

on teacher education and other types of

formal

about preparing teachers in Massachusetts.
staff positions,
and create

"consumers"

information

Through their

they were well-placed to read,

discuss,

initial drafts based on available information

about teacher development.
position to provide that
and JTTP membership.

Further,

they were in a

information to both the initiators

Realistically,

however,

the

objectives of the Carnegie-inspired initiators matched many
of the facilitators'

own experiences and values.

Information external to that agenda,
ignored.

therefore,

was

largely

(See Appendix D for readings that were circulated

among the JTTP membership.)

Additionally,

the pace and membership of the JTTP—not

largely representative of teacher educators—did not
encourage the accumulation or dissemination of
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research- or practice-based knowledge about how best to
prepare teachers.

By acting as

liaisons between JTTP

members and leaders—and composing drafts of the
recommendations—key facilitators
Fraser,

Susan Zelman,

controlled

(Staff Director James

and writer Adria Steinberg)

"knowledge and information

attention to

issues

in a way that

(by structuring]

in effect defines the

reality of the decision-making process"
167).

(Morgan,

1986,

p.

JTTP decisions were not to be served by attention to

a data base;

rather they would roughly conform to the

initially announced framework that was based primarily on
the Carnegie model.

Since JTTP decisions were to be reported out
unanimously within a specified time frame,

promises had to

be made without the means at hand for fulfilling them.

It

was up to the key facilitators to maintain a clear picture
for JTTP members of what was negotiable,

what was not,

could be negotiated during implementation,
still to be worked out.
emphasizing its potential
professionalization

what

and what was

By focusing on the framework and
for both preparation and

(as well as addressing other issues the

JTTP was concerned with,

such as bureaucratic streamlining

and minority and nontraditional candidate recruitment),
by signaling that this was a going concern,

key

facilitators could allay disagreement about

logistics,

convince people to sign on,

and

and draw attention to the need
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to be ready when the recommendations were officially
adopted—at which time a number of concerns were to be
addressed.

Underway In 1987:

In this section,
of the academic
school,

the experiences,

leaders,

educational,

Fast Times

contexts,

and values

union leaders and members,

and political

and

leaders on the JTTP will

allow an examination of responses to the JTTP process and
product.

JTTP members responded to aspects of the

framework that

resonated with their own experiences,

compatible with their own professional contexts,

were

and

matched the values they associated with effective teaching
and teacher development.

The promise of the framework

tended to overcome any doubts participants had about either
the adoption process or implementation prospects.

Academic Leaders:

For the

Pressure Managers

"academic

leaders"

(Wheelock College's Daniel

Cheever and the University of Lowell's William Hogan),
JTTP recommendation calling for

"stronger grounding in the

liberal arts and in subjects to be taught"
p.

142)

coincided with changes

the

(Hawley,

1990,

in process at their own

institutions--but not with available evidence of
connections to teacher effectiveness or student
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learning.

The recommendation reflected the national
their own education,

reform agenda,

and troubling teacher education issues

that had already surfaced within their institutions.

The academics,
Morgan called
170-71).

however,

powerfully evidenced what

"ability to cope with uncertainty"

As presidents,

(1986,

pp.

they had managed internal

challenges to the role of teacher education within their
institutions,

as well as external pressures to reshape it,

by organizing responses that would alter but preserve
preservice programs.

In Cheever's case,

the education-

dominated faculty was already shifting to a liberal
emphasis;

in Hogan's,

arts

the education unit was saved by

shifting to graduate-level preparation.

Although neither leader supported the
without equivocation,

both found essential

framework
elements within

it to be harmonious with their own agendas.
of these academic
JTTP agenda that

leaders,

then,

The positions

were to be enhanced by a

reinforced work they had already been

doing to restructure teacher education within their own
institutions.

Union Leaders & Members:

Partially Excluded,

For both union leaders and members,

Included Late

the most

attractive JTTP recommendation—and the only one that
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fits

what

is known about

1990,

p.

improving teacher development

143)—was the mentor teacher component.

(Hawley,
While

there was concern about the likelihood of funding for
implementation,
was

tacit or overt approval of the JTTP report

largely dependent on the promise of mentor-supported

induction programs.

Mentor programs offered recognition

and reward for experienced teachers as well as more humane
and effective induction for novice teachers.

The unions,

"counter-organizations"
countervailing power
structure"

were perceived by JTTP leaders as

however,

(Morgan,

with the ability

. . .

"of exercising

not part of the established power

1986,

pp.

175-6).

That perception did

allow the Massachusetts Teachers Association
leverage support

for their proposal

certification board.
is

(MTA)

to

of a teacher-managed

Beyond that concession to the MTA,

it

interesting to note that the MTA's position was simply

ambivalent,

while the MFT actually supported the JTTP.
)

There were two state college teacher educators
(Bridgewater's William Murphy and North Adams'
Conklin)

Jack

who were members of both the JTTP and the MTA.

They neither officially represented the MTA,
oppose the JTTP
participants

framework.

Likewise,

the three teacher-

(Fitchburg State's John Gaumond,

Patricia Hunter,

nor did they

Springfield's

and Amherst's Connie Matthews)

represent official union positions and,
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did not

acting as

individuals,

did not oppose the

framework.

Rather,

they

reflected their own experiences—that were at times held as
examples of how and why the framework should work.

Unofficially and behind the scenes,

the MTA tried to

balance the desirability of the proposed framework against
the

fears of

analysis,

its teacher educator members.

the promise of

In the final

future benefit to practitioners,

combined with doubt that the framework would ever be
implemented,

outweighed the immediate concerns of teacher

educators.

The fact that union leadership was not officially on
the member roster,

and three of the

participants on the JTTP were not
of

four meetings,

five union member-

included until the second

must have had an effect on the extent and

type of responses they were able to offer.

Further,

several union participants mentioned a strategy for dealing
with stereotypes about union responses to reforms:
not to oppose,

choose

thereby avoiding being dismissed as

typically unionist-obstructionist.

The irony is that other

nonunion participants assumed the unions had been
obstructionist anyway.

The same dynamic held true for JTTP teacher educators,
particularly,

and academic

leaders,

opposition was assumed by both the
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in general.

Their

leadership and other

rank and file members,

but proved to be impossible to

document through available sources.

The only exceptions

were repeated references to Fitchburg State College
President Vincent Mara’s arguments against the JTTP
framework,

futile attempts by several nonmembers to discuss

the framework with Paleologos or Kraus,

and some brief

faculty protests at the Bridgewater State College meeting.
Obviously,

the strategy of avoiding being dismissed as

obstructionist by being conciliatory,

or even compliant,

does not work if others believe their own assumptions,
rather than observed behaviors.

School

Leaders:

School

Resenting Process,

leaders Peter Cannone

Superintendent)

Representing Product

(Associate

and John Drinkwater

(Superintendent)

of

East Longmeadow set aside whatever reservations they had
about either particulars within the JTTP framework or
conditions under which the JTTP meetings were conducted.
Having begun relationships with both UMass and state level
policymakers,

they wished to nurture their new school-

university partnership.

JTTP recommendations related to

the creation of professional

development schools and mentor

teachers—with the attendant emphasis on school-based
teacher preparation—were in alignment with the fledgling
East Longmeadow

"clinical

site" model.
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Drinkwater,
initiators'
1986,

pp.

in particular,

tight

165-7),

was sensitive to the

"control of decision processes"
as made evident

and pacing of the JTTP.

(Morgan,

in both the membership

His criticism was tempered,

however,

by the assumption that teacher education needed to

change.

Such a desirable end might

to attain it—even a top-down,

Educational

Leaders:

justify any means used

pre-set agenda.

Reformers as Redesigners

Policymaking or programmatic educational
Board of Regents'

Ellen Guiney,

leaders

(the

the Field Center for

Teaching and Learning's William Dandridge,
College Partnership's Mary Alice Wilson)

and the Five-

were informed by

perceptions of weak teacher education programs or courses,
either through their own experiences or through their work
with practitioners.

In all three cases,

working on different

aspects of

they had been

inservice teacher

development within their own spheres.

The JTTP

framework provided an additional mechanism to

improve teacher development via

"organizational structure

and rules and regulations"

(Morgan,

these educational

the JTTP itself,

recommendations

leaders,

1986,

pp.

162-65).

as well as

For
its

for certification and teacher education

program approval changes,
over the status quo

embodied the ability to prevail

in teacher education by altering
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structural elements within the regulatory system.
their visions and emphases contained variation,
educational

leaders were all

in agreement

While

the

regarding the

potential of the JTTP framework for reforming teacher
education by redesigning the rules and regulations by which
it

is governed.

Political Leaders:

Political
with its

Symbolic Supporters

leaders associated with the JTTP,

initiation,

were largely distant

achieve its adoption.

though not

from the drive to

Both Representative Susan Tucker and

Governor Michael Dukakis had other priorities,

yet accepted

the framework as a step toward teacher professionalization
through the liberal arts major and the clinical masters
degree.

Both political

leaders also saw the JTTP as

connected to the national
reform efforts

Tucker's

reform agenda,

like Chapter

role as

as well as state

188.

liaison between the JTTP and Joint

Committee on Education signaled Task Force interest

in

legislative participation to legislators and signaled
legislative interest
members.

Dukakis'

in Task Force proceedings to JTTP

indirect

support of the JTTP through the

presence and leadership of his advisor,

Robert Schwartz,

had an impact by virtue of his role as Governor.
that the Governor was

The fact

launching a bid for the Democratic
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Presidential nomination on the strength of his performance
as the presiding official during the Massachusetts Miracle
era powerfully magnified the significance of his support.

The JTTP:

Representing Values and Circumventing Tradition

The symbolism of the JTTP itself resided in its
ability to represent both more desirable ways to accomplish
teacher development and to circumvent the authority of the
traditional education establishment.

Joint

leadership by

Chancellor Jenifer and Commissioner Raynolds symbolized the
importance of the JTTP

"by giving it high priority and

visibility on their own personal agenda[s]"
p.

(Morgan,

1986,

176).

The JTTP process was planned both to run smoothly and
to deliver a predetermined product within a specified
period of time:

a framework for changing teacher

certification in Massachusetts.
by the national educational
in turn,

The framework was

reform agenda.

resonated with the values,

teaching experience,
facilitators,

resident

informed

That agenda,

sometimes borne of

in the initiators,

and members of the JTTP.

Implications:

The mid-90s. Frustrating Times

Mandates generated by the adopted JTTP framework were
not

funded by 1993,

approval

rules and regulations were changed.

promising,
p.

5)

yet teacher certification and program

yet costly,

components

"capacity-building"

The

(Scannell,

1990,

for teacher induction have not been

supported by the Legislature.

The values and goals

expressed in the JTTP report about how best to prepare
teachers and professionalize teaching,
experience,

folklore,

whether borne of

or reform reports,

supported by either research or

have not been

funding.

The putative

power harnessed to the JTTP cart went down
path,"

"the bridal

as doubtful educators had warned Chancellor Jenifer

it would.

The third,

and last,

section of the chapter will

examine implications of this enacted,
effort to change Massachusetts'

but unsupported,

teacher certification.

Changing Personnel

The JTTP circumvented the authority of the traditional
education establishment not only by creating a temporary
structure for making policy,

but also by populating that

structure almost entirely with new and different personnel.
The political climate in Massachusetts,
global

affected by the

recession and its association with the outcome of

Dukakis'

unsuccessful campaign for the Presidency in 1988,
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has since changed the

inhabitants of a number of offices.

None of the five initiators or two political
the positions they held in 1987;
the state.

That

three no longer work in

fact alone indicates a pitfall of

politically driven reform.
politicians do not get
it

leaders are in

As mentioned in Chapter Two,

rewarded for implementation—even if

is supported and actually undertaken.

The teacher

policy studies that have been completed since the mid¬
eighties suggest,
enacting reform,

therefore,

that politicians emphasize

rather than fostering and monitoring its

implementation.

The Massachusetts experience suggests an even more
frustrating likelihood.
has meant that

Instability among the personnel

in the long term not even staff can

concentrate on acquiring resources for and studying effects
of

implementation.

frustrating reality,
of educational

Both Tucker and Dukakis mentioned the
in the years since they left office,

and certification reform being reformulated

as new officeholders make claims

for their own agendas.

The cycle noticed by the precursors

is now being repeated

for the third time within 20 years.

Certification reform

was enacted yet again as part of a second major educational
reform act passed in June
conditions,

there is

accomplishments,

1993.

little,

Under these political

if any,

building on past

or recognition of past

failures.

The history of repeated unfunded reform raises a
fundamental question about educational
political agenda.

Lack of support

reform as a

for implementation

indicates the possibility that these reforms do not
either widespread public dissatisfaction with

reflect

(teacher)

education or consensus about whether and how it could be
improved.

The JTTP,

representing as

confluence of powerful

interests,

than many reform efforts

reform agenda;

legislative leadership;

Encompassing as

key agency,

it did the

executive,

and

relevant board support;

widely recognized as competent;
membership that,

perhaps more forcefully

indicates the limits of

politically driven reform.
national

it did an unusual

in the main,

a staff

and rank and file

believed in the framework,

the JTTP recommendations nevertheless

failed to acquire

legislative support and ultimately became a victim of the
recession.

The impact of the economy on the outcome of the JTTP,
like changing political personnel,
over which there can be little,

represents a reality

if any,

control.

Reluctance on the part of teacher educators to involve
themselves with issues external to the everyday demands of
their profession was characterized by politicians as
representing a rejection on moral grounds of both politics
and politicians.

Peter Cannone's experience indicates

another reason to choose not to invest time and effort
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in

the political

realm;

With each change,

as personnel change,

agendas change.

those who wish to stay involved must

start the process of building the network anew.

In

contemplating possible strategies for educational
on politically driven reform,

influence

legislative research

supervisor Susan Cooper summed up the problem.
What you want to do is always be sure that you have a
good legislator who's looking out for your stuff, and
someone in the administration who's knowledgeable and
looking out for your stuff—someone good.
But, all
those people rotate so often.
They move on to
something else, or they have so many other pressures
on them, that it's really hard to do.

Agenda Ownership,

Purposes,

Logistics

Since the JTTP recommendations were adapted from the
national educational

reform agenda;

based on the theory,

data,

and that agenda was not

and practice chronicled in the

teacher education literature;

the JTTP agenda was owned;

understood and admired only by the insiders to the process.
Outsiders—especially teacher educators whose own
experiences,
different

contexts,

and study had led them to adopt

sets of values and goals—could not be expected

to understand and admire,

or own,

the JTTP framework.

The

expectation and dismissal

of teacher educator resistance as

mere turf-defending ignored other concerns about the JTTP.

As mentioned throughout Chapter Four,

the JTTP

framework was built to address a variety of complex and
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occasionally conflicting issues.

Further,

participants

like Richard Kraus and Nancy Finkelstein mentioned that
teacher preparation was not the educational
which they would have assigned top priority.
teacher professionalization,
candidate recruitment,
on-site training,

reform issue to
Taking on

minority and nontraditional

and emphasizing liberal arts and

the JTTP undertook systemic change

without the advice and consent of

liberal arts faculty and

after consulting only a few public school administrators or
teachers,
roles

both of whom would have to play important new

in preparation.

"teacher educators"

Even assuming that these new

were prepared to take a more direct and

active role in teacher preparation,

neither systemic or

resource issues were settled in advance of the framework's
adoption.

For teacher educators and school practitioners,
notion of both systemic and resource support
differently defined roles was critical.

the

for acquiring

These groups were

being asked to change and either diminish their roles or
expand them.

In either case,

many were to be placed in the

position of redefining their roles

for unclear purposes.

The comment was made by several participants that the JTTP
emphasis was on secondary,
English,

history,

early childhood,
physical,

math,

discipline-based teachers of

and science.

elementary,

special,

The needs of arts,

non-English language,

and vocational educators were not
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initially or adequately addressed through the framework.
That de-emphasis

left teacher educators

in those areas

especially pessimistic about the framework's application.

Many participants mentioned the need to streamline and
update the teacher certification process and teacher
education programs,
colleges.

particularly those housed in the state

The JTTP approach to those problems,

though

perhaps understandable in the light of previous reform
efforts that had proved futile,

nevertheless precluded

other interpretations of existing conditions and other
possibilities

for improving conditions.

Participant comments cited complaints about the
cumbersome nature of the certification process.
Commonwealth is

serious,

however,

minimal preparation standards

in all grade

levels,

about assuring even

for teachers charged with

providing public education in all
students

If the

subject areas

for

certification cannot be

simple.

Entry-level knowledge and skills
student development,

content pedagogy,

communication and management,
on learning,

cultural

in the domains of
classroom
and social affects

and curriculum and assessment design,

simplistic elucidation.

defy

These skills are necessary and

cannot be assumed already to be resident
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in smart,

well-

educated people who decide they want to try teaching.

The

responsibility and complexity of teacher work must be
reflected in even minimal

standards of certification or the

certification process will be truly meaningless,
exercise in hoop-jumping.

only an

It would then make sense to

eliminate the process or redesign its purpose.

Aside from the
certification,

inherent complexity of teacher

bureaucratic

variety of ways that
adjustment,
purpose,

issues can be addressed in a

require leadership,

and resources.

systemic

Affirming institutional

providing training for improved service,

enhancing capacity by adding technology,

space,

personnel might have been ways to tackle the
mess."

and

and

"certification

Pre-JTTP efforts to deal with the Education

Department’s
supported.

reputation for poor service were never
In the spring of

personnel cuts,
quarters.

1993,

after several years of

the Department was moved to smaller

To the extent that teacher preparation,

certification,

is

through

linked to the depleted Education

bureaucracy and its problems,

the profession will

suffer

guilt by association.

The desire to streamline and update state college
teacher preparation programs,
report's critique,

justified by the Griffiths

was damaging to quality teacher

education in general.

Providing a disincentive to sustain
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and develop programs potentially vulnerable to JTTP-type
reform efforts,
whether private,

the framework affected teacher education,
public,

college-,

or university-based,

throughout the state.

Griffiths report commentary about the severe
limitations under which teacher education had been
operating since the seventies was mentioned in the press
and cited by James Fraser,

but not acknowledged and

addressed in the framework.

Declining enrollments,

followed by budget and personnel cuts, had been the norm in
teacher education.

Combined with perennial status problems

on campuses and tensions with school-based practitioners
and administrators,
allies.

teacher educators were indeed without

Intentional or not,

personnel,

setting aside budget,

and status issues in favor of getting the JTTP

framework adopted made the possibility of reviving the
weakened,

diminished,

and isolated teacher education

programs even more remote.

The goal of professionalizing and empowering teachers
was attempted at the expense of academic specialists
responsible for their initial preparation.

An alternative

approach might have proved to be less costly and more
feasible and effective than the expensive, multi-systemic,
value-driven changes called for by the JTTP.

Such an

approach might have signaled to campus administrators that
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teacher education should be supported,
should be replenished,
and updated,

education faculties

program resources should be expanded

and program goals and strategies should be

reviewed and revised for enhanced service to preservice
teachers.

Different Investments,

Different Rewards

The adoption of the JTTP framework occurred within
approximately one year of Franklyn Jenifer's arrival in
Massachusetts.

Although he was later to be frustrated in

his attempts to acquire legislative support and funding for
implementation.

Commissioner Raynolds'

Department did

proceed to change teacher certification and program
approval standards.
designed,

The JTTP framework,

conceived,

and approved in a matter of months, was therefore

able to negate work that some schools,

colleges,

and

departments of education had been doing for years.
or not that work was in need of improvement,

Whether

and whether or

not resources were available to enhance effort already
underway,

the JTTP was in some sense a precedent.

Teaching and teacher education are labor intensive
careers requiring significant investments of time, money
and effort toward acquisition of appropriate education,
experience,

and credentials.

Intellectual,

emotional,

physical demands in these people-centered positions are
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and

accompanied by institutional pressures to contribute to
extra-classroom functions such as advisement or scholarship
and publication.

Rewards

in these relatively low-salary

and low-prestige fields accrue

from the satisfaction of the

work itself—service to students—that over a period of
time can be recognized and acknowledged.

In contrast,

rewards

in politics accrue from quick

efforts with measurable results,
in time for the next campaign.

from enacting legislation
There is a structure for

upward mobility leading to higher office,

with the related

possibility of acquiring more power and status.
of politics
and arenas.

is a kaleidoscope of shifting people,

The world
issues,

To focus too much on any single group,

agenda,

or area would be to risk losing sight of the big picture
and other constituents.
broadly so,

as

Politics

is people-oriented,

but

issues and agendas arise and subside.

Conditions that obtain for high-level policymakers and
administrators are more similar to those of politics than
those of teaching.

The JTTP set a precedent
Massachusetts that
decision-makers
educational,

for teacher policy in

in effect communicated that

in the

field need no particular

experiential,

or academic credentials.

desire to create a set of reforms
Further,

is all that

The

is required.

those who create reform need not be in a position
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to live with the consequences of implementation or its
absence.
initial

The reward for creation may be reaped without an
investment

in acquiring expertise or a requirement

that the creator be accountable over time for outcomes.

Politicians,

policymakers,

and others who used the

JTTP structure to accomplish politically driven reform of
teacher education were able with a minimal
time,

resources,

investment of

and energy—relatively small chunks of

their own lives and careers—to be rewarded by change that
was to subvert the
education.

investment of whole careers

in teacher

As political consultant Robert Gaudet said of

the JTTP milieu:
This is by the numbers.
This is important.
Everyone
thinks it's important, so let's do it.
We do the
process.
We don't do the product.
Which is what
we're good at, a lot of process, in this....
It
doesn't take any resources.

Trying to Make a Difference

The participants
of the JTTP,

in this study,

members and nonmembers

contributed their time in the present effort

to chronicle and understand the JTTP reform.
individual,

they seemed conscientious,

capable citizens,

and

"good"

reformers.

some point during the interview,
had become of the JTTP reform,

committed,

and

Nonetheless,

at

almost everyone asked what

thus belying their ability

to completely distance themselves
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To an

from the mostly

impoverished,

virtually powerless,

perennially criticized

field of teacher education and the certification changes
through which it was to have been reformed.

The good

intentions of these reformers were not enough to either
improve those debilitating conditions or related conditions
in the wider field of education and schooling that other
JTTP goals were meant to serve.
decision-makers,
which they must

For most of these

that disappointing reality is not one with
live.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF INDIVIDUALS
Name,

Alphabetized

JTTP role
Current Affiliation

1987 Affiliation
Bickford,

David

Staff
Consultant

Harvard Graduate School of Education
Buckley,

Joan

Member
Same

Boston Public School Teacher
Cannone,

Peter

East Longmeadow School Superintendent
Case,

James

Member
Sandwich-Same
Non-Mpmher

Department of Education Associate Commissioner
Empire State College Dean
Cheever,

Daniel

Member

Wheelock College President
American Student Assistance-Same
Clark,

Richard

Mpmhpr

University of Massachusetts President's Assistant
Professor of Education-Same
Conklin,

Member
North Adams State College Professor of Education Same

Cooper,

Jack

Susan

Non-Member
Joint Committee on Education Research Supervisor Same

Dandridge,

William

Member

Massachusetts Field Center for Teaching and Learning
Executive Director
UMass/Boston Graduate College of Education Acting Dean
Devlin,

Paul

Non-Member
Massachusetts Federation of Teachers President
Same

Doering,

Roberta

Member

Massachusetts Association of School Committees
President
Drinkwater,

John

East Longmeadow School Superintendent
Dukakis,

Michael

No

Member
Holliston-Same
Non-Member

Governor
Northeastern University Political
Elman,

Science Professor

Sandra

Staff

John W. McCormack Institute of Public Affairs
New England Association of Schools & Colleges
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Finkelstein,

Nancy

Massachusetts

Fraser,

Non-Member
No

Teachers Association President

James

College

Staff Director
of Public &

Community Service

UMass/Boston

Lesley College Graduate School Dean
Gass,

Marilyn Talbot

Member

Mount Holyoke College Early Childhood & Elementary
Teacher Preparation Program Director
Same

Gaumond,

John

Fitchburg State

Gaudet,

College Professor of Education

Robert

Political

Guiney,

Member
Same

Non-Member
Same

Consultant

Ellen

Member

Board of Regents of Higher Education Member,
Citywide Educational Coalition Director

Boston

US Senate Staff
Hogan,

William

University of Lowell

Hunter,

Member
Same

Chancellor

Patricia

Springfield School

Jenifer,

Member
Same

Teacher

Franklyn

Co-Chair

Board of Regents

of Higher Education

Chancellor

Howard University President
Jennings,

Lenora

Cambridge School

Jones,

Megan

Kraus,

Richard

Member
Assistant Prinicpal-Same

Teacher

Member
Massachusetts Centers of Excellence Corporation
No

Joint

Member

Committee

on Education Senate

Chair

Cape Cod Community College President
Lane,

Susan

Staff

Massachusetts

College of Art President’s Assistant

Associate Dean-Same
Matthews,

Connie

Amherst School

McKenna,

Margaret

Teacher

Member
Choate School/Connecticut-Same

jUsfl.joxstim'fc

Lesley College President

Merrifield,

Susan

Harvard Graduate School

of Education
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Member
Same
Staff
Lesley College

Merseth,

Katherine

Member

Harvard Graduate School of Education Teacher Training
Director
Same
Monteiro,

Manuel

Member

Boston School Personnel & Labor Relations Director
Boston University-Same
Murphy,

William

Member

Bridgewater State College Special Education Professor
Same
Paleologos,

Nicholas

Joint Committee on Education House Chair
Peterkin,

Robert

Non-Member
No

flea

Member

Cambridge School Superintendent
Harvard Graduate School of Education
Raynolds,

Harold

Department of Education Commissioner
Satut,

Co-Chair
Retired-Vermont

Miguel

Member

Associated Grantmakers of Massachusetts
Kresge Foundation-Michigan
Schwartz,

Robert

Member

Special Assistant to the Governor Educational Affairs
Pew Charitable Trust-Pennsylvania
Smith,

Edgar

UMass Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Smith,

Mary Ellen

Member
No

Board of Education Member
Steinberg,

Adria

Staff
No

Centre Reseach INC
Tucker,

Susan

Joint Committee on Education House Vice Chair
Vairo,

Philip

Worcester State College President
Wilson,

Mary Alice

Susan

Member
No

Member
Retired-Florida

Five-College Partnership Program Coordinator
Zelman,

Member
Retired

Member
Same
Staff
Same

Department of Education
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APPENDIX B
INTRODUCTORY LETTER
94 Bears' Den DR
Sunderland
MA
01375
(413) 665-4953
Date
Name
Title (if appropriate)
Address
H

Telephone
Dear

[Potential

Participant),

As a doctoral candidate at the University of
Massachusetts in Amherst, I am studying the initiation of
the new Massachusetts teacher certification framework, that
was developed in 1987 and will be implemented in 1994.
My understanding is that you were involved with that
process in your capacity as _.
I would greatly appreciate the opportunity to
interview you regarding your recollections and perceptions
of the initiation process.
Enclosed you will find a "consent form" with
additional information.
A stamped, self-addressed envelope
is included for return of the signed form.
I will be calling you next week to provide further
elaboration or answer questions.
If you accept this
invitation to participate in the study, we will schedule
the interview during that call.
Thank you for considering this invitation.
forward to speaking with you next week.

I

look

Very truly yours.

Lorraine M.

Goyette

APPENDIX C
CONSENT FORM
"Changing Teacher Certification in Massachusetts:
The Oral History of Key Participants"

1987:

I.
As a doctoral candidate at the University of
Massachusetts, I am studying the initiation of the
framework for Massachusetts teacher certification that was
developed in 1987.
II.
I would like to invite you to share your
recollections and perceptions regarding the initiation
process during a one-hour interview at a convenient time
and place.
A followup telephone interview will be
scheduled for approximately one week after the original
interview.
III.
The original and followup interviews will be
tape-recorded.
You will have the right to make comments
that are off the record, or not attributed to you.
If you
prefer, your name will not be used in the study.
You may
be identifiable by position or title, however, so anonymity
will not be assured.
Verbatim transcripts will be used to
maximize accuracy.
Information from the interviews will be
used in a dissertation, and subsequently may be used for
professional presentations and publications.
IV.
You may withdraw from the study at any time prior
to completion of the followup interview (that should occur
approximately one week after the original intrview).
V.
In signing below, you are accepting this
invitation to participate in the study by being
interviewed.
Please contact me if you are in need of
amplification or clarification with regard to your
participation.
Researcher:

/

Participant:

/

_ _ _

/

/

_ _

(413) 665-4953
94 Bears' Den DR
Sunderland
MA
01375
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APPENDIX D
JTTP-CIRCULATED READINGS
Bickford, D. C.
(1987).
Seeking the 'good teacher':
Judging the gualities of teaching staff.
Unpublished
manuscript.
Brighter future for education.
Springfield Republican, p.

(1987,
B2.

April

26).

Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy.
(1986).
A
nation prepared:
Teachers for the 21st century, an
overview.
The report of the Task Force on Teaching as
a Profession.
Washington DC:
Author.
Coelen, S. P., & Wilson, J.
(1987, May 28).
Teacher
supply and demand.
Summary.
Amherst:
University of
Massachusetts, Massachusetts Institute for Social and
Economic Research.
Fiske, E. B.
(1987, Spring Education Review).
the American teacher.
The New York Times,

Redesigning
pp. 18-21.

Gideonse, H. D.
(1987).
Which way to Millinocket?
American Journal of Education, 95(2), 309-313.
Gifford, B. R.
(1987).
A commentary on Hawley.
Journal of Education, 95(2), 304-308.

American

Giroux, H. A., & McClaren, P.
(1986).
Teacher education
and the politics of engagement:
The case for
democratic schooling.
Harvard Educational Review, 56,
213-237.
Griffiths, D. E., Fasenmyer, M., Jackson, B., McCarty, D.,
Smith, D., fit Weiner, M.
(1986, May 21).
Teacher
education in Massachusetts:
The public sector.
Boston:
Board of Regents of Higher Education.
Griffiths, D. E., Fasenmyer, M., Jackson, B., McCarty, D.,
Smith, D., & Weiner, M.
(1986, October 8).
Teacher
education in Massachusetts:
The independent sector.
Boston:
Board of Regents of Higher Education.
Hawley, W. D.
(1987).
The high costs and doubtful
efficacy of extended teacher education programs:
An
invitation to more basic reforms.
American Journal of
Education, 9j>(2), 275-298.
Imig,

D. G. (1986).
Kappan, 68(1),

The greater challenge.
32-33.
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Phi Delta

Kolbert, E.
(1987, Spring Education Review).
Getting new
teachers off on the right foot.
The New York Times,
pp. 22-24, 26.
Mehlinger, H. D.
(1986).
Kappan, 68(1), 33-36.
Merrifield, S.
(1987).
manuscript.

A risky venture.

Phi Delta

Increasing diversity.

Unpublished

Murray, F. B.
(1986).
Goals for the reform of teacher
education:
An executive summary of the Holmes Group
Report.
Phi Delta Kappan, 68(1), 28-32.
Nussel, E.
say.

J. (1986).
What the Holmes Group Report didn't
Phi Delta Kappan, 68X1), 36-37.

Rhoades, G.
(1987).
In pursuit of whose excellence?
American Journal of Education, 95(2), 299-303.
Special Commission on the Conditions of Teaching.
(1987,
August).
Leading the way.
Boston:
Massachusetts
State Legislature.
Task force tackles teacher training.
Athol Daily News.

(1987,

April

24).

Wells, A. S.
(1987, Spring Education Review).
Wanted:
One million schoolteachers.
The New York Times, pp.
29-30.
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